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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES

After the Journal, there is no question but that our Branch Meetings are one 
of the best things the Society has to offer – and, although attendance at some 
of them has been a little sparse, those Members who have braved wintery 
conditions have been well rewarded.  2010 has certainly started as well as 2009 
ended.  September seems a long way back now, but David Lloyd-Jones gave 
the London Branch a most enjoyable and illuminating talk on Hiawatha. Then, 
in October, our Midland Branch, under Richard Kitching’s steadfast leadership, 
provided a quite excellent speaker, John Charles, who had been the orchestral 
manager for several major English orchestras (including, among others, the 
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic when Charles Groves conducted the Requiem); 
he gave an extremely amusing talk, modestly titled Notes from a Career, about 
the hurley-burley of life in professional music circles, and brought with him a 
number of unique ‘Delius-related’ photographs and programmes.  
 Also in October, Members of the London Branch were fortunate to hear 
Tony Summers presenting a fascinating history of The Walk to the Paradise 
Garden, and the season ended in November with Paul Guinery, as entertaining 
and professional as ever, speaking about York Bowen: The Last Romantic.  2010 
has started strongly: for in January, Alan Gout shared some of his discoveries 
with us in his talk The Hidden Harmony is Better Than the Obvious. The 
following month, a healthy audience of both Grieg enthusiasts and Delians 
enjoyed a splendid joint meeting with the Grieg Society at the Norwegian 
Embassy when Roger Buckley provided a painstakingly researched and well 
illustrated talk on Delius’s Red Notebook.  We were made very welcome, and 
it was good to see such a positive outcome from our Reciprocal Membership 
Scheme – which, thanks to Michael Green’s enthusiasm, seems to be working 
well.  We look forward to further collaborations of this kind – and there are, of 
course, several interesting occasions to come, at which I hope to see a good 
number of you.  Finally, we organised a recital in the Steinway Hall by the 
viola player Martin Outram and his pianist Julian Rolton, which included the 
former’s excellent new arrangement of the Delius Cello Sonata for viola and 
piano.
 2012 is, of course, the year of the Olympic Games – but I suspect that a fair 
number of us may be more interested in what it brings in terms of celebrating 
the 150th anniversary of Delius’s birth!  I have received some interesting 
responses from one or two of the orchestras, choirs, opera companies, etc. 
whom I have approached with a plea to consider including some Delius 
in their programmes for the 2012-2013 seasons – but I would appeal to all 
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those of our Members who have any contacts at all in musical organisations – 
particularly pro-am orchestras and reasonably-sized choirs – to invite them to 
get in touch with me, with a view to considering how we can encourage them 
to ‘support the Delian cause’.  
 We and the Trust are at long last making real headway with the complete 
updating of the now very antiquated and ‘un-user-friendly’ Delius website, 
which is run by us jointly.  It will incorporate completely new pages for both 
the Trust and the Society, and is likely to include a number of ‘modern’ features 
which it is hoped will encourage younger generations to explore the music – 
and I can assure you all that the Committee are hoping to be able to report its 
completion at the AGM.
 Finally, I would like to pay tribute to my colleagues on the Committee. 
They are all busy people, but they nevertheless willingly find huge amounts 
time in which to contribute to the continuing success of the Society – and our 
meetings are always extremely enjoyable! 

Martin Lee-Browne
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EDITORIAL

It is always fruitful to reconsider the life and work of Delius as significant 
dates and possible interesting performances approach.  Autumn 2009 marked 
the fiftieth anniversary of the first publication of Sir Thomas Beecham’s 
biography of Frederick Delius; the book he had promised Jelka twenty-five 
years before that he would write.  To mark this anniversary, in a piece called A 
Promise Fulfilled, I have included the Introduction to this book, penned by Felix 
Aprahamian, for its 1975 reprint.  No one was better qualified than Felix then 
to give us all we need to know to re-appraise this important and interesting 
study.  I have made a few observations myself on the book which I hope will 
be of interest.  
 Having heard of two possible performances of the Incidental Music for 
Hassan, I thought we should have something on this wonderful score which 
we do not hear very often in its entirety.  Even though we cannot be sure of 
either of these performances, I still value Dawn Redwood’s two well researched 
and rewarding articles here included back to back, and was fascinated by the 
BBC interview of Basil Dean in 1977.  Lastly in this sequence I was delighted 
that Pamela Blevins was able to let me include an interview with Delius and 
his wife conducted by Marion Scott, the friend of Ivor Gurney.  This is the first 
time I have seen this interview, which was published in The Christian Science 
Monitor.  Pamela Blevins also contributes a helpful article on Marion Scott.  
 Included this time is an article about Delius and Gauguin because a major 
exhibition of work by Gauguin will be shown in London in the Autumn, 
including Nevermore.  Those Society members who are within striking distance 
of London may wish to see this exhibition, at Tate Modern, where it is possible 
that some of the wooden sculptures by Gauguin which Delius is known to 
have owned at some time, may be exhibited.  This exhibition will be reviewed 
in a future Journal.  
 A highlight for 2009 must surely be the three performances of A Mass Of 
Life.  As the third of  these performances, given in Huddersfield last October, 
seems to have been a great success I have included three reviews here to give 
readers a variety of reactions to the performance of this important Delius 
score.  
 We are very sad to hear of the death of Malve Steinweg, who was well 
known by a number of Society members, and who will be greatly missed by 
those of us who met her at Society AGMs.  
 As ever, please keep sending in articles and/or suggestions for material 
to be included in the Journal.  Your contributions are very welcome and keep 
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things moving along.  My thanks to all those who have contributed to this 
Journal and helped with its production.  
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OBITUARIES

MALVE STEINWEG
(1912 - 2009)
Malve Steinweg, née Gerhardi, was born in 1912 in Luedenscheid, a small 
town in Westphalia, Germany. Her father was a doctor, who specialised in 
obstetrics; her mother had studied pharmaceutics for some years as one of the 
first female students of that time.  There was one older sister, Evelin, and one 
younger, Ulrike.  The parents were highly interested in literature, music and 
art, and the sisters were marked by this atmosphere.  On the other hand, the 
family was very progressive; the father – for his nightly visits to the farmers in 
the surroundings – soon changed over from a horse to a car, one of the first 
in the town. But what shocked the fine families, was the fact that there was 
no chauffeur. The mother held the licence and the three sisters were trained 
in changing tyres and cranking the engine. Some of the ‘better’ ladies stopped 
greeting the mother from this time onwards.  
 Another big influence came from her father’s sister, the painter Ida 
Gerhardi.  She had moved to Paris as a young woman as she found no 
opportunity to develop her art in the ‘Kaiser Reich’.  There she came into close 
contact with progressive artists, such as Rodin.  Her school-friend, Jelka Rosen, 
also a painter, followed her to Paris and got to know Frederick Delius and 
later married him.  So, a close friendship also arose between Delius and Ida 
Gerhardi including her family: Delius was godfather to Malve.  After WWI she 
only saw him once, when he travelled through Germany.  The opportunity for 
her to visit Grez came only after Delius’s death.
 After WWI, Ida Gerhardi lived in her brother’s home; many of her artist-
friends visited her.  The sisters became acquainted with many interesting 
persons like the painter Christian Rohlfs and Karl-Ernst Osthaus, founder of 
the Folkwang Museum.  
 Some years after taking her school-leaving exam, Malve married Dr. Ing 
Hans Steinweg, owner of a factory in Luedenscheid, where they lived in his 
paternal home, an old villa surrounded by a big garden.
 They had three sons, and Malve – coming from a family of three sisters – 
had to get used to a more robust family life.  WWII started at the time when 
the children were just born and her education for the practicalities of family 
and home life paid off. The garden was changed into a little farm; some sheep 
and goats lived on the meadow.  Malve taught herself to milk them.  A flock of 
chickens lived in the kitchen.
 After the war, she was engaged in encouraging cultural life in the town, 
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becoming a founder member of a 
choir.  And she successfully led her 
sons to literature, music and art, 
and she had to try hard, as their 
genes were technology-dominated. 
 Together with her sister 
Evelin she cared passionately for 
Ida Gerhardi’s heritage. Intensive 
contacts with the main Westphalian 
museum (Landesmuseum 
Münster) resulted in some 
exhibitions, and moreover in 
academic treatment of the painter’s 
work.  
 Dr. Steinweg died in 1972, 
leaving her in deep grief for many 
years.  Grandchildren, who filled 
the house with new life, helped her 
to overcome her sadness.  Her sister 
Evelin returned to Luedenscheid 
and there was no cultural event in 
the town without the two sisters 
being present.  
 Delius’s music is rarely 
performed in Germany, but the 
sisters took every opportunity to 

hear it.  They became members of the Delius Society, and a lot of mutual visits 
lead to a deep friendship with other members, e.g. Lionel Carley.  
 Growing older, she was more and more housebound, but was able to live 
in her familiar rooms, surrounded by Ida Gerhardi’s paintings, especially the 
portrait of Delius in her living room.  Her mind continued to be very clear 
throughout the last years while her body faded.  Very softly she passed away in 
October 2009. 

Klaus Steinweg



Malve Steinweg 
© Klaus Steinweg 
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THE DELIUS SOCIETY AGM 2010 

The 2010 AGM will take place at Surbiton Golf Club, Woodstock Lane, 
Chessington, Surrey KT9 1UG at 11.00am on Sunday 27th June 2010. The 
AGM, which is open to members and their guests, will be followed by 
lunch and a visit to The Waffrons, formerly the home of the Harrison family.  
Details of a day package (estimated cost £32.50 per head) will be circulated to 
members.



THE DELIUS PRIZE 2010 

The public final of the 2010 event will take place at the Birmingham 
Conservatoire, Paradise Place, Birmingham B3 3HG, in the Recital Room, on 
Thursday 10th June, starting at 2.00pm.  The Adjudicator will be Paul Spicer, 
the eminent choral conductor.  To learn more about Paul Spicer, see his web 
site at (http://www.paulspicer.com/index.html).
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THE DELIUS SOCIETY MEMBERS’ SURVEY 

The Questionnaire was circulated to all members of the Society with 
Newsletter 28 (July 2009).  Of 430 possible replies there were 191, a response 
rate of 44.4%.  161 of these came from members in the UK, 10 from the USA, 
two from Eire, two from Germany and one each from Australia, Canada, China, 
Denmark, France, Holland, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland.
 What follows is an analysis of the boxes that were ticked.  There were in 
addition many individual comments which are receiving careful consideration 
by the Committee.

MEETINGS OF THE SOCIETY (LONDON BRANCH)

I would prefer these to take place on Saturday afternoons 14

I would prefer some of these to take place on Saturday afternoons 22

I am happy for these to continue to take place on Tuesday, Wednesday
or Thursday evenings between 7.15pm and 9.30pm 52

I am unable to attend the London Branch meetings 65

Not applicable to me 31

Summary

The question did not concern 96 members. Of those it did, 59% were happy 
for arrangements to continue as now, while 41% would prefer that some or all 
of the meetings should take place on Saturday afternoons.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETINGS

I prefer a weekend event 29

I prefer a one-day event 16

I am happy for the AGM to remain sometimes a weekend event
and sometimes a one-day event 85

I like the AGM to coincide with a musical event 90

I have no preference for the AGM to coincide with a musical event 13
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The cost of the AGM event is too high 13

The cost of the AGM event is about right 60

Not applicable to me 41

Summary

With regard to duration of the AGM, of the 130 who expressed a view, 65.4% 
were happy with the current mixture of weekend and one-day events.  22.3% 
preferred a weekend and 12.3% preferred a one-day event. Of those who 
answered the question about the coincidence of the AGM with a musical 
event, 87.4% preferred this option and 12.6% had no preference. Only 73 
members responded to the question on the cost of the AGM and of these 
17.8% found it too high while 82.2% considered it ‘about right’.

DELIUS SOCIETY / DELIUS TRUST WEBSITE

I access the Website frequently 6

I access the Website from time to time 105

I never access the Website 50

I believe that the Website is important for the future of the Society 127

I have no view as to whether the Website is important
for the future of the Society 19

Summary

To the question on the importance of the Website to the future of the Society, 
87% responded positively and 13% had no view.  With regard to accessing the 
Site, 3.7% do so frequently, 65.3% occasionally and 31% not at all.

FUTURE DIRECTION OF THE DELIUS SOCIETY

I approve of the Society’s annual Delius Prize for young musicians 155

I have no particular view on The Delius Prize 9
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I was pleased to learn about the initiative to offer
reciprocal membership to selected music societies 144

I have no particular view on the initiative to offer
reciprocal membership to selected music societies 25

I am concerned about the falling membership of the Society 134

I have no particular view on the falling membership of the Society 17

I may be willing to take some part in the Society’s future activities 53

I am happy for the Society to continue as it does now 111

Summary

Of the 164 members who responded to the question on The Delius Prize, 
94.5% approved and 5.5% had no particular view.  Of those who expressed 
a view on the reciprocal membership initiative, 85.2% approved and 14.8% 
had no view.  There was strong polarisation also on the question of the falling 
membership of the Society, with 88.7% expressing concern and 11.3% hav-
ing no view.  A majority of responders (58.1% of the total) indicated that they 
were happy for the Society to continue as it does at present.  Gratifyingly for 
the Committee, no fewer than 53 members stated that they might be willing 
to take some part in the Society’s future activities.
 
The Committee is very grateful to all members who took the trouble to com-
plete and return the Questionnaire.  These results will help it to plan the future 
activities of the Society.

Roger Buckley
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DELIUS – 
THE FORGOTTEN MUSIC PIONEER

Tony Summers

The years from the mid 1890s to the First World War must have been one of 
the most exciting periods in the history of music. At no time before or since 
has the face of music changed so dramatically and so quickly, as witness 
the extraordinary fact that a mere 20 years separate Tchaikovsky’s Pathétique  
Symphony from the Rite of Spring! So many pioneering composers were at 
work during those years, pushing back the frontiers of tonality, harmony 
and every aspect of music that it must have seemed as if a ground-breaking 
new work was being performed just about every week.  Ask any reasonably 
informed musician who these pioneers were and the list will probably 
include Schoenberg, Stravinsky, Debussy, Strauss, Mahler, perhaps Ravel, 
Berg, Webern, Prokofiev, Bartok, Janáček, possibly even Nielsen, Sibelius and 
oddballs like Ives and Satie. And Delius?  Well, although almost all his greatest 
works were written during this period he is seldom if ever included in the 
list1.  Far from being progressive, his music is seen by many as essentially 
regressive: thoroughly tonal, bathed in post-Wagnerian sentimentality, gently 
meandering and formless, and completely at odds with the thrusting acerbic 
dissonance and rhythmic complexity of so many of his contemporaries.
 I believe this common view of Delius is completely wrong and does him 
a gross injustice.  For some reason the novel, pioneering elements in Delius’s 
music have been overlooked or forgotten.  In this article I aim to identify 
briefly some of the truly original elements in his music which I think justify 
his inclusion in the list of great early 20th century pioneers and speculate as to 
why his originality is so often overlooked today.

The Lack of a Musical Heritage
For all their originality, the pioneer composers listed above all have their roots 
in a recognisable (usually nationalistic) musical heritage. Stravinsky’s works 
(at least pre-1914) are based on the colourful Russian nationalism of Rimsky-
Korsakov overlaid with Russian folk, liturgical and street music. Schoenberg’s 
development of twelve-tone technique follows a logical progression from 
Wagner and structurally, his works stem from the  Viennese tradition. The origins 
of Mahler’s symphonies are clearly traceable back to Viennese composers like 
Schubert and even to Beethoven. Debussy and Ravel’s music is so clearly 
French in origin, displaying the love of exotic harmony and instrumentation so 
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characteristic of composers from that country.  And so with all the others listed: 
their musical roots are usually clear and based on a national tradition.
 But a striking and unique aspect of Delius is the lack of a single identifiable 
musical tradition behind him: unlike the above composers it is hard to say 
exactly where his music comes from.  He took what he wanted from European 
music – mainly Wagner, Strauss and Grieg, but added another unique source: 
the American musical influence. How much of this came from the Dixie 
bands he is alleged to have heard as a boy and how much came from the 
Afro-American music he heard in Florida is uncertain, but ‘American’ musical 
inflections and harmony occur throughout Delius’s works – and not just those 
on American subjects.  His music abounds with pentatonic themes and motifs, 
‘added 6th’ cadences, ‘blue’ notes and ‘blue’ harmony, often at emotionally 
charged moments and anticipating composers like Gershwin by 20 years!  
Detailed articles have of course been written about this but the fact that Delius 
was the only composer to have combined musical sources from the Old and 
New Worlds seems to have been largely overlooked.  This is the main reason 
for his lack of a clear music heritage and is surely the first justification for his 
inclusion as a musical pioneer.
 But I can almost hear someone saying: “Isn’t Delius an English composer?”  
This is a difficult subject.  For many people Delius is the quintessentially ‘English 
composer’, though whether or not Delius’s music evokes an English landscape 
is of course a personal thing.  It is true that he was born and buried in England, 
he gave his works English titles and set English texts, but in reality there is 
precious little English musical heritage behind Delius’s style.  He seems to have 
had little interest in English music from the past, whether Tudor polyphony, 
church music, the oratorio tradition, or the early 20th century enthusiasm for 
collecting folk songs.  In fact, the only occasions when he used folk material 
were when he was given a tune ‘on a plate’ ready harmonised by someone 
else (Brigg Fair, by Grainger and I Ola-Dalom, i Ola-Kjönn by Grieg and used 
by Delius in the First Cuckoo). I suspect that extra-musical factors such as his 
nationality are the main reasons for Delius being pigeon-holed today as an 
English composer, but there are perhaps aspects of Delius’s musical style 
which have become identified as typically ‘English’. His harmonic language 
includes (amongst many other things) the occasional use of modal harmony 
and he had a fondness for a lilting ‘tum-ti-tum’ six-eight rhythm. Put these 
together and you have what has become an English pastoral musical cliché.  
I say become as I do not think evocation of ‘Englishness’ was Delius’s main 
intention: the musical device occurs in many ‘non-English’ Delius works (there 
is an example at letter J in Appalachia) but it was taken up by his successors 
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and has acquired the ‘English pastoral idyll’ association. It would not be too far-
fetched to suggest that the English pastoral style was invented, accidentally, by 
Delius, and this is perhaps another justification for his musical pioneer status.

Delius’s Harmony
A number of Delius’s contemporaries – notably Debussy and Ravel – were 
very free in their harmonic language, moving common chords around in novel 
ways, but no-one went as far as Delius in this regard.  Inspired no doubt by 
the improvisation of the Negro slaves he heard in Florida, Delius developed an 
entire harmonic language by improvising at the piano until he found chains 
of chords that ‘sounded good’.  (Vaughan Williams, who was not particularly 
keen on Delius’s music, said it sounded ‘like the curate improvising’!)  This is 
what makes his harmony unique and so very hard to analyse. Beecham used 
to say that he knew talented musicians who could accurately imitate many 
composers at the piano but they never got Delius right!  This is because he 
is so often totally unpredictable: sometimes his harmonies change by the 
movement of parts and sometimes chords seem to move at random, without 
any concern for traditional part-writing! In this way Delius often produces 
chords with unusual voicing (there are many in the musical example below) 
which would be unlikely to arise if, as in most composers, harmony is created 
by the movement of parts, and unless these voicings are respected, imitators 
of Delius’s style never sound quite right.  At its most extreme, these chains of 
seemingly unrelated chords create a complete suspension of tonality as in the 
example below (an extract from the song It was a Lover and his Lass).
 Taken separately, each chord is tonal, but the lack of a consistent pattern 
creates a kind of atonality by entirely novel means. No-one else at the time broke 
down tonality in quite this way; it is completely different from the techniques 
of Strauss or Schoenberg where dissonance and atonality are created from 
movement of parts or the superimposition of unrelated chords. Composing at 
the piano is sometimes criticised as being a characteristic of lesser composers, 
but Delius’s unique style surely could not have been created in any other way!
 Another extraordinary thing about Delius’s harmony is how closely it 
parallels the compositional methods of jazz musicians, who will improvise 
harmony on the piano in just the same way.  And many of the chords they use 
are the same as those Delius uses – this is surely no coincidence, given the roots 
of jazz and Delius’s harmonic language in the music of black America and the 
Deep South.  It is surprising how few writers on Delius have commented on 
this, but many jazz musicians have recognised the connection and have been, 
or are, keen Delius enthusiasts.
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Delius’s Sense of Form
Delius was as innovative in his formal structures as he was in his harmonic 
language.  As a result of improvising at the piano he virtually invented a new 
type of variation form: harmonic variations on a theme.  Variation form has 
been around since the 16th century and composers have done just about 
everything possible with a theme:  turning it inside out, upside down, back 
to front, changing the rhythm, shortening and extending it, making it a fugue 
subject, and loading it with any amount of decoration.  But harmonic variation 
on a theme remained relatively unexplored before Delius. Occasional use of 
chromatic harmonic decoration had been made by many composers – from 
Mozart to Wagner2 and beyond – but in writing variations the furthest most 
composers got was to put a major key theme into the minor (though Grieg 
had started to explore further harmonic possibilities).  Through improvisation 
Delius found that he could put any number of different harmonies under 
a theme and harmonic variation thus became one of the mainstays of his 
compositional technique. Whole works are built around harmonic and 
instrumental variations: Appalachia, both Dance Rhapsodies and Brigg Fair, and 
the technique occurs throughout his compositional output. Delius was the first 
to do this, though Grainger had independently developed similar methods, 
but neither composer has had proper recognition for this innovation.
 As well as harmonic variation Delius developed other novel structural 
methods based essentially on a sense of flow and not much else! Themes 
seem to transform into one another in an un-analysable yet totally logical 
way.  His style continued to evolve throughout his life: harmonic variation as 
a compositional technique initially increased in importance, then became less 
significant in his later works as he found new ways of developing his material.  
There is no justification at all for the oft-repeated remark that “once you’ve 
heard one Delius work, you’ve heard them all” – the Florida Suite and the 
Requiem belong to such different musical worlds that one could be forgiven for 
thinking they were by different composers. Delius’s music has the reputation 
for being formless but his novel methods are so suited to his material that (as 
Beecham remarked) making cuts or changes is extremely difficult.  We forget 
just what a brave, pioneering thing it was to create new structures from scratch.  
It is not easy to write a symphony but it must be easier to write a work to a 
pre-existing plan than to create your own novel, satisfying new structures.  We 
must not be surprised if occasionally Delius does not quite succeed in this 
formidable task; he used a musical language and techniques that most other 
composers would have rejected as quite unworkable!
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Why has Delius been Overlooked as a Pioneer?
One cannot be certain about this but there seem to be a whole raft of reasons 
why Delius’s originality has been overlooked or forgotten.  Firstly, his mature 
musical language puts heavy emphasis on harmony – and subtle, complex, 
highly chromatic harmony at that.  Unfortunately, the musical public does not 
usually have a well developed sense of harmony and – this has to be said 
– the subtlety and complexity of Delius’s harmonic language passes many 
people by.  This is in contrast to the more general appeal of basic and visceral 
sensations produced by the rhythmic complexity, barbaric sounds and raw 
dissonance that we find in Stravinsky, Schoenberg or Prokofiev.  Those early 
commentators who criticised Appalachia because it seemed to them that the 
theme was repeated unchanged without being subjected to the expected 
academic devices failed to recognise the different harmonic treatments of 
each variation.  Similarly, I have known a musician declare that the first few 
variations of Brigg Fair are ‘boring’ because (to her) the tune was  “just repeated 
over and over again”.  If you cannot hear that the harmony is changing, then 
Delius will seem boring, particularly as his style is not rhythmically complex 
and the form is often novel and challenging – leading to the common 
accusation that Delius is ‘formless’.  Another problem for the listener is that 
Delius deliberately restricted the emotional range of his works: he disliked 
violence, aggression and unpleasantness depicted in music and avoided these 
things as much as possible (and when forced into it by the demands of his 
operatic plots the results are sometimes less than satisfactory). This inevitably 
reduces the general appeal of his works and all the above reasons conspire to 
make Delius a specialised taste.
 Yet all these criticisms can be levelled against another composer whose 
fate has been very different – Claude Debussy.  Like Delius, Debussy created 
a similarly subtle chromatic harmonic language designed to appeal directly to 
the soul of the listener and sounding occasionally quite like Delius.  He was 
a deeply sensitive artist who avoided musical violence in favour of sensual 
sounds.  Like Delius, he cast his music in new forms which baffled listeners 
for many years.  But, unlike Delius, he is now acclaimed as one of the great 
pioneers and influential figures of the early 20th century.  How did this come 
about?
 Debussy had the good fortune to be writing in Paris, one of the major 
centres for new music a century ago.  His new works were quickly premièred 
and, because the eyes and ears of the musical world were at the time focussed 
on Paris, his influence and fame spread widely.  Many composers soon came 
under his influence, and this has continued to the present day with such figures 
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as Messiaen, Takemitsu and Boulez effusive in their praise of him.  Debussy’s 
formal methods, previously regarded as difficult, now seem to present no 
problems for modern audiences3.
 Delius, on the other hand, though living only 40 miles from Paris, avoided 
the French musical scene.  His works were premièred by lesser-known German 
conductors and so lacked the international high profile enjoyed by Debussy.  
Also, he had consistent bad luck in trying to arrange first performances: time 
and again, up to ten years elapsed between composition of a new work and 
performance so those who took note of him always had the impression that 
his music was less advanced than it actually was. And, unlike Debussy, he 
was not influential on the next generation of composers, partly due to lack of 
exposure in the key musical centres of Europe. After 1918 interest in Delius 
waned in Germany and with the focus for performance of his music shifting to 
England, Delius never came into the European spotlight.  Had Delius’s works 
been championed a century ago by Monteux in Paris or Mahler in Vienna the 
story might now be very different.

Conclusion
As a musical pioneer Delius’s credentials are impressive. He was the first 
European composer to build a musical style by combining elements of 
European and American black music.  The American experience inspired him 
to be the first to develop a harmonic language based on free improvisation at 
the piano – anticipating by a generation the techniques and harmony of jazz 
composers.  He developed his own unique forms based on what he felt was 
right, not on pre-existing formulas.  He virtually invented harmonic variation 
on a theme – something barely explored before Delius – and there is some 
justification for the idea that he inadvertently created what has become the 
‘English pastoral style’ as a by-product of his novel harmonic language.  There 
are many musical parallels with Debussy, but Delius missed out on the wide 
exposure that Debussy’s new music enjoyed.  If Delius had had Debussy’s luck, 
his music might have exerted a much greater influence over the 20th century 
and his reputation today would doubtless be much higher.
 I know many will disagree with me but I believe the worst thing to happen 
to Delius was to end up categorised as an English composer.  He was, as 
Christopher Palmer so convincingly argued in his book4, a true cosmopolitan in 
music (perhaps the only one), but since there is no box marked ‘cosmopolitan’, 
he is now firmly in the one marked ‘English music’ (and subtitled ‘English 
pastoral miniatures’!) Because relatively few Delius works are regularly 
performed, concert and recording planners seem to think that Delius always 
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belongs alongside his English contemporaries – as if a liking for Delius 
automatically presupposes a liking also for Elgar, Vaughan Williams, etc.  This 
diminishes Delius’s cosmopolitanism, fails to show the breadth of his style and 
fails to make all the right musical connections – harmonically Delius is closer 
to Ellington than Elgar!  Whether the true worth of Delius as a great musical 
pioneer will ever be realised is doubtful, but we could make a start by breaking 
the ‘English music’ connection, programming the full range of his works (not 
just those with pastoral overtones) alongside his European contemporaries 
and exploiting the unique connection with the world of jazz and American folk 
music.  Delius’s works can stand alongside those of any other composer, but 
when I see him regularly sharing concert programmes with Wagner, Mahler, 
Strauss, Debussy – and perhaps even Gershwin or Duke Ellington I shall start 
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to think that his rehabilitation really has begun!
Notes

1 True to form, the author of a recent (admittedly populist) review of 20th century music 
(The Rest is Noise: Alex Ross, Fourth Estate, London, 2008) discusses every one of the 
above composers but omits Delius.
2 There is an extraordinarily accurate pre-echo of Delius’s early chromatic style in the 
‘Good Friday’ music from Parsifal.
3 Works like Prélude à l’Après-midi d’un Faune and Jeux have defied satisfactory musical 
analysis but the musical world accepts this and, unlike Delius, Debussy’s music is not 
nowadays branded as ‘formless’.
4 Delius, Portrait of a Cosmopolitan, Duckworth & Co, London, 1976. Now sadly out of 
print though second-hand copies can occasionally be found.
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HASSAN

To start this re-examination of one of Delius’s finest achievements, below we have 
reprinted two articles by Dawn Redwood concerning James Elroy Flecker and the 
co-operation between Delius and Basil Dean over the first London performance 
of Hassan in 1923. These articles first appeared in The Delius Society Journals  
No. 50 and 51 respectively, in January and April 1976.  Ed.  

FLECKER, DEAN AND DELIUS:
THE HISTORY OF HASSAN PART I

Dawn Redwood

‘... The additional interludes that I had to extract from a loudly protesting 
composer are among the most enchanting items in a score that did more 
to bring Delius to the notice of his countrymen than all his previous 
work ...’ (1)

Bold words indeed. How accurate this statement is from a musicologist’s 
point of view is a matter for argument among that academic hierarchy, but 
for me it led to the intention of meeting Basil Dean, and piecing together the 
fortunes and tragedies of the Flecker, Dean and Delius triangle.  My meeting 
with Basil Dean in May 1975 emphatically contradicted any idea the reader 
may have that he is an elderly man living solely on happy memories of his 
success, with that of Hassan as the climax to his outstanding career as theatre 
manager.  Yes, Hassan is undoubtedly his epitome of ‘total theatre’,  ‘... it was 
the instinct for “total theatre” that was later to develop into a theory, although 
without a comparable opportunity for its exercise ...’(2), and at eighty-seven, 
with his fluent and precise memory, he can justify and explain every detail of 
his collaboration with Delius without referring to notes.  
 Basil Dean was born in 1888, and after an abortive start to a career in the 
City, Dean the actor walked the boards in 1906.  During this spell of acting, 
he quickly learned to take an interest in and learn the rudiments of the stage 
manager’s job, the technicians’ job and all other branches of theatrical work.  
After working with Miss Horniman (3) a period of unemployment followed 
around 1910 after which fairytale magic took him to Liverpool where he 
collaborated with Miss Darragh (4) to form an Experimental Season, with 
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himself in charge of the search for new plays and players.  It was during this 
time that he began his close collaboration with John Galsworthy (who later 
spoke out in criticism of Delius’s ‘mediocre’ music for Hassan), JM Barrie,  
J. Masefield and many other writers and critics. Their reception of Galsworthy’s 
Strife, chosen to open the season, made it clear that Basil Dean had established 
himself in the theatre.  By November 1911 the experimental theatre had a 
home in Liverpool and it was during this period that Dean met George Harris, 
‘an artist craftsman of the highest quality, who was to become my closest 
friend and collaborator in the years ahead’. (5)  Dean had begun to make a 
name for himself as a producer who brought colour and vitality to the sets and 
imagination to lighting effects and George Harris was able to realise Dean’s 
ideas in his designs.
 When his days at Liverpool were over, Sir Herbert Tree (6) offered Dean the 
post of Assistant Producer at his theatre.  At last Dean was part of London’s 
theatre life, and part of his job involved reading new plays to Tree.  With Viola 
Tree’s (7) words of advice ringing in his ears - ‘Daddy is out of touch with new 
things in the theatre. You must give him new ideas and all that.’ Dean found 
a bulky package on his desk in December 1913 with this note pinned to it - 
‘Please give this wonderful play special attention; we wanted Daddy to read 
it but he says it’s too long.’  ‘This wonderful play’ was Hassan by James Elroy 
Flecker.  
 It is necessary here to digress from Basil Dean’s biographical details to those 
of Flecker.  James Elroy Flecker was born in 1884, the son of a schoolmaster, 
and he lived and was educated in the home environment during his formative 
years.  His father was Headmaster of Dean Close School, Cheltenham; and 
his mother, the dominant parent, managed the domestic running of the 
school.  His home and school life were synonymous with a very strict religious 
upbringing; so strict that normal boyish behaviour was severely reprimanded 
and any aesthetic or artistic traits in his personality were not encouraged.  Mrs. 
Flecker wrote of her son’s upbringing: 

‘Frankly it was not a success. He was far too individualist, far too egotistical 
to mix happily with the normal boy life of a public school, and he was very 
sensitive to the fact of being the Headmaster’s son.  Passionate and lacking 
in self-control, he was a trial to his masters since he could not take rebuke 
in any form and his hastiness, inaccuracy and carelessness often got him 
into trouble.  
 Roy always had the ability to work where his interests were engaged, 
but no power to endure what was irksome... Very early he began to be 
of the opposition, finding no doubt more scope for himself than along 
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orthodox lines of discipline. From the letters of many who knew him at 
this time, it is obvious that though impressing people as a boy of real 
ability he did not display any ‘genius’. Had he done so it might have been 
easier for him for he doubtless needed individual treatment.’ (8)

 Dr Flecker was over-keen for him to be an academic success and the fact 
that his son not only wanted to write but could make a success of it, was 
never reconciled with the parents’ aspirations for him or with their religious 
views.  Disagreement over religion and money were the two causes of all the 
friction between them.  Never could Roy accept their narrow religious views 
and when he became an agnostic he dealt the worst blow, in every possible 
dramatic way to his parents.  Money was the joint cause of all trouble, partly 
because he could not manage it (according to his parents) and partly because 
he spent his allowance on books and other allied tools of the artistic trade 
which were taboo to those strictly adhering to their religious principles.  Rows 
continued (and much unhappiness they caused to all three), even to deathbed 
recriminations and absolutions.  
 After Dean Close and Uppingham, Flecker went up to Oxford where he 
not only met many unsuitable characters (in his parents’ eyes) but only just 
managed to gain a third in Classics.  With no particular career in mind, except 
an ambition to write, he went on to Cambridge to study oriental languages 
with a view to joining the Foreign Office as an Interpreter, choosing this 
course partly because his two years of study would cover those aspects of 
literature he had acquired a taste for.  So on 23rd April 1908 he was to enrol 
as a ‘student interpreter in His Majesty’s Consular Service in the Ottoman 
Dominions, Persia, Greece and Morocco.’  He was still only a student who 
had examinations to pass and these would always be irksome as they were 
invariably not on his favourite subject and interrupted his own writing or 
research. These two years at Cambridge were not entirely happy and by 1909 
he had felt the beginnings of the disease which was to prove fatal.  He did 
write a lot of poetry, some influenced by the Orient, and parts of Hassan date 
from this period.  
 In June 1910, having gained fourth place out of the six candidates, he left 
Cambridge and headed for his first post in Constantinople – a place which 
was regarded by many in the service to have a poor climate and a narrow 
society. (9)  However the outward journey was a happy one, for it was on the 
boat that he met Hellé Skiadaressi, (10) whom he was to marry in 1911.
 Hellé was an extremely well educated Greek lady whose knowledge and 
love of literature complemented Flecker’s, and she later proved to be not only 
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a good wife and literary companion but a valuable amanuensis for her sick 
husband.  Unfortunately she was hardly acceptable to Dr and Mrs Flecker.  
She was foreign, she was unknown, she was Greek Orthodox, and her 
husband was barely earning enough to keep himself, much less a wife.
 During their courtship they wrote constantly and Flecker never kept any 
details of his illness from her.  It was, ironically, on the black-edged consulate 
paper used after the death of Edward VII, that he wrote to his parents on  
16th September 1910:

‘I am afraid as usual that I am going to be an awful nuisance to you and 
everybody else. To go straight to the point, the doctor has discovered 
germs of consumption in me.  He says I must take sick leave and consult 
a specialist at once. It’s the greatest shock I’ve ever had, I’m utterly 
miserable, but the doctor says I can get cured...’ (11)

 So with less than three months’ Consular service to his credit a thin, sick 
Flecker left the Middle East to seek a cure at a sanatorium in the Cotswolds.  
However, restlessness set in and in January 1911 he left the Sanatorium before 
his three months were up and set off for Paris and Hellé.  The artisan life of 
Paris could hardly be described as a good example of the six-month travel in 
the open air which the doctor ordered after his stay in the sanatorium!  When, 
in the spring, his money had run out, Flecker returned to Beirut.  One can see 
why his parents felt he had thrown away the chance of a cure at this point and 
in future they gave help and money less readily.  At this point, it is relevant 
to mention that Flecker was prone to the typical extremes of mental attitude 
common to the illness from which he was suffering, especially in the later 
stages.  These extremes of restlessness and calm, euphoria and melancholia, 
periods of literary activity before a barren period were earlier incorrectly 
interpreted by his parents as part of his trying nature.  
 However, during his Paris sojourn he had completed Don Juan (posthumously 
published in 1925) and at least felt pleased with some early criticisms of it from 
publishers, managers etc., not least among them Shaw.  By March he was in 
Constantinople and had written to Hellé with a proposal of marriage.  By 
April the consumption was active again and it was during this period of sick 
leave that he married Hellé in Athens in May 1911.  The first few weeks of 
their married life were spent in Corfu where Flecker decided to abandon Don 
Juan and he embarked on another play which was to take many shapes before 
assuming its final shape as the 1923 Hassan. (12)  He was now yearning for 
the literary life of London and when a letter from Edward Marsh (13) arrived 
in Beirut he began to think seriously of leaving the grim, hot East for London.  
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Marsh had written to Flecker at Rupert Brooke’s suggestion, asking him to 
submit some poetry for an Anthology of Georgian Poetry which Marsh was 
editing.  Flecker of course was pleased to be included and his close association 
with Marsh began at this time.  
 Flecker by now had failed his exams for Vice-Consul but was given nine 
months’ reprieve in view of the time spent on sick leave.  In October 1911 he 
decided to leave the Service, providing he could find a good job in London, 
and in November they left: Hellé going to her mother in Paris and Flecker to 
London.  Flecker met Marsh and was promised that Hassan would be shown 
to Granville Barker (14) as soon as it was typed.  With hopes for Hassan high, 
Flecker searched in vain for this ‘good job’ and so it was after Mr and Mrs 
Flecker junior had visited their seniors in Cheltenham, and with a refusal by 
the Foreign Office to grant him a transfer that Hellé returned to Paris to throw 
off a virus, and Flecker returned to Beirut.  Marsh was interested enough in 
Hassan for Flecker to write him a technical letter about alterations to Act I, 
Scenes I and 2 and a few days later he wrote again:

‘... The hope of my life, which is Hassan, is in your hands, my dear Marsh.  
I am hoping to hear what Ainley (15) thinks of it, and no less to hear what 
you think of it.  Do not scruple to tell me bad news, and opinions. My best 
love to Rupert, and many thanks to you for your great kindness to one as 
unfortunate as Ovid.’ (16)

Christopher Hassall, in his biography of Marsh, (17) wrote that Hassan was to

 ‘...cause the patron almost more work than any other literary project he ever 
touched.’

 Hellé, meantime, had written from Paris – 

‘... I think the day Hassan is played you will have enough to do writing for 
the stage and that will be the best thing for you and we must never forget or 
neglect this possibility ...’(18)  

 Ironically, almost crossing in the post, Flecker wrote to her –

‘... Sorry  to say I have rotten news of Hassan. Ainley regards it as “not 
commercial”.  
It obviously will never be played in its present form.  I agree with him about 
cutting out the farce.  Shall write Third Act after my exam’. (19)
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 At this point, a mood of despair came over him, and he wrote to Hellé 
‘...I don’t want to die in Syria, alone’, (20) and to his ‘dam parents’ he wrote 
‘..What a fool I was to come back,  l have missed all my chances’.(21)  When 
Hellé arrived in Beirut at the end of March, Flecker was in hospital.  By now 
his parents realised the gravity of the situation and offered their son a house 
on the South Coast, an offer which Mrs Flecker senior wished, in retrospect, 
they had made four months earlier. By May a specialist had ordered Flecker 
to make the journey to Switzerland immediately, at the same time informing 
Hellé  ‘That there was no time to lose’.  By June (1913) however, Flecker wrote 
a long letter to Marsh: 

 ‘As life is beginning to stir within me and I’ve got nothing on earth to do 
but lie in bed all day feeling pretty well (shall be up in a day or two), I have 
determined to seize the opportunity, and finish and revise Hassan.  I am 
going to cut the farce clean out or modify it greatly, and be less heavy with 
oriental expressions.  
 On the other hand, I shall not worry over much about the requisites of 
the stage.  A lot of rot is talked about literary plays not succeeding.  It usually 
means that plays which are written in lifeless blank verse on Boadicea or 
Savonarola, and which are infinitely boring to read, are not good stage 
plays... I am only going to try and keep Hassan interesting: then if it’s good 
enough to stage can adapt it or adapt itself to it.  It will be much better for 
Drinkwater or Barker (22) to read my final version after all’. (23) 

Flecker’s enthusiasm was so great that instead of writing the final act he 
wrote three more, thus writing, according to Dean, a play which would run 
for at least five hours! He was obviously very ill at this point and Hellé, who 
was acting as his amanuensis, was undergoing all the emotional and physical 
strain that Jelka was to experience later with her husband. By 5th August 1913 
the first complete version of the play emerged from the Leysin Sanatorium. 
Flecker sent a copy to Frank Savery (24) in Munich and it was this copy 
which was seen by Ernst Freissler, who later bought the German rights for 
the Darmstadt production on 1st June 1923. By December Flecker was very 
depressed and wrote to his father ‘... I have got so much to say to the world, 
and no one will let me say it.  It was the only thing I had left and it has failed...’ 
(25)  The desperation associated with the play is evident.  

 Meanwhile Viola Tree’s husband had obtained Hassan from Marsh and 
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it was this bulky package sent on 18th December 1913 which found its way 
to Dean’s desk.  Dean realised its potential at once, and that Tree would be 
persuaded to consider it if and when it was in ‘actable shape’.  Dean contacted 
Flecker through Marsh and proposed an arrangement whereby Hassan would 
take this ‘final dramatic shape’.  The play would be described as ‘by James 
Elroy Flecker, arranged for production upon the stage by Basil Dean’.  Flecker 
wrote to Marsh ‘... I will not conceal from you that were I well and not in exile, 
I should think several times before accepting.  I do not believe myself that 
Hassan needs more alteration than I suggested in the Scenario and which I 
could make in a week if I were well and also the stage manager’s inevitable 
improvements.  But as it is, l accept unreservedly, only insisting that he gets to 
work at once!’ (26)  Despite retracting his agreement the next day Flecker was 
persuaded to sign it on 30th January 1914. ‘... I can’t help it.  He is Tree’s advisor 
and will probably get Tree to play it: he will certainly get it played somehow’, 
Flecker wrote to Savery. (27)  
 It was not only somehow, but some time before Dean did get Hassan 
produced.  Time played some cruel tricks on Flecker.  Not only was Dean busy, 
but a projected meeting between the two when Dean was on honeymoon in 
Italy never took place as Flecker had to leave Locarno quickly for the sake of 
his health.  By May Flecker had to resign from the Service and he wrote to 
Marsh; ‘ ... I find it hard to take an interest in ‘Hassan now.  I certainly shan’t 
worry (Dean), in fact I only wish he could do all the work’. (28)   This refers to 
the revisions that Flecker would carry out at Dean’s suggestion.  However both 
men worked on revisions and these crossed in the post!  
 During the Summer of 1914 Dr Flecker’s finances went through a very bad 
patch and this weighed heavily on his son’s mind.  It is a pity Roy found out 
about them and he was prompted to write to Marsh - ‘Honestly I don’t expect 
to trouble the face of the earth much longer, and as long as Hassan comes off 
I shall expire content’ . (29)  All his financial troubles would be over: he could 
repay the debts to his parents and he would have established himself as a 
writer.  
 But the cruel tricks continued.  War broke out and when Marsh told Dean 
he thought he had found a financial backer, Dean replied that such a prize as 
Hassan would be lost on the wartime stage and that everyone would have to 
wait until a post-war London could really do credit to such a marvellous play.  
 Flecker did make one more revision to the play during the Autumn of 1914.  
Dean persuaded him to concentrate on Ishak and Hassan and so stress the 
spiritual importance of their decision to make the pilgrimage to Samarkand.  
This is a relevant detail in view of the superb music composed for it and while 
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the strength and vitality of the chorus ‘We take the Golden Road to Samarkand’ 
was played exactly to Dean’s requirements for the original production, he 
criticises Beecham’s recording of it as too passive and somnolent. (30)  
 However, Flecker was denied all knowledge of this. The final cruel blow 
was dealt to his hopes when he died, aged thirty-one on 3rd January 1915; 
ironically he was never to see a production, which Hellé knew for sure he 
would have liked. (31)

Notes 
1 Basil Dean Seven Ages An Autobiography 1888-1927, (Hutchinson 1970) p146.
2 Ibid., pp182-183.
3 Miss Horniman (1860-1937): a theatre manager and patron who pioneered the 
modern repertory movement. She accepted Dean’s first play Marriages Are Made in 
Heaven, which he had to produce himself as he had written it in West Country dialect. 
Lewis Casson and Sybil Thorndike came together for the first time to act in this play; 
one of many famous acting partnerships for which Dean was responsible.
4 Miss Darragh: a colleague of Miss Horniman’s Company.
5 Dean op. cit., p80. George Harris designed the scenery and effects for the 1923 
Hassan.
6 Sir Herbert Draper Beerbohm Tree (1853-1917): Actor - Manager of His Majesty’s 
Theatre, which he had built in 1897.
7 Viola Tree (1884-1938): eldest daughter of above. Actress and singer, married Alan 
Parsons, a dramatic critic, in 1912 and it was through their friendship with Eddie 
Marsh that Hassan came to Dean’s desk.  ‘... on the 13th, (December 1913) mindful 
of Flecker’s interests, Marsh arranged to meet Basil Dean at luncheon in the hope of 
persuading him to produce Hassan...’ ‘... I have given Flecker’s play to Tree, and I’m 
really hoping that something may come of it. Basil Dean (ex-Liverpool Repertory, now 
stage manager to Tree) thinks the world of it, so does Alan Parsons...’ Edward Marsh,  
A Biography by Christopher Hassall (Longmans 1959) p254.  
8 John Sherwood No Golden Journey A biography of James Elroy Flecker, (Heinemann 
1973) p9.
9 lbid., p101. WD Peckham, Flecker’s Oxford friend who had given him the idea of the 
Foreign Service two years previously, wrote about ‘the utter lack of Society’ outside the 
capital. ‘ All those men who have been a year or two in the country curse the service 
for that same reason.’  
10 Hellé Skiadaressi (1882-1961).
11 Sherwood op. cit., p108.  
12 Heinemann Educational Books Drama Library Series 1951.
13 Edward Marsh (1872-1953): literary correspondent and private secretary to Sir 
Winston Churchill. Founder and editor of Georgian Poetry.
14 Harley Granville Barker (1877-1946): author, actor and producer.
15 Henry Hinchliffe Ainley (1879-1945): actor. The Oxford Companion to the Theatre 
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states that his appearance as Hassan was ‘one of his finest’.  
16 Hassall, op. cit., p201.
17 Ibid., pp200-201.
18 Sherwood, p168.
19 Ibid., p171.
20 Ibid. , p172.
2L Ibid., p172.
22 John Drinkwater (1882-1937): poet, dramatist, producer, actor and general manager. 
Hassall (op. cit., p206) mentions that Granville Barker was too busy to read any new 
manuscripts and that Marsh proposed sending the fragment to John Drinkwater (son 
of AE Drinkwater, Barker’s reader) at Birmingham Repertory Theatre. But, according to 
Sherwood (op. cit., p201), Flecker held out for a London production.  
23 Hassall op. cit,, p245: Sherwood, op. cit., pp182-3.
24 Frank Savery: contemporary of Flecker’s at Uppingham and later his literary adviser 
and confidant.  
25 Sherwood, op. cit., p193.
26 Hassall, op. cit., p265.
27 Sherwood, op. cit., p202.
28 Ibid. p203.
29 Ibid, p211.
30 Discussion with the writer, May 1975.
31 Dean, op. cit., p189.
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A Scene from the London Production of Hassan,1923 
© Lionel Carley
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FLECKER, DEAN AND DELIUS:
THE HISTORY OF HASSAN PART II

Dawn Redwood

When London began to regain cultural equilibrium after the war, most of 
those involved in pre-war theatre life had to start again on the bottom rung of 
the ladder.  Among them was Basil Dean who was perhaps luckier than some 
because he had been involved with troop entertainment, having been given 
a territorial commission, and he had worked hard to establish a social life for 
those in the ‘services.’  Nevertheless a civilian job had to be found, or perhaps 
one might say the civilian job found him – in the middle of Piccadilly’s traffic.  
Dean had been lunching with his pre-war friend Alec Rea (1) and prior to 
saying ‘good-bye’ Rea asked his friend what he would be doing when the war 
was over.  Dean made no firm reply – he didn’t have one to make! – and Rea 
then proposed that he would finance a new theatrical company.  With a ‘Think 
it over and let me know’ (2) Rea disappeared into the traffic.  
 Dean hardly needed any persuading, but much hard work had to be put 
into the formation of this new company.  The conglomerate name of Reandean 
was chosen and past as well as new associates were invited to form the 
company, among them George Harris and E. P. Clift (3).  St Martin’s Theatre 
was their home, but it had one disadvantage as Dean was to find out later: its 
stage was not large enough to suit his ideas for Hassan.  However that problem 
would be faced later. Meanwhile he wrote to Mme Flecker, who was now 
living in Paris, and told her of the new company and his more concrete plans 
for Hassan.  She came to London to discuss the long-awaited performance 
and there began a long ‘diplomatic and undiplomatic’ (4) correspondence 
between them, with Alec Rea paying royalties before a date or place for the 
performance was set.  
 By now Dean had begun to think seriously about the production, and one 
of the major gaps to be filled was music.  The poet had always wanted music 
(5) and while Dean admits he had no musical knowledge, he knew exactly 
what he wanted and where it should occur.  Mme Flecker wrote from Paris 
proposing Maurice Ravel, saying that ‘a composer with a name like his will 
look well on the programme, whether his music be suitable or not, which very 
few people can tell’.(6)  However, Ravel prevaricated: he was busy; he had 
other compositions in mind; could he read the play in French and how much 
music would he have to write?  Nothing firm was fixed as Dean felt uneasy 
about collaborating with one who could speak little or no English.
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 Let me remind readers of the time lapse.  Flecker had died early in 1915.  
We are now in 1920 and still no performance date is fixed.  It is little wonder 
Mme Flecker was growing restless (soon to be followed by Delius) over the 
delay which was no fault of Dean’s.  But to continue: Dean and Harris had 
been working late discussing costume and scenery for Hassan and their walk 
home took them past Covent Garden where an opera called A Village Romeo 
and Juliet was being performed.  Dean writes:

‘... I had recently read a notice of this little-known opera and on a sudden 
impulse, persuaded George to come in and listen to it.  We crept into the 
back of a box and soon found ourselves immersed in the glorious music 
of The Walk to the Paradise Garden.  Never had I heard such a  fountain of 
sound.  I was enthralled.  I turned to George and said: “This is the man  I 
want for Hassan’.  I wrote off the next day to Mme Flecker and told her 
that I was not going to wait any longer for Ravel’s decision.  I had made 
up my mind. I wanted Frederick Delius.  I asked her to find out whether he 
would be interested.  She replied that he was interested, adding: “Judging 
from his appearance - a bundle of quivering and spasmodic nerves - he 
is possibly a very good musician.”  I decided to go to France to see the 
composer and to take Harris with me.  From Paris we set out for Grez-
sur-Loing.  It was a sunny day in July, a day of pictures in the memory: 
the village street was quiet in the summer’s heat, then the clanging bell 
while we waited at the door of the villa; in the cool interior Mme Delius, 
a tall, gracious hostess, waiting to give us luncheon and, after coffee in the 
lovely walled garden, to show us her pictures.  Above all, there remains the 
vivid impression of the maestro himself.  Delius was unlike the popular 
idea of a composer.  His thin, aesthetic face and precise diction suggested 
a professor, perhaps of philosophy rather than a musician, while his faint 
North Country accent and brisk manner hinted at business training.  We 
went through the play together, Delius agreeing without demur to the 
amount of music I required and the places where it should occur.  The 
composer proved to be extremely business-like in negotiation, totally 
rejecting the first draft agreement and making so many alterations in 
the final one sent to him that Clift was constrained to remark that this 
was “the most difficult gentleman I’ve ever had to deal with”. Before the 
agreement was signed there was last-minute correspondence over the 
size of the orchestra.  I had suggested twenty-one players, the composer 
demanded many more.  Eventually we finished up with thirty-four. (7)

Dean continues

 . . . ‘The greater part of the music was delivered with what I regarded 
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as unwelcome speed, since I was still without concrete plans for the 
production.  The additional interludes (Dean had overlooked music for the 
scene changes) that I had to extract from a loudly protesting composer are 
among the most enchanting items in a score that did more to bring Delius 
to the notice of his countrymen than all his previous work’. (8)

 However, for all his elation over the most suitable music he could have 
hoped for, Dean had yet to find a suitable theatre.  St Martin’s, as I have said, 
was not large enough and Dean had precise ideas about the people he wanted 
to employ in the various posts vacant for the production, but these were busy 
professionals who needed a firm booking well in advance.  1923 saw Dean in 
hospital so let him continue the saga: 

‘ ... Messrs  Grossmith and Malone (9) came to see me ... Grossmith, after 
courteous enquiry, proceeded with much charm and circumlocution to 
broach the purpose of their visit.  East of Suez was still doing well, but plans 
for the future had to be made...”Would I direct a revival of Arthur Pinero’s 
The Gay Lord Quex with himself as the gay Lord?”  In an inspired moment, 
induced possibly by a rising temperature, I thought, “Here is the opening 
for Hassan at last!”  After  an appropriate show of diffidence I said: “Yes, I 
will  do it for you if you will let me do Hassan immediately afterwards.”  In 
such prosaic language was our bargain struck and the way to fulfilment of 
my  promise made clear...’(10)

 Hassan became a reality at last! Dean was determined to match the 
quality of Flecker’s words and the beautiful music with a lavish production.  
In May 1923 Dean was able to write to Mme Flecker and inform her that 
preparations for the production were under way.  At the beginning of June 
Mme Flecker reported to Dean on the first production of Hassan at Darmstadt.  
This production was based on an unamended Leysin typescript (11) which 
Flecker had sent to Savery in Germany. The script was later to undergo 
many alterations and changes of emphasis either by Dean or Flecker. Dean 
and Harris flew to Cologne and made their way through the French lines 
in the Ruhr to Darmstadt.  Dean considered the performance to be a great 
disappointment for several reasons and he expressed reservations over the 
way Delius’s music was handled.(12)   The final scene, when Hassan decides 
to make the pilgrimage, was not played at all thus, in Dean’s mind, missing 
the whole point of the play.  There was a ‘sort of procession across the end of 
the Garden, with somebody singing off-stage’.(13)  
 So with hopes of a greatly superior production and a longer run than 
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Darmstadt Dean was to pursue his ideal of making Hassan the outstanding 
success he had been yearning to achieve for nine years.  As he and his musical 
friends considered the piano score to be of the highest quality, both in itself 
and for the p1ay, he ‘determined upon similar distinction in all branches of the 
production’. (14)
 And so to overcoming the minor problems which cropped up.  The stage 
of 1923 was governed by a censor and Dean was told the torture scene 
would prevent him from being granted the license. However the censor, Lord 
Cromer, read the play and Dean was able to convince him that the torture 
scene would not be realistically represented on stage and that problem was 
amicably solved.  The next one was to find actors who could do justice to 
Flecker’s rich language.  He chose Henry Ainley to play Hassan: an actor of 
the highest quality but unfortunately rather keen on liquid refreshment and 
as Dean writes: ‘... a gentle nudge as one walked beside him at rehearsal was 
the only way to keep him in line.  That and an amiable conspiracy  with his 
wife, Elaine, to keep temptation away  during the trying weeks of rehearsal...’ 
(15)  Leon Quarterrmaine played Ishak and complemented Ainley superbly.  
Malcolm Keen played the Caliph; Esme Percy played Selim; Cathleen Nesbitt 
played Yasmin; Basil Gill played Rafi and Laura Cowie played Pervaneh.  In 
order to find the sufficient number of dancers who could do justice to Michel 
Fokine (16), Dean’s personal assistant (17) was dispatched to various parts of 
Great Britain and Europe to hold auditions and then Willie Warde (18) was to 
make a preliminary choice from which Fokine would make the final selection 
for his ballets.  George Harris was designing fabulous costumes and scenery 
on the Persian theme that Flecker had requested.  Mechanical advisors were 
consulted to ensure the stability of the walls when the Caliph and his two 
companions were hoisted from ‘The Street of Felicity’ into ‘The House of the 
Moving Walls’.  The musical advisor was searching London, meanwhile, for 
the pavillon d’armide (camel-bell) which Delius had written into his score.  
These are just a few examples of the enormous amount of work and energy 
which was put into the mounting of this play.  
 Eugene Goossens (19) was engaged as guest conductor for the first two 
nights, after which he went to America and Percy Fletcher (20) took over.  
Goossens relates that he went to Grez late in the summer of 1923 to collect the 
music and to discuss various aspects thereof with Delius.  He thought Delius 
was in a decrepit physical condition (they had been musical acquaintances 
earlier); his sight was failing and he showed evidence of the illness that was 
soon to cripple him totally.  However, Delius talked animatedly enough of 
his music for the play and he was emphatic about its being meticulously 
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rehearsed. (21)  
 After much hard work and many frustrating moments the dress rehearsal 
finds Dean in charge for the last time.  Tomorrow he will be a spectator.  
The dress rehearsal has its disasters – fortunately for the superstitious.  The 
overture begins and everything continues smoothly until the scene change 
in Act One from ‘The Street of Felicity by the Fountain of the Two Pigeons’ to 
‘The House of the Moving Walls’.  It is a scene change to test the skills of the 
most experienced theatrical technicians anywhere, and the quick change is 
longer than the interlude music.  Goossens does what any conductor would 
surely have done - he repeated the interlude.  At least he began to repeat it 
until a screech from an irate Delius; ‘No, no, no, Mr. Goossens. What are you 
doing? You mustn’t play it twice!’ stopped the orchestral flow.  However that 
little drama was dealt with and the rehearsal continued, not without other 
difficulties.  
 Delius, an invalid now, sat with Jelka and Philip Heseltine. (22) Goossens 
thought that Delius was peevish at rehearsals, especially about tempi and 
dynamics.  Goossens thought The Golden Road to Samarkand was atmospheric 
and wistful, but it was not enhanced by The Merchants of Baghdad singing 
off-pitch back-stage. This of course infuriated Delius at the rehearsal and he 
demanded that the orchestra should be increased as the chorus obviously 
couldn’t hear it back-stage. To this Dean replied: ‘You can’t have a larger 
orchestra Mr Delius. This production is costing enough as it is’. ( 23)  
 20th September 1923 dawned with all the tension expected of the occasion.  
The theatre was packed for the first night and other theatres finished their 
plays promptly in order for the actors to be present for the final curtain of 
Hassan. The play was acclaimed an unqualified success and the review which 
pleased Dean most was from The Daily Telegraph which said ‘the scenic 
marvels had not outfaced the literary merit of the work’. (24)   He was partly 
proud of the fact that Flecker’s work gained the merit it deserved from the 
literary angle and partly glad that the advance publicity about the camels and 
Eastern pantomime had been inaccurate.  In fact there were camels present, 
but Harris had produced the caravan effect without using the real beasts!  He 
cut tiny profiles out of three-ply wood, painted them himself and placed them 
on an eccentric track behind the distant sandhills of the last scene, so that, as 
the pilgrims left ‘The Gate of the Moon’, the camel train could be faintly seen, 
moving with stately pace along ‘The Golden Road to Samarkand’. (25) Ainley 
was alone on the dim stage and it certainly sounds a most effective ending.
 On the debit side, Marsh and other admirers of Flecker shuddered as 
various aspects of the lavish production were revealed to the packed theatre.  
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They disapproved of the fountain spurting red at the appropriate moment 
and they thought Dean’s spectacle involved too much scene changing and 
long ballets, which meant that drastic cuts were made to a few important 
developments in the script.  Dean cut most of the Ghost scene which seems 
an unpropitious move as it provides a vital link between the ghastly earthly 
tortures of Rafi and Pervaneh and the spiritual implications between Hassan’s 
and Ishak’s decision to take ‘The Golden Road to Samarkand’.  The Ghost 
of Pervaneh claims: ’ ... I know that in the end I shall find the Lover in the 
Garden of Peace. . . ‘ and Ishak claims: ‘... For lust of knowing what should not 
be known, We take the Golden Road to Samarkand...’  
 Goossens said that Delius did admit that the music was played completely 
to his taste but he left the theatre acutely depressed by what he called 
that ‘stupid first-night audience of scatterbrains’ who muttered during the 
entr’acte. (26)   Delius left the theatre promptly in order to retire to bed in 
preparation for an early return to Grez the next day.  May Harrison (27) also 
records Delius’s disgust with the audience:  

‘... he and Mrs Delius had been to see my  people at the time Hassan was 
produced, which had so greatly distressed him and made him quite ill.  At 
the first performance the audience had talked loudly through all his music, 
and he could hardly hear a sound of it’. (28)

 Julia Chatterton also mentions this in her review and writes:

‘...The preludes and entr’actes, to which we were never permitted to listen 
by certain members of the audience without having to strain every nerve 
in the effort...’ (29)

 However, the critics were unanimous in their praise for Flecker, Dean and 
Delius with the obvious reservations which are their privilege.  The play ran for 
two-hundred and eighty-one performances to packed houses.  After the first 
night Mme Flecker sent this telegram to Dean:  

‘... I must tell you again I never hoped for anything so perfectly beautiful 
as your production and I know for sure how much Roy  would have 
liked it...’(30).  
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Notes
1 Alec Rea: an early supporter of Dean and the theatre in the latter’s Liverpool days.
2 Basil Dean Seven Ages An Autobiography 1888-1927, (Hutchinson, 1970), p129
3 EP Clift: Manager of the latest garrison theatre at Catterick Camp.  
4 Dean, op. cit., p181.
5 lbid., p144. I can find nothing to elaborate on this.
6 lbid., p144.
7 Ibid. , pp145-6.
8 Ibid., p146.
9 George Grossmith (1874-1935): star of the Gaiety Theatre.  JAE Malone: joint partner 
in managing His Majesty’s Theatre with Grossmith. 
l0 Dean, op. cit., pI79.
11 John Sherwood No Golden Journey A biography of James Elroy Flecker. (Heinemann, 
I973), p224.
12 Letter from Dean to Mme Flecker, 19 June 1923.  
13 Letter from Dean to Delius, 19 June 1923.  
14 Dean, op. cit., p182.  
15 Ibid., p133.
16 Michel Fokine: American choreographer who came over from America especially 
for Hassan.
17 Roger Ould.
18 Willie Warde: veteran pantominist and dancer.
19 Eugene Goossens (1893-1962) : English conductor and composer.
20 Percy Fletcher: conductor and composer who took over conducting from
Goossens and made the first recording of the Hassan music.
2L Eugene Goossens, Overture and Beginners, (Methuen).  
22 Philip Heseltine (1894-1930): some of the original full-score of Hassan is in his hand.
23 Goossens, op. cit.
24 Dean, op. cit., p189.
25 lbid., p189.
26 Goossens, .op. cit.
27 May Harrison (1891-1959): Delius wrote his Double Concerto for her and her sister 
Beatrice.  May also gave the first performance of Delius’s Third Violin Sonata (1930), 
and recorded the First Sonata.
28 From The Royal College of Music Magazine May 1937 No 2. (Reprinted in A Delius 
Companion, ed. Christopher Redwood).  
29 From The Musical Standard, 20 October 1923.
30 Dean, op. cit., p189.  
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After these articles we include an interview where Basil Dean speaks to Anthony 
Friese-Greene about Delius and Hassan. This interview was recorded for BBC Radio 
in 1977.  Ed.  

BASIL DEAN ON DELIUS

After some preliminary questions concerning his early years in the theatre, Basil 
Dean was asked by Anthony Friese-Greene about his work with  Delius on  Hassan.  

ANTHONY FRIESE-GREENE: In 1923 you directed the stage production of 
Flecker’s Hassan, with music by Delius.  Was that your first meeting, shall we 
say – with one of the important musical figures of the day – Delius?
BASIL DEAN: Yes I think it was. The original Flecker play came to Sir 
Herbert Tree for whom I was Assistant and Reader Of Plays.  It was enormously 

long, but I thought it had  
great possibilities, and I 
eventually acquired the  
co-operation of Flecker.  
And we spent a great deal 
of time in correspondence 
preparing the play for its 
eventual  production.   And 
it was then that I realised 
the importance of music 
in a spectacular play 
of this kind.  And long 
correspondence ensued 
with Madame Flecker.  
Elroy Flecker was by then 
dead.  Rather sad that, 
by the way we worked in 
co-operation preparing the 
script, and when it was 
finally arranged, I went out 
on a honeymoon actually 
to Switzerland, and when 
I got to the place where I 

Basil Dean 1887 - 1978
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was to meet him, he’d left a note to say that he couldn’t wait any longer.  It 
had turned warm and he had to go back.   And I never met Flecker  because 
by the time he got back, within weeks he was dead.  So I had to manage as 
best I could in preparing the production.   And it was during that period that 
with Madame Flecker’s help, we had a tremendous exploration of possible 
composers.  Because I thought that music would be important to the poet’s 
work, and several well-known composers were tried.   And finally we obtained  
Delius’s consent to compose the work.  And I went with my designer, and we  
visited him.  He was staying in a small village outside Paris.  And I spent the 
time going through the script with him; marking the places where I thought 
we should supply music, and where owing to the script, music was essential.  
And that was how Delius became the composer of Hassan.  He wasn’t a first 
choice; there were several others – well-known French composers, because 
Madame Flecker  lived in France and knew several of them.  But eventually 
that was the decision – Delius.
A.F.G.: Was Delius, when asked, enthusiastic about the idea of composing 
music for Hassan?
B.D.: No, he was a bit off-hand at first, and said; ‘Oh I don’t know.  Oh 
you’d better leave the script with me.’  I went through it with him, told him 
where I thought we ought to have music, and then went away.  And within 
a surprisingly short space of time, he had sent me the music.  Then I realised 
that I needed more music to cover the scene changes and so forth, and I wrote 
to him.  And he protested violently, and said; ‘Oh I’ve written enough music.  
I don’t want to write any more’.  But then finally he did write the Entr’acte 
music, which is amongst the most beautiful in the whole score, they...they 
were an afterthought.  But by that time the subject had caught his imagination 
and that is why his music is so magical in its appeal, because it’s a reflection 
of his own feeling about the work.  
A.F.G.: Did he actually come to the first performance of Hassan?
B.D.: Yes indeed.  We had three dress rehearsals at His Majesty’s Theatre 
where it was produced, and he agreed to come to the third and final dress 
rehearsal.  I can still see him walking along the stalls in the theatre with a 
comforter round his head. He was very much an invalid, accompanied by 
his wife. He sat down in the stalls and we started, with Eugene Goossens 
conducting a magnificent orchestra which contained many BBC players.  
I always remember a queer incident which lightens my memory of the whole 
of that eventful day. We played the first Act; there was a very big scene change 
and as always happens at dress rehearsals the stage staff were a bit slow in 
making the change. So Eugene Goossens, who was conducting the orchestra, 
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played a repeat of the Entr’acte 
music.  And the next moment 
I heard Delius screaming; ‘No, 
no, no, don’t play it twice’!   I 
had to explain to him this 
was only a dress rehearsal.  
(LAUGHTER)
A.F.G.: That’s a lovely 
story.  Do you remember 
anything else particularly 
about Delius, that stands out 
in your mind?
B.D.: Oh well when I 
went to France, where he was 
staying with  his wife, and 
went through the script with 
him, he was very quick to 
judge where I was right in 
asking for music, and where 
I was wrong.  And eventually 
we agreed, at that session – 
that one session – we agreed 

the music, all except the extra Entr’acte music that I’ve referred to.  He was 
a very keen, rather business-like man – not at all a wondering musician.    
He was deeply interested and of course he wrote the music with surprising 
speed.  Because I received the first script long before we’d finished casting the 
play.  
A.F.G.: Did he ever tell you what he thought of the music he’d written for 
Hassan, could he give you his opinion?  
B.D.: No no, no he never said a word about it.  It was just a job of work 
and it was done and finished.  And I think he would have been delighted and 
secretly made very happy, if he’d known what a reputation the music has since 
acquired.  

©BBC. Estate of Basil Dean.  



Sir Eugene Aynsley Goossens (1893-1962),
by unknown photographer,

courtesy of State Library of New South Wales
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Lastly in this sequence concerning Hassan, we have Delius and his wife interviewed 
by Marion Scott and a brief profile of Marion Scott by Pamela Blevins. This 
interview originally published In The Christian Science Monitor in October 1923, 
is reproduced here with the kind permission of Pamela Blevins.  Ed.). 

MR. DELIUS DISCOURSES ON HIS MUSIC TO 
‘HASSAN’

A report from Marion Scott
Christian Science Monitor Saturday, October 27th, 1923
Special Item from Monitor Bureau London, Oct. 15

Flecker’s drama Hassan, with incidental music by Frederick Delius, is the most 
talked of production in London at the moment. Undoubtedly here is a great 
play by a man of genius, around which another genius has woven music that 
is the sensitive, sincere reaction of one poet to another.

Very soon after the premiere the writer had the privilege of a talk with Mr. 
and Mrs. Delius on his music.  The writer was received by Mrs. Delius. The 
questions that followed may be seen from her replies.

“When did my husband compose the music to Hassan? It was about three 
years ago in 1920. And, no, he didn’t know Flecker at all, or any of his work; 
the first thing that happened was that he had a letter from Mr. Basil Dean 
asking him if we would compose the music for this play. But my husband does 
not like writing for plays, and he refused.

“Then Mr. Dean himself came over France, (sic) brought Hassan with 
him and insisted on reading it to my husband. Mr. Dean asked him again if 
he would do the music. My husband was so impressed with the drama that 
this time he consented, and began work upon it almost at once. It took such 
possession of his thoughts that in a few months he had completed it. He wrote 
it straight off as he felt it, without any consultations with Mr. Dean or the 
theater people. Then delays occurred, and everything had to wait three years 
before the play could be produced.

“Yes, Hassan is a wonderful drama, isn’t it, and Mr. Dean has produced it 
wonderfully. He has thought of everything. The music? Yes, my husband put 
his very best into it. Yet at the performances the audiences make so much noise 
that hardly anyone can hear it properly. It is strange in England how they 
allow tea and chocolate to be sold in the theater while the music is going on, 
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and then the people talk! It is terrible: - I think that the English theater public 
has no reverence for art.” 

Reticent and Modest
At this moment Mr. Delius entered the room, quiet, reticent, modest. However, 
after a few general remarks, he was induced to discuss his Hassan music. “Yes, 
it was practically all done in those few months. Only the ballet was enlarged 
later. When Mr. Dean saw the first draft he thought it was too short, so I added 
to it”.
 “When composing the music did you wish to emphasize any particular 
aspects of the drama?” Mr. Delius replied very simply: “No, I had no special 
views. I just followed the drama and wrote music when it was necessary. The 
ballet is the only thing that really has nothing to do with the drama - that was 
added later, as I told you, because they thought it would be effective. From 
the theatrical point of view.” “People are already beginning to express a hope 
that they may hear your Hassan music in a concert room version. Have you 
any wishes yourself?” Mr. Delius dismissed the question like one whom it did 
not concern. “No - no views at all. At present my music is so bound up with 
the drama for me that I cannot think of it apart from it.” He seemed to muse a 
moment perhaps recalling the poet’s work surrounded and completed by the 
atmosphere of his own melodies. Then he again roused to speech.

Curtain Calls Deplored
“But how can one make an atmosphere when the people talk all through the 
music. It is true, the audiences at the ‘Old Vic’ and the Queen’s Hall Promenade 
concerts show that there are some people in London who appreciate art, but 
they are not the regular theater audiences. And then that terrible English 
custom of allowing actors to come before the curtain and take calls at the end 
of each act. It destroys any atmosphere which the musician has succeeded in 
building up. (Speaking with energy). Now there is something I particularly 
want you to say - a full artistic impression is impossible under the conditions 
that prevail in the London theaters.”  
 That closed the interview, but readers of The Christian Science Monitor who 
have not had a chance of hearing Hassan for themselves may like a brief 
description of this much-talked-of and talked-over music.
 In all theater bands the number of players is necessarily small. Delius, 
famous in the past for his masterly management of great masses of 
instruments, here shows an equal mastery of his treatment of few. He has 
taken the original course of scoring Hassan for an orchestra of 26 solo 
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instruments. This, besides the usual strings, wood-winds, and horns, etc., 
includes such less usual instruments as the cor anglais, tuba, xylophone and 
harp. The result is rich, varied and original – the more so that he introduces 
voices freely, with or without words, not only for solo purposes and in chorus, 
but sometimes as parts of the orchestral texture.

Music and Play Well Related
This method is familiar to people acquainted with his concert works. Here 
it gains additional appositeness from the singers having their raison d’être in 
the scheme of the play.  Throughout, the relation of the music to the drama is 
resourceful and sincere. Sometimes it stands by itself, as in the preludes and 
interludes; at others it forms a background to the spoken words as when Ishak 
extemporizes his exquisite poem on the dawn, or again it rises clear into song. 
Mainly lyrical during the earliest part of the drama, the music moves in soft 
tone colors and exotic melodies. The little prelude preceding the night scene in 
the street is perfect of its kind, though scarcely more than 6 bars long.
 As the drama proceeds, the music gathers force, the colors heighten, the 
chorus and ballet are introduced, and the voices produce wild, elementally 
indefinite waves of sound. Though not realistically Eastern nor dominantly 
rhythmic, all is poetic and picturesque. Toward the close of the drama come 
two great opportunities for the composer - the march and the final scene. 
Opinions probably will be divided as to whether Delius has found inevitable 
music for the march, but in the closing scene (which the poet evidently 
intended as a choral climax) Delius has achieved a splendid finale. Fully 
experienced as a composer of opera and concert room music, he has known 
exactly how to draw together, harmonize and tranquillize all the actions, 
passions and tragedy of the drama, and has ended the whole upon the 
emotion of hope.

M.M.S.

This article appears here with the kind permission of Pamela Blevins (Ed)
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MARION SCOTT, MUSIC CRITIC 

Until recently Marion Scott was known mainly through her friendship with 
composer-poet Ivor Gurney, whose legacy she preserved and championed. As 
the facts of her life and the record of her achievements finally emerge from his 
shadow, they reveal her as a gifted writer and violinist, a lecturer and teacher, 
a published poet, and a natural leader and organizer who played a pivotal part 
in reshaping the roles of women in music, gave voice to contemporary music, 
made significant contributions to musicology (Haydn and Beethoven), nurtured 
a generation of composers and instrumentalists and through her criticism and 
writing left an unparalleled history of British music.  Born in London in 1877 
in comfortable circumstances to an English father and an American mother, 
Marion proved to be a precocious child who showed an early gift for music.  
She was an accomplished violinist who performed regularly in London with 
her father as accompanist, winning acclaim from audiences and critics.  She 
studied violin and composition at the Royal College of Music, the latter as one 
of the earliest female pupils of Sir Charles Stanford.  A near-fatal accident in 
her youth derailed her plans for a solo career but she continued to perform.  
In 1908, she formed her own string quartet to champion contemporary British 
music.  In 1911, she was the moving force behind the founding of the Society 
of Women Musicians, an organization that gave voice to women in music at a 
time when the work of women in music was consigned to a silent destiny.  She 
continued to advocate for contemporary music and women until her death in 
1953.  
 However, it was as a writer and musicologist, fields she helped open 
for women, that Marion left her indelible mark. Her first published efforts 
appeared in a magazine she created for distribution among children in 
her neighbourhood. As a young woman she wrote articles about music for 
newspapers.  By 1910, she had developed a series of lectures on music history 
and performance as well as separate teaching lectures on composition, 
harmony, orchestration and other technical aspects of music which she offered 
to organizations and clubs throughout London. She went on to become 
a regular contributor to W.W. Cobbett’s The Music Student Chamber Music 
Supplement, often sharing a dual by-line with her friend, the composer-pianist 
Katharine Eggar.  
 In 1919, Marion joined the highly respected Boston, Massachusetts-based 
Christian Science Monitor as the London music critic. She was one of the first 
women (if not the first) hired to write criticism for an international daily 
newspaper.  She proved to be a sensitive, inquiring critic and an elegant writer, 
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Marion Scott, 1877-1953 
© Pamela Blevins
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who showed remarkable understanding of the music she heard for the first 
time, usually without a score to follow.  Even today her criticism is held in high 
regard for its clarity and insight.  
 Marion wrote for a number of other publications and penned program 
notes for the BBC Symphony Orchestra, the Haydn Orchestra and for the 
Royal Philharmonic Society.  Hailed as one of the “great scholars of our 
century”, Marion’s work on Haydn’s chamber music won her international 
recognition as a foremost Haydn authority.  In 1934 she published her only 
full-length book, Beethoven under the J. M. Dent & Sons, Ltd. imprint as part 
of the Music Masters Series.

Pamela Blevins
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DELIUS AND GAUGUIN

The announcement of a major exhibition of pictures by Paul Gauguin to be 
shown at Tate Modern later this year, is an excellent opportunity to remind 
ourselves of the friendship between Delius and Gauguin. The painter had a 
high opinion of Delius’s good taste and enthusiasm for his art.  It seems highly 
likely that they first met in the early 1890s, at the salon of William Molard 
in Paris. Anyone living in or near London or Washington in 2010 and 2011 
will have a good opportunity to see many major examples of Gauguin’s art 
contained in the exhibition.  Gauguin: Maker of Myth could be of great interest 
to all admirers of Delius’s art, as well as to those who are fascinated by his 
other artistic interests.  
 Eugène Henri Paul Gauguin was born in Paris and spent his early 
childhood in Peru.  Joining the merchant navy at seventeen he travelled for 
six years, visiting South America, Scandinavia and other parts of the globe.  

Paul Gauguin – Self-portrait with Manao tu papau 1893 
Oil on canvas 460 x 380 mm Painting – Paris Musée d’Orsay
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In 1871 he joined a Paris stockbroking firm and in 1873 married a Danish 
woman, painting in his spare time. In 1883, with five children to support, he 
resigned from his job, determined to pursue an artistic career.  From 1886, 
separated from his family, Gauguin became increasingly disenchanted with 
Paris and worked mainly in Brittany, with influential spells in Martinique 
and Arles.  After leaving Europe for Tahiti in 1891, apart from two further 
years in France, the remainder of his life was spent in the South Seas.  
 Paul Gauguin (1848-1903) is one of the most influential and celebrated 
artists of the late nineteenth century. Remarkably, this is the first major 
exhibition in London to be devoted to his work in over half a century.  Opening 
at Tate Modern on 30 September 2010, Gauguin: Maker of Myth will trace the 
artist’s unique approach to storytelling.  Bringing together over 100 works from 
public and private collections from around the world, the exhibition will take 
a fresh and compelling look at this master of modern art.     
 A Post-Impressionist and a pioneer of modernism, Gauguin’s powerful 
and bold images were seen as radical as he distanced himself from the 
influence of Impressionism. Gauguin’s life has for generations epitomised 
the idea of the artist as romantic bohemian, looming as large as his art 
in the public imagination. This exhibition will challenge commonly held 
assumptions about the artist and his practice. It will reveal to a twenty-first 
century audience the complexity and richness of his narrative strategies 
and explore the myths and fables that were central to his creativity.   
 Gauguin: Maker of Myth will feature many of his iconic works including 
Vision of the Sermon 1888 (National Gallery of Scotland), inspired by 
Brittany, and Teha’amana has Many Parents 1893 (Art Institute of Chicago), 
painted during his time of self-imposed exile in Tahiti.  Gauguin sought to 
escape European civilisation in the South Seas. Inspired by Tahiti’s tropical 
flora, fauna and daily island life he also immersed himself in its fast-
disappearing Maori culture to invest his art with deeper meaning, ritual and 
myth. While Tahiti revitalised Gauguin’s artistic oeuvre, the works were a 
continuation of his earlier practice in Brittany, Martinique and Arles, in which 
Gauguin first explored ideas around religion, fable, myth and tradition.  
 A highlight of the exhibition will be a room dedicated to his self portraits 
such as Self-portrait as Christ in the Garden of Olives 1889 (Norton Museum 
of Art, Florida) and Self-portrait with Manau tu papau 1893 (Musée d’Orsay, 
Paris). These works demonstrate Gauguin’s aptitude at role-playing as 
he adopts different guises of victim, saint, Christ-like martyr and sinner. 
 Gauguin: Maker of Myth reflects the artist’s remarkable breadth of approach 
by including examples from every period of his practice.  Works in a wide range 
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Paul Gauguin: Teha’amana has many Parents 1893  
Oil on canvas, Painting  

Art Institute of Chicago, USA
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of media from painting and watercolour to ceramics, carvings and decorated 
objects will be shown alongside rarely-seen illustrated letters, sketchbooks, 
memoirs and journalism, revealing intimate insights into the artist’s working 
practices and thought processes. 
 Gauguin: Maker of Myth is curated by Belinda Thomson, an art historian 
and leading specialist on Gauguin; Christine Riding, Curator, Tate; and Amy 
Dickson, Assistant Curator, Tate Modern; with Tamar Garb as an external 
consultant.  Gauguin: Maker of Myth is organised in collaboration with the 
National Gallery of Art, Washington, where the exhibition will travel from 21 
February – 30 May 2011.  The exhibition is accompanied by a fully illustrated 
catalogue which includes essays from leading international scholars.  
 Gauguin and Delius were both friends and significant members of the 
artistic circle of William Molard who was a French civil servant and composer.  
Early in 1893 Daniel de Monfreid, a friend of Gauguin, made a pastel portrait 
of Delius.  Lionel Carley tells us in Delius A Life In Letters Volume 1, 1862 – 1908, 
that Georges-Daniel de Monfreid was a painter, sculptor and engraver, and 
confidant of Gauguin.  He was also an intimate friend of Delius in the 1890s.  
He was a well-liked and respected member of the Molard circle; he had a 
calmness of character and an innate good taste that probably particularly 
endeared him to Delius.  
 Later in 1893 Gauguin began to live in Montparnasse, near to Delius in Paris.  
Grieg and the young Ravel were present at the artistic gatherings round Molard 
and Gauguin at this time.  In 1895 Gauguin left France for good and lived out 
the rest of his life in the South Sea Islands. In 1898 Delius paid five hundred 
francs for Gauguin’s picture Nevermore. In Delius A Life In Letters Volume 1, 1862 
– 1908, Lionel Carley quotes correspondence between Gauguin and Daniel 
de Monfreid regarding Nevermore. It is clear that Gauguin was pleased that 
it was Delius who had purchased this picture, as he indicates in a letter from 
Tahiti, dated January 1899. Daniel de Monfreid wrote to Delius in 1906 asking if 
Nevermore could be exhibited at the Gauguin exhibition in the Salon d’Automne. 
De Monfreid was writing again in 1910 to Delius regarding restoration work on 
Nevermore, which returned from the restorer, waxed that year. 
 Also in Delius A Life In Letters Volume 1, 1862 – 1908 Lionel Carley tells us 
that apart from Nevermore, Delius is known to have possessed a number of 
wood carvings by Gauguin.  Delius sold Nevermore in 1920 to raise much-
needed money, and it ended in the collection of Samuel Courtauld.  A review 
of this exhibition will appear in the Delius Society Journal due in Spring 2011.  

Paul Chennell
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A PROMISE FULFILLED

In celebration of the recent fiftieth anniversary of the publication of Frederick Delius 
by Sir Thomas Beecham, first published in 1959, we include here the Introduction 
to the 1975 reprint of the book issued by Severn House Publishers.  I have followed 
this Introduction by Felix Aprahamian with an appreciation of Beecham’s book fifty 
years after its first publication. (Ed.) 

Introduction
Sir Thomas Beecham’s Frederick Delius is essential reading for those who have 
come under the spell of Delius’s music – and their number steadily grows 
rather than diminishes.  The present reissue of a book first published in 1959 
is perhaps an occasion to correct an impression Sir Thomas gave in his own 
Preface; he gave little thought before Hitler’s war to the Delius biography 
he had promised Jelka Delius to undertake.  In the years immediately 
following Delius’s death, Beecham’s prime concern was to perform and record 
Delius’s music.  And this also took precedence over literary projects on his 
return to England after his wartime wanderings in 1944.  Having created a 
new orchestra, the Royal Philharmonic, in 1946, Beecham lost little time in 
organising his second Delius Festival, which took place in 1946.  It was only 
then that he began to take a closer interest in the contents of the large tin 
trunk that had been deposited more than ten years earlier in the  basement 
of  74, Great Russell Street, the premises occupied by his solicitor friend, 
Philip Emanuel, co-Trustee with Barclays Bank of the Delius Trust.  The trunk 
contained all the Delius manuscripts and letters belonging to Jelka Delius, 
which, together with all the royalties and fees which might accrue from the 
sale and performance of Delius’s music, she had willed to the Delius Trust set 
up before she died.  
 The first archival work on the Delius papers was done during the war, but 
for charitable rather than musicological reasons.  Philip Emanuel asked Dr 
Berta Geissmar, Sir Thomas’s former secretary, left employerless in 1940, to 
transcribe and translate the letters addressed to Delius in German, and this 
task she set about with immense enthusiasm.  Thomas Russell, who piloted 
the London Philharmonic Orchestra through those war years, and whose 
assistant I was, had given Dr Geissmar a seat in my office.  So it was that I 
learnt of the valuable preparatory work she did for a book, published long after 
her untimely death, in which her services remained unacknowledged.
 For his second Delius Festival, Sir Thomas had recourse to the musical 
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contents of the tin trunk, but the Delius book was still a long way ahead.  It 
was not until the mid-fifties that he had assimilated the correspondence in 
the trunk and decided that the town of Bielefeld might hold important clues 
as to Delius’s family background.  There he despatched Norman Millar, the 
administrator of his Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, and thence Major Millar 
returned with a copy of the Delius family book and other valuable information 
from which Chapter One could be written.  But Beecham’s essentially nomadic 
life was hardly conducive to the writing of a book.  Since his return from 
America in 1944, he had lived in houses in Circus Road and Grove End Road, 
a flat in Hallam Street, a house at Ringmer and innumerable London hotels.  
The actual writing of the book was only seriously begun in the comparative 
isolation of the sole villa on Round Island, which took half an hour to reach 
by motor-launch from Poole Harbour.  Even after six months there, Frederick 
Delius was by no means complete; it did not appear in print until November, 
1959, a bare sixteen months before Beecham’s death and less than three years 
before the centenary of its subject’s birth.
 One of the earliest chapters to be written dealt with Delius’s return visit 
to America in 1897 and the circumstances of the crossing (p87).  Beecham’s 
original account was far more padded.  There was even an imaginary episode, 
of Delius being arraigned before one of the ancient Courts of Love, with 
arguments for and against his amorous behaviour.  Pure fantasy was taking 
the place of the solid facts that would better suit a serious biography.  I 
ventured to suggest as much when, summoned to the presence, Sir Thomas 
read me what he had written.  But time was running out, and he realised 
that there were periods in Delius’s life not nearly so well documented as, for 
example, the account of his German precursors in  Bielefeld.  He was only too 
well aware that there could be few alive if any who remembered the younger 
Delius.  We began to speak of Delius’s English friends, and I told him of my 
conversation with Mrs Norman O’Neill at Jelka Delius’s funeral more than 
twenty years earlier.   The previous Sunday, on May 24, 1935, vast crowds had 
converged on Limpsfield for Delius’s reburial in ‘A quiet country churchyard 
in a south of England village’.  After a service, in which a contingent from the 
London Philharmonic Orchestra and Beatrice Harrison took part, Beecham 
had made an unforgettable funeral oration at the graveside.

‘We are here today to bid farewell for ever to Frederick Delius, a great 
Englishman and a famous man.  You have read that it was his wish to be 
buried in the soil of his native country.
 ‘I think it may be said that nowhere in the breadth of this land could 
a fairer spot be found than this to satisfy his wish, nor a more auspicious 
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occasion than this beautiful day.
‘It may have struck some of you as requiring a little explanation as to 

why Frederick Delius, who left these shores as a very young man, a wanderer 
and almost an exile, has returned to them finally only yesterday.  You may 
like to know why it was he wished to lie here amid the countryside of the 
land which gave him birth.  I think I am able to give you the explanation.  

‘The England that we live in today is not by any means that in which 
Delius was born, some seventy five years ago.  He was born in those 
days which excited and provoked the rage of the sages of the time.  
Carlisle, Matthew Arnold, Ruskin raged and preached against the brutality, 
inhumanity, and insensibility of that age.  

‘England at that time seemed to be a country given up to the worship 
of commercial prosperity and little else besides.  It was a country that 
revolted the finer spirits of that time, and in certain cases drove them out 
of it elsewhere, where they hoped to find, and they did indeed find, a more 
sympathetic environment.  

‘Delius was born in a part of the world which was particularly odious to 
him and to the kind of critical intelligence I have mentioned it was the arid, 
hard, business north.  

‘It was into this environment and these conditions that Delius was born, 
and among which he grew up – and he grew up a rebel and a discontent.  He 
strove to escape, and he did escape, and when he left this country as a young 
man he went to other countries and finally settled in the country which in 
the opinion of everyone at that time, provided the outlet for his activities and 
the fitting soil for the reception of his great gifts, as well as circumstances in 
which he could work in peace and enjoy the sympathy of those about him.

‘But he returned to this country about twenty-five years ago, but for brief 
visits, and he did not find such a world of difference.  

‘War broke out, and something strange happened, which revealed this 
country in a different light to the entire world.  To the astonishment of 
the world, this country turned its back on the idols of the market and the 
counting house, and embarked upon the greatest adventure of idealism the 
world has, perhaps, ever known.  

‘From that moment the eyes of this great musician turned inquiringly 
and wonderingly towards the shores of his native land.  Also, in the 
meantime, another strange thing happened.  His music which I venture to 
say is extraordinarily redolent of the soil of this country and characteristic 
of the finer elements of the national spirit, became known, it became loved, 
and came to be understood.  It had always been respected.  

‘Six years ago, yet another event took place in London.  It was without 
parallel in the musical history of this country.  A festival was given of his 
works at which he was present – blind, paralysed, but nonetheless present, 
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and able to listen to every note.  
‘That also was a revelation to Frederick Delius, our friend.  In his 

departure from England back to  France after this festival, he turned to those 
in charge of him – for you must remember he could not see anything – and 
said, “Place my chair so that my eyes may be directed upon the shores of 
England, which has given me the recognition that I have not  obtained 
anywhere else.”

‘I am proud to say that the greatest respect and understanding of his 
works proceed from the people of this land, that grows daily, and it shows 
no sign of diminishing – and so far as is possible to foresee, if there is  any 
music that will remain honoured and immortal in the memory of the people 
of any one country, it is the music of this composer.  

‘I said we were here to bid farewell for ever to the mortal remains of 
Frederick Delius.  I do so in no spirit of sorrow or regret.  The most precious 
part of this man is the immortal part – his spirit as revealed in his work; and 
in whatever sphere that spirit is, I should like our greetings to pass beyond 
the confines of this earthly sphere, and let him know that we are here not in 
a spirit of vain regret, but rather one of rejoicing that his music is still with 
us and will remain with us forever more.  
 ‘Ave Atque Vale!’

 But four days later, when, her life’s work done, Jelka Delius was laid to rest 
with Frederick, there were far fewer in Limpsfield Church.  As well as Adine 
O’Neill, I saw Balfour Gardiner, and Evelyn  and Grace Howard-Jones, Patrick 
Hadley, Lionel Tertis, Alexandre Barjansky, Kennedy Scott, Dr. Heinrich Simon 
(soon to be cruelly murdered in Washington by one of Hitler’s hired thugs), 
the Harrison sisters, and, of course, Eric Fenby.  As we walked away from the 
grave, Mrs. O’Neill said:  “You know, these are all recent friends of the Deliuses.  
Norman and I knew him in 1907.”  Beecham looked pensive when I recounted 
this.  “That’s absolutely right.  And I certainly did not know Delius before that.  
Now what would be really interesting is to find someone who knew Delius 
in his Paris days.”  Beecham went so far as to say that even his memories of 
Delius were not those that would interest future biographers of Delius.  What 
they would seek would be earlier memories of Delius before the turn of the 
century, of the young and handsome Delius of the Latin Quarter, the friend of 
Strindberg, Gauguin, Edvard Munch and other famous figures of the time.  
 I found such a person for Sir Thomas: the composer Florent Schmitt, who, 
born in 1870, and only eight years younger than Delius, was one of his few 
French musician-friends.  Schmitt, who prepared the vocal scores of Delius’s 
first two operas, lived to a very lucid 87.  Dying in 1958, he was probably the last 
to remember  “Le grand Anglais” of the Latin Quarter, as, he told me, Delius 
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was known.  Rather stupidly, as I now realise, I was too modest at the time of 
Schmitt’s last visit to England in 1956 to question him myself about Delius.  
Instead I arranged for him to see Sir Thomas. That morning, I remember, 
Vaughan Williams phoned me to say that he hadn’t met Florent Schmitt since 
before the First World War, when he had been a pupil of Ravel’s in Paris, and 
would like to see him.  And so those two octogenarians met once again after 
half a century.  After which, I whisked  Schmitt away in a cab from the Waldorf 
Hotel to The Abbey Road Studios where Sir Thomas was recording; Delius, as 
it happened – The Songs Of Sunset. But all was not well, and Beecham was in 
one of his moods.  The session had not gone as he had hoped, and there were 
domestic as well as musical pressures weighing on him. And although I had 
taken Florent Schmitt there at his express wish, all a testy Sir Thomas did was 
to greet him with a “How do you do?”, shake him by the hand, and pass down 
the corridor.  The interview was at an end.  But it was the kind of behaviour 
that Schmitt, himself once a stormy petrel of Paris musical life understood well 
enough.  Passing it off with “Il était toujours un homme curieux,” he smiled, 
and we returned to his hotel, where, instead of, asking him the questions 
about Delius Sir Thomas should have put to him, I left him to rest.  Two years 
later, when I saw Schmitt again, at the 1958 Strasbourg Festival, he was already 

a dying man, allowed to travel 
there to hear Charles Munch 
conduct the first performance 
of his Second Symphony only 
because his case was hopeless.    
A few months later Schmitt died, 
and with him the last of those 
who remembered Delius in his 
formative period.  
 Sir Thomas Beecham died 
on March 8 1961. We must 
be thankful that he lived long 
enough  to complete the book he 
promised Jelka Delius he would 
write.  Whatever its shortcomings, 
it remains a precious document.  

©Felix Aprahamian, May 1975.  
Reprinted by kind permission of the 
Arabesque Trust.

Felix Aprahamian,        
© Richard Valentine, The Peter Warlock Society
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   * * * * * *   
 
Fifty years ago Sir Thomas Beecham kept a promise he made to Jelka Delius, 
to write a biography of Frederick Delius.  This is a good time to re-evaluate 
this work.  Beecham’s was of course not the first biography of Delius – fifty 
years earlier Max Chop had been the first person to tackle this subject.  Philip 
Heseltine produced the first English-language biography in 1923, but this is 
really only a brief biographical study alongside an overview of Delius’s music.  
 What kind of biography did Beecham produce? This book sets the 
composer’s life in the context of his family history, and gives details of 
his principal compositions and important occasions when his works were 
performed.  The two men were friends for twenty-five years, and there is a 
clear indication of Beecham’s affection in these pages. The biographer played 
an important part in this composer’s musical success for the rest of his life 
and until Beecham’s own death thirty years after.  However, Beecham was 
not inclined to give us a full academic biography of his subject. No inspection 
of the cultural or intellectual context is undertaken in any detail, as he is not 
moved to do this. There are, however plenty of anecdotes told by Delius, 
or known to Beecham. For Beecham what was important was the tin trunk 
containing Delius’s papers and scores, given to him by Jelka. So this biography 
is limited to what Beecham regards as important, and does not stray into other 
cultural areas that might be of less interest to this biographer.  
 This is not a biography which seeks to revive a reputation, because in 1959 
Delius was well known by many people and admired as a composer. One 
assumes Jelka had wanted this book written to avoid the situation where her 
husband was forgotten in England and Europe.  In fact in the 1950s Delius was 
known as an eminent composer not least because of the advocacy of Beecham 
in the concert hall and the recording studio.  
 Is this a psychological biography? I don’t think Beecham is primarily 
interested in what drives Delius to compose. We learn of his iconoclasm 
but not why he must compose. What he ultimately wants to achieve is not 
revealed, and it looks as though the author thinks that kind of question is 
rather intrusive.  The connection between Delius’s music and his philosophical 
and cultural beliefs is interesting and needs further exploration, as does his 
motivation.  We learn that he is not the kind of practical composer – like for 
example Benjamin Britten – who thinks he should be useful to the community.  
We learn much more about what is in Delius’s mind from Lionel Carley’s 
masterly, two volume biography through correspondence for which readers 
had to wait a further twenty-five years.  
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 This is of course a biography involving personal reminiscences, because 
of the respect and friendship of the two men.  The stories Beecham tells may 
not always be wholly accurate but he gives a flavour of what it was like to 
have Delius as a friend, and to promote his music. Beecham’s reaction to 
Delius’s character is vividly portrayed here.  Beecham’s memories are of course 
important but we always need to check to see that memory has not played 
tricks on the author.  
 Beecham’s admiration and respect for Delius means there can be no 
doubt that this is a sympathetic biography. His promise to Delius’s widow 
is a response to his desire to maintain public knowledge of the work of this 
composer and to further his reputation. This is not however a hagiography.  
Indeed Beecham says of Delius’s achievement that:  

‘The best of Delius is undoubtedly to be found in those works where he 
disregarded all classical traditions and created his own forms.  Nearly all 
these, his masterpieces, were written during a period of fifteen years, the 
middle period of his life.’

 Even if we do not agree with this judgement this is an important indication 
of how Beecham sees this composer. Again, Beecham has a view about the 
man, which goes like this:

‘For my part I doubt whether the spirit of Delius was ever seriously 
touched by any philosophic influence; encouraged or fortified perhaps, but 
not moulded, and certainly never deflected.  His actions, decisions and 
development were the consequences of an inner force that needed little or 
nothing of an externally intellectual kind to quicken them.’

 Beecham suggests that future commentators would lose nothing if they 
disregard all but the music to understand this man. But how good is this 
biography?  This is not what we might call a major biographical achievement.  
Sir Thomas was not as distinguished as a man of letters as he was as a 
musician.  The virtue of this book lies in the fact the he knew Delius well – not 
perhaps every aspect of the composer – but enough to give us a vivid portrait 
of his friend.  
 Frederick Delius shares the virtues that any good biography written quite 
soon after its subject has died has. The author knows his subject well and 
events, even those early in their friendship, remain vivid in the author’s 
memory. Of course with such a biography discretion is necessary because 
some people who know the subject are still alive at the time of the publication 
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of this book or have recently died. Certainly Beecham who was after all a 
Victorian is not inclined to give us sensational revelations about the private 
life of his subject.   His aim is to foster our interest in the music and the artistic 
achievements.  
 How much detail is in this biography?  When this book was first published 
none of those scholars such as Robert Threlfall, Lionel Carley, Rachel Lowe 
Dugmore and several others who have added so much to our understanding 
of Delius biography and music, had begun or finished their major works of 
Delius scholarship.  At the time of publication of Frederick Delius, the modern 
thorough and systematic research into the life and work of Delius was several 
years in the future. However, Beecham gives us some enlightening and 
entertaining anecdotes from the composer and others to illustrate his book.  
 I would encourage you to read the Introduction to the 1975 reprint of 
this biography, reproduced here, where you will find Felix Aprahamian’s 
observations very interesting and illuminating. In conclusion; I hope you will 
enjoy this biographical sketch of Delius’s life and work – which was a promise 
fulfilled by Sir Thomas Beecham.  

Paul Chennell
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The Reverend Chris Howson

THE DELIUS ARTS CENTRE

The Delius Arts & Cultural Centre was formally opened by the Lord Mayor of 
Bradford, Cllr John Godward, on Friday 16th October. This was music to the 
ears of all those who had laboured so hard to make this day happen.  

 The opening celebrations were introduced by the Acting Chair of the 
Delius Board, The Reverend Chris Howson. Distinguished guests included 
Martin Williams from the Delius Trust and Delius biographer and President of 
the Delius Society, Dr Lionel Carley, who said “On behalf of the Delius Society 
and Trust I offer our warmest congratulations on reaching this auspicious 
day.  Members of the Delius family arrived in Bradford in the 1850s and were 
to make a distinctive mark on the city’s cultural history.  The boy Frederick 
was originally part of this congregation before he went on to become a great 
composer.  He lived in Paris where he was a close friend of Edvard Munch and 
Paul Gauguin. Delius married Jelka Rosen, a German painter of many gifts, 
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and one of their early guests was Rodin. His portrait was painted by artists 
including Edvard Munch and Augustus John. A man who moved in such 
circles would have appreciated what is happening here in Bradford today. “

The Delius Arts Centre

Declaring the venue open, the Lord Mayor spoke of first seeing the German 
Church’s distinctive building as a small boy and later learning of its historical 
significance.  He expressed delight that this ‘architectural gem’ would be seen 
and used by so many more people due to this exciting artistic collaboration.  
 Clare Lamkin, Manager of the Yorkshire Craft Centre and Arts Events 
Manager for Bradford College, who had been a key player, acknowledged 
everyone’s efforts. “I am really pleased to see the accumulation of months 
of work coming together for the Delius Centre’s official opening. Lots of 
people have been involved including the Delius Board members, the German 
congregation, and colleagues at Bradford College, with funding coming from 
Legi, Wren and Fabric. The whole project has been a challenge for everyone 
involved and so many people have given their professional support for free.  
The team has included very dedicated people but special mention has to go 
to Claudia Powell, David Mcgonigal, Chris Howson, Brigitte McCartney, Julia 
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and Damien O’Keefe, Peter Steward, Brian Kendrick and my own team at the 
Yorkshire Craft Centre.

 “I should like to thank all those artists who responded to the invitation to 
submit work for the inaugural exhibition. I am really pleased that Christian 
McGrath sold his photographs immediately, and even more pleased that 
a Delius Board member purchased them!  A final thank you to students 
from Performing Arts at Bradford College and Darren Dutson-Bromley for 
providing such wonderful entertainment.

 “I shall still be doing some work with the Delius Centre and in the short 
term I shall help facilitate the needs of the Bradford Square Mile project which 
will mean that an international artist from China will be based at the centre 
for a residency.”  

Claire Lamkin and colleagues
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The affection and goodwill felt by everyone who had been involved was 
perhaps best revealed by Robert Owen, who had spent sixteen weeks working 
on the centre’s roof in freezing conditions. He suffered a serious accident, 
falling from a roof on his next professional job, but whilst still in hospital had 
accepted the invitation to attend the opening.  
 Bradford College Performing Arts students prepared a special entertainment 
to mark the opening.  Damien O’Keefe explained, “The piece is the students’ 
response to the word ‘Peace’ and incorporates two of Frederick Delius’s 
compositions. The students went on the Bradford Peace Trail as inspiration 
and have used some images from statues around Bradford in the final 
performance.”

Paul Chennell
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Art Exhibition In a Building Which Is Itself A Work Of Art
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NEWS FROM MEMBER SOCIETIES

Michael Green

RECIPROCAL MEMBERSHIP
Through our Reciprocal Membership Scheme we continue to exchange 
with other Societies promotional information about our respective activities.  
Additionally, we have enjoyed joint events over recent months with both the 
Elgar and Grieg Societies and will be looking for further opportunities to bring 
our members together in this way. 
 Delius Society Members are reminded that if they wish to join any of our 
Member Societies they can enjoy the benefit of a concessionary 50% reduction 
in the first year membership fee (£10 Finzi Friends) by contacting Michael 
Green by telephone: 01299 400883 or email: michael.green620@tesco.net and 
your details will then be passed on to the appropriate Treasurer/Membership 
Secretary.  Our Member Societies are likewise offering their Members a similar 
concession if they wish to join The Delius Society and telling them about our 
meetings and events in their Newsletters and Journals.

THE BERLIOZ SOCIETY

Forthcoming UK events:

Thursday 10th June 2010 at 7.30pm at Royal Festival Hall
Performance of Symphonie Fantastique

Sunday 7th November at 7.30pm at the Barbican
Performance of Harold in Italy

Annual Membership is £15.00 and the Society is very active with publications, 
conferences, weekends and meetings.  
Website: www.theberliozsociety.org.uk

THE ARTHUR BLISS SOCIETY

Forthcoming events:

Saturday 14th April 2010 at 8.00pm
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at Holmes Chapel Leisure Centre, Cheshire
Manchester Chamber Ensemble.  Programme includes Bliss: Oboe Quintet

Saturday 24th April 2010 at 3.00pm at Sundial Theatre, 
Cirencester College Campus
Carol Hubel-Allen (viola) Alan Maclean (piano). 
Programme includes Bliss: Viola Sonata

Sunday 9th May 2010 at 3.00pm in Avery Fisher Hall,
Lincoln Centre, New York
Programme includes: Hymn to Apollo
The American Symphony Orchestra

Wednesday 30th June 2010 at 7.30 pm at Wigmore Hall, London
Lawrence Power (viola), Simon Crawford-Phillips (piano)
Programme includes Bliss: Viola Sonata

 Membership of the Society is of three kinds: single membership at £15 
per year, double membership (two at the same address) at £20 per year and 
life membership at £250.  New members will receive the latest issue of the 
Newsletter; where still available, back numbers may be purchased.  Members 
receive two substantial Newsletters per year (in Spring and Autumn) and 
there are occasional gatherings of Members and friends for informal lunches 
or pre-concert suppers where the music of Bliss is being featured.  
Website: www.arthurbliss.org 

THE HAVERGAL BRIAN SOCIETY

Forthcoming events:

Saturday 22nd May 2010 at 1.30pm in Bertrand Russell Room 
at Conway Hall WC1R 4RL
AGM

Recent publications/issues include:

Havergal Brian on Music – Volume 2
European and American Music in his time.  Toccata Press.
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Havergal Brian Songs. Legend
Brian Raynor Cook; Roger Vignoles; Stephen Levine; Peter Lawson.  
Toccata Classics.
Gothic Symphony
Testament

 Annual membership is £12.00 (£150.00 Life). Members receive a bi-monthly 
Newsletter, discounts on a wide range of Brian books and memorabilia.  
Website: www.havergalbrian.org  

THE ELGAR SOCIETY

Forthcoming events:

Saturday 7th August – Three Choirs Festival, Gloucester
The Kingdom

Friday 13th August – Three Choirs Festival, Gloucester
Lecture by Roderick Swanston: Refinding Early Elgar 
followed by Elgar Society Lunch

Saturday 18th September at 2.30pm
Stephen Johnson, broadcaster: Elgar and Schumann; Kindred Spirits?
Jointly promoted by The Elgar Society (West Midlands) and The Elgar 
Birthplace Museum in celebration of the 75th anniversary of the opening of 
the Museum

Saturday 30th October at 2.30pm Autumn in Malvern Festival Event
Anthony Boden: The Life and Music of Sir Hubert Parry – and his influence on 
Elgar.

Saturday 6th November at 7.30pm Baptist Church Hall, Worcester
Ernie Kay: In Praise of Tod; the Legacy of Vernon Handley

Saturday 27th November at 2.30pm
Lyndon Jenkins: Unusual Byways, Unfamiliar Performances, and even some 
Oddities among the Elgar recordings. 
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 Membership is £30 Single; £17.50 Joint UK and Europe.  Members receive 
three copies per year of the Elgar Society Journal, discounts on CDs and free 
entry to the Elgar Birthplace. 
 The Elgar Society has nine UK branches and a Canadian branch. Each 
branch has its own programme of meetings, usually in the form of a lecture, 
and these are open to members of the public. The lectures are given by eminent 
Elgarians and members of the Society. Further details can be found on the 
Society website: www.elgar.org which also lists a wide range of performances 
of Elgar’s music both in the UK and abroad.
 The Elgar Birthplace Museum is located at Broadheath, Worcestershire 
and is open daily 1st February 2010 – 23rd December 2010 (inclusive) 11am 
– 5.00pm. The Museum stages a variety of exhibitions and events throughout 
the year.  Details will be found on their website: www.elgarmuseum.org   

FINZI FRIENDS

Forthcoming events:

Thursday 3rd June 2010  
Young Composers Competition
The English Song Weekend offers young composers an outstanding 
opportunity to hear their music performed in the context of the major festival 
of English Song and to work on their composition with one of the country’s 
leading composers, Huw Watkins.

Thursday 3rd June to Sunday 6th June 2010 in Ludlow Assembly Rooms
The Fourth Triennial English Song Weekend in Ludlow
Artistic Director: Iain Burnside

 Annual membership £15.00  The Friends produce a Journal twice a year, 
hold occasional workshops and study days, organise a lunch and lecture at 
the Three Choirs Festival and a Triennial Weekend of English Song in Ludlow.  
Website:  www.finzifriends.org.uk
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THE PERCY GRAINGER SOCIETY

Forthcoming events:

Friday 16th April – Sunday 18th April 2010 Chicago
Percy Grainger Wind Band Festival

Monday 5th July – Friday 9th July 2010 Sydney Opera House and Melbourne
Follow in the Footsteps of Percy Grainger
Kingsway International under the direction of Dr. Matthew George

Annual Membership: £14.00.
Further details via www.bardic-music.com 

THE GRIEG SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN

An excellent joint meeting took place on 11th February at the Royal Norwegian 
Embassy when Professor Roger Buckley gave a splendid illustrated lecture on 
Delius’s ‘Red Notebook’.  The meeting was very well attended by members of 
both Societies and extra chairs were called for!  This was a fine illustration 
of the benefits which can be derived from our reciprocal arrangements with 
other Societies and the pleasure and goodwill which can be engendered.

Forthcoming events:

Saturday 12th June at 1.00pm
Grieg ‘Birthday’ celebration in the gardens of St. Saviour’s and St Olave’s Girls’ 
School, New Kent Road, London SE1 4AN

Annual subscription is £12.50 (Individual), £18 (Joint) and £7 (Student).  Life 
membership is £100.  Members receive a Journal and meetings are held which 
are open to non-Members.  Website: www.griegsociety.co.uk 
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THE IVOR GURNEY SOCIETY

Forthcoming events:

Thursday 3rd – Sunday 6th June 2010 in Ludlow.  Fourth Triennial Weekend of 
English Song.  Highlights include: “The Principal of Friendship: Ivor Gurney, 
Marion Scott and Herbert Howells” – a talk by Pamela Blevins.  Workshop and 
performance of Ludlow and Teme

Sunday 6th June 2010 at 11.15am A Song Recital by James Rutherford 
(baritone) and Simon Lepper (piano) featuring songs by Gurney.

Wednesday 11th August 2010 Three Choirs Festival Recital by Andrew 
Kennedy (tenor) and the Dante Quartet including  a rare performance of 
Gurney’s single quartet movement: Molto in F.

Thursday 12th August 2010 at 12.15pm at Cheltenham Town Hall
The Ivor Gurney Society Three Choirs Lunch followed by a short talk by Ian 
Venables on Ivor Gurney’s Gloucestershire Rhapsody, the first performance of 
which will be included in the subsequent concert at 2.30pm in the Town Hall.

Friday 13th August 2010 at 7.30pm
Orchestral Concert including Gurney’s choral anthem The Trumpet

Saturday 14th August 2010 Song recital by Roderick Williams (baritone) and 
Andrew West (piano) including songs by Gurney and Ian Venables’ song cycle: 
The Pine Boughs Past Music Op.39

 Annual membership is £14 (individual) £18 (Joint). 
Website: www.ivorgurney.org.uk

The Society produces a substantial annual Journal and Newsletters throughout 
the year, has undertaken substantial work in cataloguing and conserving the 
Gurney archive and has organised and facilitated a number of recordings on 
the Somm and Naxos labels. Society events are normally held each Spring.
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HOLST BIRTHPLACE TRUST AND MUSEUM

Our President, Lionel Carley and Vice-Chairman Michael Green were made 
very welcome as guests at the Holst AGM on 5th September and were invited 
to talk about the work of the Delius Trust and the Society.  This was followed 
by a discussion covering links between our two composers and exploring 
opportunities for future reciprocal events.

Forthcoming Birthplace Museum events:

Friday 30th April 2010 6.00pm-8.00pm Martin’s Gallery.
Drinks Reception and Private View of the St Ives School Exhibition

Friday 14th May 2010 Exhibition opening: Celebrating 35 years of the Holst 
Birthplace Museum.

Saturday 12th June 2010 at 7.30pm at Cheltenham College Chapel.
Concert of sacred and secular music by The Oriel Singers.

Monday 28th June 2010 at 2.30pm (venue to be announced) 
Holst Birthplace Trust AGM.
Speaker: Dr. Steven Blake, The day Holst was born; September 21st 1874, through 
the pages of the local press.

 Annual Membership rates are £15 (Single), £20 (Joint) £25 (Family), 
£50 (Corporate), £60 (Benefactor), £100 (Joint Benefactor), £300 (Corporate 
Benefactor). 
Website: www.holstmuseum.org.uk  

SIR ARTHUR SULLIVAN SOCIETY

The Society has recently celebrated the issue of David Lloyd-Jones’s complete 
recording of Ivanhoe (1891) which was broadcast in February on BBC Radio 3.

Forthcoming performances:

Dates in April/May in Buxton, Swindon, Tewkesbury, Ipswich, Taunton and 
Horsham
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Opera Della Luna presents H.M.S. Pinafore.

Saturday 13th - Sunday14th March in Birmingham and London.
Raymond Gubbay presents 125th anniversary performances of The Mikado.

 UK Membership is £15 (Adult), £10 (unwaged student, OAP) £20 (two 
people at the same address).  Overseas $US50/£25; Couples $60/£30.  The 
Society publishes a Magazine twice yearly.  
Website: www.britnett.net/sirarthursullivansociety 

THE PETER WARLOCK SOCIETY

Membership £15 (full), £5 (Students), £180 (life). A Society Newsletter is 
published twice yearly and the Society arranges various events, partly for 
the benefit of the membership and partly with an element of out-reach.  The 
Society is pleased to help members gain access to Warlockian material.  Further 
information will be found on the Society’s website, www.peterwarlock.org 
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100 YEARS AGO

Throughout 1910, which would be an eventful year, the deteriorating state 
of Delius’s health was a matter of major concern to him and his wife.  
Nevertheless in the early part of this year preparations were underway by John 
Julia Scheffler to conduct Appalachia in Hamburg on 4th February. The 43 year-
old conductor was to remain active in Germany until his death in 1942, though 
he is largely forgotten today. The performance was well received and the 
conductor wrote to Delius who was at this time staying with Balfour Gardiner 
in Berkshire and then London. News of this performance also came in a letter 
from Harmonie Verlag dated 11th February. Delius had come to England for 
the first performance there of A Village Romeo and Juliet, given by Beecham at 
Covent Garden at the same time as the first performances of Strauss’s Elektra.
 In contrast to events in Hamburg the London première was not a success 
and was not well received by the critics.  There was much difficulty in getting 
performance material for the London performances of A Village Romeo and 
Juliet.  Delius found many mistakes in the proofs of the vocal score and the 
material arrived late. Singers had to use the Paris edition of the score with 
handwritten English words. The orchestral material used was that for the 
1907 performance in Germany. Beecham conducted the performance from 
a hand written score. A further problem was the disappearance of one of 
the Harmonie copyists, who vanished with seventeen pages of the full score 
which had to be reconstructed from the parts. Naturally Delius was angry 
and not satisfied by the long letter of explanation from the publisher.  With 
these difficulties and the lateness of the material it is not surprising that the 
two London performances were not a success. Delius was later to say that 
the musical performance was good because of the quality of the orchestra 
and Beecham’s conducting. Apart from this, he found at Covent Garden: 
‘Inefficiency and inexperience bursting out from every crack....’  Delius soon 
returned to Grez and Beecham noted that the composer had been far from 
well, suffering from chronic nervous indigestion and pains in the back. His 
health improved somewhat by May.  
 At the end of May Delius was in Zurich for a performance of Brigg Fair, 
included in the Tonkünstlerfest.  The performance was conducted by Volkmar 
Andreae.  Bela Bartók and Carl Schuricht were in the audience.  Andreae had 
written to Delius in the Spring of this year to say how much he liked Brigg 
Fair and how well it was going.  As a result of the great success of this concert 
more performances of Delius’s works were arranged for various European 
locations thereafter.  Whilst in Zurich Delius took medical advice, having been 
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diagnosed with tertiary syphilis, and returned to a sanatorium in June, where 
he stayed for about a month. Delius returned to Grez in mid July.  Due to the 
incompetence of the staff and Delius’s waning confidence in the abilities of 
the publisher Harmonie Verlag published no more scores of Delius, except 
the vocal score of A Village Romeo and Juliet, after June 1910.  Sadly for Delius, 
whilst his artistic success began to increase, his health suffered.  

Paul Chennell

Concerning 100 Years Ago included in The Delius Society Journal No. 146, 
Stephen Lloyd writes:  ‘Just a clarification to your interesting 100 Years Ago article.  
With the first performance of the Dance Rhapsody Beecham is having a flight of 
fancy.  Those who were ‘sitting in the massive nave of the Norman cathedral’ would 
not have heard a note of that concert as the performance was taking place in the 
Shire Hall, as you earlier suggested. If I remember correctly Delius was upset that 
day, not so much about the performance but because he had his wallet stolen and he 
caught a cold!’  Ed.  
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SOME UNANSWERED QUESTIONS

Lyndon Jenkins

The stimulus for this article came from re-reading in DSJ146 Evelin Gerhardi’s 
fascinating memories of the extended period she spent helping out at the 
Delius household in Grez-sur-Loing between January-September 1932. Let 
me make it clear immediately, however, that the ‘unanswered questions’ of 
the title are not for Evelin. Her account of her nine-month stay is exemplary 
in its clearness and invaluable (as well as delightful) for the further glimpses 
it gives of Jelka Delius and others we have come to know quite well, such as 

the Deliuses’ fussy-sounding 
American neighbour Alden 
Brooks,  André ‘the untidy 
little chauffeur’ (Eric Fenby’s 
description), Madame 
Grespier the cook and 
Hildegard the maid.  Evelin’s 
presence must have been 
invaluable to Jelka, the more 
so since Fenby was missing 
for the whole of the time she 
was at Grez, recovering from 
the nervous breakdown he 
had suffered at the end of 
the previous year.  Evelyn and 
Eric did meet, however, when 
he returned in the September 
just before she left: as she 
wrote, the arrival of another 
young person was a tonic 
since there were not many of 
her age at Grez then.
 Reading to Delius was a 
vital activity, of course, and 
the light Evelin shone on the 
composer’s literary tastes and 
his reactions to the various 
choices of book they read 

The garden at Grez
and the neighbouring church
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is highly interesting. Interesting, too, is her mention of Hans Weisbach 
conducting A Mass of Life at Hagen (1).  Elsewhere, one is tempted to try to 
guess who the visitor was with whom Delius ‘exchanged happy memories of 
by-gone days and they laughed a great deal’.  Looking at the list of visitors 
at this time posited by Paul Guinery and me in our pictorial history of Eric 
Fenby’s time at Grez (2), one concludes that the most likely candidate was 
Norman O’Neill.  This is arrived at mostly by a process of elimination: Evelin 
remembered Balfour Gardiner’s visit that year, and she certainly remembered 
Sir Thomas Beecham’s (3); it is unlikely, from Eric’s description of him in Delius 
as I Knew Him (pp.121-2) that the person was Kenneth Spence, and none of 
the others named answers the case.
 The visit by Beecham that Evelin mentions in January 1935 throws 
up some interesting conjectures. He was due to go to Vienna that month 
at the invitation of Felix Weingartner to conduct Tristan und Isolde at the 
State Opera, and also to undertake concerts with the Vienna Philharmonic 
Orchestra, one of which was to include Paris.  But on 10 January the English 
papers announced that ‘on medical advice’ he had withdrawn from the opera 
engagement due for the 18th and that Albert Coates would conduct the 
Philharmonic concerts.  The ‘medical advice’ may have been an excuse for a 
change of mind: other factors were intervening, including a projected English 
tour by the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra under Wilhelm Furtwängler which 
had been thrown into jeopardy by the conductor’s sudden resignation of all 
his German posts.  The two conductors greatly respected each other and so, to 
avoid the tour being cancelled and disappointment for the British audiences, 
Beecham took it over (though not with the Berlin orchestra as the Nazis hoped 
he would but with his own orchestra, the London Philharmonic). And, indeed, 
on 25th January he was in Scotland with the LPO for the first of the provincial 
concerts: those in London and other major cities had to be cancelled. 
 Whatever the contributing circumstances the result was some free time 
that month for Beecham, of which he evidently took advantage to pay a 
call upon Jelka Delius at Grez-sur-Loing. Several recent developments on 
the Delius front may have made such a visit desirable, though one can only 
speculate: more discussion following the recently set up Delius Trust might 
have been necessary; or, perhaps even more immediately, it was on account of 
the sudden bombshell dropped as recently as the previous November when 
it emerged that Delius’s sister Clare was planning a book about her brother 
that was already under way. This was unwelcome news all round, and the 
upshot was a flurry of correspondence between the various parties involved as 
attempts were made, first to suppress the book and then to acquire the rights 
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to what had been written so far.  The whole affair was a blow to Jelka Delius: in 
the wake of her husband’s death the previous June, with typical thoroughness 
she had already attended to the question of an authorised biography and 
now, with her health showing ominous signs of deterioration, this quite 
unexpected development understandably worried her considerably.  It also 
forced Beecham into premature disclosure that it was he who had undertaken 
to write Delius’s biography. (4)
 I do not recall ever hearing or seeing anywhere any mention by Eric Fenby 
of this visit of Beecham’s: from that and the reasoning that follows I think we 
may fairly conclude that he was not at Grez-sur-Loing on that January day 
in 1935.  Despite Jelka telling her friend Marie Clews, ‘he [Fenby] has been 
staying with me since Xmas ...’ other letters reveal that Eric made frequent 
visits between January and May 1935 to England, some in connection with the 
forthcoming burial of Delius at Limpsfield in Surrey (5).  Also, had he been at 
Grez then he would, of course, have met Evelin Gerhardi again, this time with 
her sister, Malve Steinweg: instead, it was 43 years later, in London in 1975, 
that their acquaintance was renewed (“I don’t think he can have changed 
much in all these years because I recognised him at once”, was how she 
recalled it).  Meanwhile, Beecham was back in London by 17th January: when 
he wrote to Fenby that day asking for a list of Delius’s compositions from the 
period 1884-99 (presumably in connection with the intended biography) he 
made no reference to any visit to Grez-sur-Loing. 
 The charming little cameo conjured by Evelin of her sister Malve ‘being 
allowed to open the door’ to Beecham when he arrived, as well as lending 
support to the suggestion that Fenby was not there, gives rise to the question 
as to whether the conductor came alone or not. Conjecture again, but 
Beecham rarely travelled alone, and in the light of several well-documented 
visits they had paid to the Deliuses together during the previous decade one 
obvious candidate to have accompanied him would have been the singer 
Dora Labbette.  She, after all, had been in Grez as recently as the previous 
June, sent by Beecham immediately he heard that Delius had died (a kindness 
acknowledged by Jelka in a letter to the conductor dated 2nd September 
1934: ‘It was so sweet of Dora to come and be with me those terrible days.’).  
Fenby never referred to her coming at the time of Delius’s death at all in the 
original version of Delius as I Knew Him, though he did so in a footnote for the 
book’s reissue in 1981 (Faber and Faber)(6).  Dora Labbette’s son Paul Strang, 
however, conveys a rather different impression of what his Mother was able 
to achieve at Grez-sur-Loing in the days immediately after Delius’s death.(7)
 One last question, unrelated to the foregoing, to which a ready answer 
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may be found.  Among the 
photographs taken of Delius 
and Jelka while they were in 
London at the time of the 
Delius Festival in October 1929 
is one that shows them on 
their way to Queen’s Hall for 
one of Beecham’s rehearsals. 
(8) In addition to the central 
group of the composer, his 
wife and a hotel porter, it 
shows Philip Heseltine on the 
left and Delius’s attendant on 
the right.  Several people have 
found a striking similarity 
between the attendant in that 
picture and the figure standing 
alongside Eric Fenby at the 
midnight burial ceremony in 
the churchyard at Limpsfield 
six years later (9). Can this 
possibly be so?
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Delius At The 1929 Festival With Philip Heseltine and Jelka  
Courtesy of The Peter Warlock Society 
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LETTERS

From Stephen Lloyd

I enjoyed your article on Delius And The Proms.  You may not have known but 
many years ago – in 1976, in fact – I contributed a tabulated analysis of Delius 
performances at the Proms (Delius Society Journal No. 50 January 1976).  I seem 
to remember I was allowed access to the BBC files of Proms Programmes to 
check any changes, as occasionally what is printed in the Prospectus does not 
quite happen.  



From Steven Hubbard  

‘English Music’, Delius, Ken Russell, and DVDs 

I am not a musician, unfortunately, but have been a lifelong admirer of the 
music of Delius since watching Ken Russell’s BBC film Song of Summer when 
it was first shown in 1968. 
  Song of Summer gave me an interest in the other films of Ken Russell, 
particularly his biographies of other composers and musicians, which included 
Portrait of a Soviet Composer – Prokofiev (1961), Elgar (1962), Bartok (1964), The 
Debussy Film (1965), Song of Summer (1968), Dance of the Seven Veils -– The 
Life of Richard Strauss (1970), The Music Lovers – Tchaikovsky (1970), Mahler 
(1974), Lisztomania (1975), Vaughan-Williams – A Symphonic Portrait’(1984), 
The Strange Affliction of Anton Bruckner (1990), The Secret Life of Sir Arnold Bax 
(1992), and a revisit to Elgar – Fantasy of a Composer on a Bicycle (2002). There 
was also Ken Russell’s ABC of British Music (1988).  
  For anyone interested in Russell’s early BBC films, which are widely 
acknowledged to include his finest work, the BBC have issued a boxed set 
of three DVDs, although for some obscure reason this set is only officially 
available in the USA and therefore is currently re-imported. Presumably this is 
also something related to copyright. Some Delians may be tempted to buy this 
boxed set in the expectation that it will offer six early Russell films including 
Song of Summer and Elgar. However, the only film with a music interest in this 
set is The Debussy Film (1965) and my personal opinion is that this, along with 
the other three films is not to the same standard as Song of Summer (see review 
in The Delius Society Journal 130, p65) or Elgar (see review in The Delius Society 
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Journal 132, p118), both of which are still available separately in the first DVD 
versions issued.  My second warning is that the ‘official’ price of this boxed 
set is very expensive at approximately £50.00, although by searching on the 
internet you can find it for roughly half that price, and some sellers include 
delivery.  Delians may have noticed that both of the BBC’s DVD versions of 
Song of Summer have been cut: in Russell’s original film there is a scene right 
at the beginning of the film where Fenby is shown as a cinema organist 
accompanying a Laurel and Hardy film.  The Laurel and Hardy scenes have 
been removed for copyright reasons.
  When the BBC screened Ken Russell’s Lady Chatterley, in 1993, I was 
delighted by the excellent soundtrack of English music, particularly the music 
of Delius, which to my sensibilities blended perfectly with the rural England 
backdrop to Lawrence’s story. It was reviewed in The Delius Society Journal 112, 
p24 as follows:

‘The principal theme of Appalachia was used as the title music for Ken 
Russell’s Lady Chatterley, his four-part adaptation for BBC TV of D H 
Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley’s Lover, shown in June. One of the unexpected 
delights was the extensive and exclusive use made of British music, most 
noticeably of Holst, Frank Bridge, Elgar and Delius, all of which was 
specially recorded by Barry Wordsworth and the London Philharmonic 
Orchestra. Substantial Delius extracts were used, from North Country 
Sketches, Appalachia, Hassan, and other works. Even cuckoo sounds were 
incongruously added at the start of the long stretch of The first cuckoo. At 
climactic moments the Shelley motto to Elgar’s Second Symphony and 
The Procession of Protracted Death from Hassan took on new meanings. It is 
a great pity that the closing credits did not identify any of the music used.’

 It is a far greater pity that when the BBC finally got around to issuing this film 
on DVD (after around fifteen years since it was broadcast) they contrived to 
remove all of the British music completely, and replaced it with (to my ears) 
inferior ‘background’ music that adds little or nothing to the film. Imagine 
my disappointment after I rushed to buy the DVD as the film had become a 
favourite, having looked forward to a clean copy with digital soundtrack by the 
London Philharmonic Orchestra. Fortunately I still have my old VHS tape of 
the first broadcast.
  I would be interested to know how many other Delians had bought this 
DVD and been similarly let down. The BBC should be capable of better than 
this – there is no mention anywhere on the DVD, the case notes, or the official 
publicity for the DVD that it is a seriously degraded imitation of the original.
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  Mention of English music brings to mind Delius’s outburst to Fenby 
within the first few minutes of Fenby’s arrival at Grez in Song of Summer.  
Delius recounts how he used to listen to a German symphony orchestra at 
Scarborough with his sandwiches and ginger beer, and enquires as to whether 
they still play there.  Fenby, not realising he is in dangerous territory replies, 
“No, we have English music there now.” Delius retorts: “English music – 
what’s that?  I’ve never heard of any.” Fenby looks ready to retrace his journey 
back to Yorkshire.  
  A final point on DVDs – the members special offer to buy the Discovering 
Delius DVD in the previous Delius Society Journal 146, p141, is available from 
Amazon for £9.99 inclusive of delivery, a considerable saving on the time-
limited ‘special’ price offered to members.  However, a much better deal is that 
Discovering Delius is still available bundled together with A Village Romeo and 
Juliet on one DVD (see review in The Delius Society Journal 135, p68) for £14.95 
inclusive of delivery from various internet sources including DVD Source UK.
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BOOK REVIEW 

JOURNEYING BOY
The Diaries Of The Young Benjamin Britten 1928-1938 
Edited By John Evans 
Faber 2009, 576 Pages, Hardback, £25, ISBN; 978-0-571-23883-5  

It is of course very interesting to see something of the development of what 
must surely be the most gifted young British composer in the inter-war period.  
These diaries of the young Benjamin Britten give us a vivid picture of his life; 
his views, his friends and actions from 1928 to 1938 – from his schooldays 
to the beginning of his professional career.  But why should we listen to the 
views of the young Britten? As John Evans points out on p191, Britten’s was 
an intense apprenticeship. He wrote music almost every day from the age 
of 9 and was studying with Frank Bridge, a very demanding and exacting 
teacher, from the age of 14.  All of this activity helped to form the prodigious 
young composer. His musical criticism is quite precise and detailed. Britten 
developed a mature musical personality early in life.  Whatever we think of his 
music his views are worth  hearing.  
 If we cannot describe Britten as anything other than prodigiously gifted, 
he is wholly unremarkable in every other way. The diaries presented here give 
us great detail as to all aspects of his young life at home, at school and then 
at The Royal College Of Music. His views on music are interesting because of 
his extraordinary ability and strong musical personality. His critical faculties 
developed quickly, and he has some sharp things to say about some of the 
composers prominent in England at the beginning of the 20th century.  Britten 
is not shy about praising or castigating composers and performers he meets 
or hears in the concert hall or on radio.  Even if we don’t agree with him, his 
views are based on a profound musical gift.  Britten makes it a rule to review 
his own prejudices against, for example, Sibelius and later Brahms in a further 
effort to learn.  
 Britten’s first mention of Delius comes in his diary entry for January 20th 
1931, when he records listening to On Hearing the First Cuckoo In Spring and 
Summer Night On The River. He does not tell us which orchestra played these 
pieces, but he does say that he hears them ‘...against a background of Jack 
Payne – even then they were miraculous. He is a wizard’. (Jack Payne was a 
popular band leader and broadcaster of the 1930s).  
 In December 1931 Britten heard Adrian Boult conduct The Song Of The 
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High Hills, in a concert about whose other contents he was rather scathing.  
However, of the Delius he says:  ‘...amazingly beautiful – incredibly long 
and monotonous even for Delius – but what marvellous sounds, he creates!  
Chorus (National) helped admirably in these’.  A month later in January 1932 
finds Britten attending a concert given by the London Symphony Orchestra 
conducted by Sir Thomas Beecham where he hears the Delius Piano Concerto.  
Britten’s terse observation on this work is:  ‘Delius Piano Concerto, (Katherine 
Goodson).  Don’t like the work – Liszt and Tchaikovsky, not much Delius.’  
 A diary entry for 20th September of this same year finds Britten again 
listening to The Song Of The High Hills, which here he describes as: ‘...
marvellously beautiful though meandering and too long....completely dwarfs 
the rest of the anaemic programme...’.  On 20th December 1932 Britten hears 
his teacher, Frank Bridge conducting the BBC Symphony Orchestra in a mixed 
programme, including The Walk To The Paradise Garden. His verdict is again 
terse: ‘Orchestra not superb – but FB on form....’.  
 In January 1933 Britten attends a BBC studio performance of On Hearing 
the First Cuckoo In Spring conducted by Frank Bridge, which he called ‘a 
miracle’.  Three days later he was in Queen’s Hall to hear the BBC Symphony 
Orchestra conducted by Adrian Boult and Roy Henderson as soloist in Sea 
Drift.  Whilst Britten is scathing about Boult and most of the programme, his 
view of the Delius is that it is ’very beautiful’.  Throughout these diaries Britten 
is comprehensively dismissive of Boult’s conducting.  
 On 3rd October 1933 Britten records that he listens to Delius’s Idyll, ‘...
judging from a performance on a disgraceful wireless.  This just says what 
Delius has said so often before, and perhaps it doesn’t say it as well’.  
 Lastly in these diaries Britten says of a performance of A Mass Of Life at 
the Norwich Festival in 1936:  ‘...am very bored.  Too much of same style and 
mannerisms.‘  Evidently Britten’s taste is changing in the years after he leaves 
the Royal College of Music and begins his  professional career.  
 Britten has a number of observations concerning Sir Thomas Beecham in 
the diaries. He mentions a concert he attended in October 1931 given by the 
LSO conducted by Beecham at the Albert Hall, which contained The Walk To 
The Paradise Garden, within a mixed programme. Britten was impressed by the 
Delius and thought that Beecham was ‘.... very good though too spectacular.  
We want a screen’. In contrast to this, Britten’s opinion of Beecham’s 
conducting of the Prelude to Tristan at Covent Garden on 11th May 1932 
was ‘disgraceful’. On 25th October of this same year Britten hears a radio 
broadcast of the Second Act of Tristan and says of this:  ‘Beecham spoils it by 
hurrying and there is only a very poor orchestra.  Florence Austral and Walter 
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Widdop very good.  The rest rather poor.   Even they couldn’t spoil this wonder 
of the world’.  
 Of a broadcast of Fidelio from Covent Garden, conducted by Beecham 
in April 1934 Britten writes in his diary;  ‘Beecham good but not first class, 
and orchestra only so-so’.  Britten says of Beecham, whilst commenting on 
a performance of the same work in May 1934, ‘Beecham only competent.  
Irritatingly ungiving. Poor singers – like singing under an ill-balanced 
metronome’.  There are in these diaries various other lukewarm or dismissive 
remarks concerning Beecham and his conducting. Britten seems to have 
a fixed antipathy for this conductor, perhaps under the influence of Frank 
Bridge?  
 Britten makes mention of other people within the Delius circle. His diaries 
show that he developed his admiration for Percy Grainger’s music quite early.  
Britten’s youthful views might not always be judicious but it is interesting to 
hear what he thought at the time of writing. It is fascinating to see how his 
views changed as he grew older and gained more musical experience.  This is 
another  revealing insight into the development of English music in the inter-
war period.  

Paul Chennell  
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CD REVIEWS 

DELIUS A VILLAGE ROMEO AND JULIET

This recording was first reviewed by Stephen Lloyd in The Delius Society Journal 
No. 117 in 1995 pp32-34. We have received this review from its author and it is 
interesting to see a different perspective on this important Delius score. (Ed).  

Frederick DELIUS (1862-1934)
Romeo und Julia auf dem Dorfe – Lyric Drama in Six Scenes 
(1899-1901)
(original German version)
Manz, a rich farmer – David Midboe (baritone); Marti, a rich farmer – Attila 
Kovacs (baritone); Sali, Manz’s son – Karsten Ruß (tenor); Vrenchen, Marti’s 
daughter – Eva-Christine Reimer (soprano); The Dark Fiddler – Klaus 
Wallprecht (baritone)/Gábor Csápo (violin); Peasants – Lothar Kappaun, 
Klaus-Peter Hallacker (baritones); Women – Irmgard Schwarz, Christa Forsén, 
Annette Vogt (sopranos); Gingerbread Woman – Maja Koht (soprano); Wheel-
of-Fortune Woman – Catherine Vincent (soprano); Cheap Jewellery Woman 
– Irina Uhlemann (contralto); Showman – Robert Klöpper (tenor); Merry-
go-Round Man – Hans-Jürgen Förter-Barth (baritone); Shooting-gallery Man 
– Hans Hoffmann (baritone); The Slim Girl – Beate Bilandzija (soprano); The 
Wild Girl – Hanne Fischer (contralto); The Poor Horn-Player – Ulrich Köbeler 
(tenor); The Hunchbacked Bass-Fiddler – Bernd Gebhardt (bass); Bargees 
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– Dietrich Henschel, Jörg Sabrowski (baritones), Martin Fleitmann (tenor); 
Sali as a Child – Anne Görner (soprano); Vrenchen as a Child – Alisa Sikira 
(soprano)
Kiel Opera Chorus (chorus master Frank Meiswinkel); Kiel Philharmonic 
Orchestra/Klauspeter Seibel
rec. 20/21 April 1995, Konzertsaal im Kieler Schloss. DDD
Produced in association with the Delius Trust
cpo 999 328-2 2 CDs [67.29 + 39.43]

Delius’s possibly best-known opera, which had been premiered in Berlin on 
21st February 1907, was revived in the north-German city of Kiel in 1994-5, in 
its original German version, after Fennimore und Gerda had been performed in 
Bielefeld in 1988.  Sadly these performances remain largely ‘provincial’ ones, 
not with respect to their musical qualities, but with respect to their impact.  
Still, it was in this German version which was not just a translation into 
German of an English-language libretto, but rather a German version supplied 
by Frederick and Jelka Delius themselves.  Taking into account that the opera 
is based on a Swiss novel (written in German), the idiom of the German 
language is most convincing indeed, very much more so than some ‘Opera 
in English’ concoctions; after all, the score was published by the Universal 
Edition of Vienna.  Still, there are no German recording companies that used 
to be there (such as Eurodisc or Electrola) who would have been prepared to 
make famously-cast productions of any Delius opera.  Sadly also Sir Charles 
Mackerras ignored Delius’s own German version when he recorded the opera 
in Vienna with the Austrian Radio Symphony Orchestra and first-rate soloists 
in 1990 (Argo/Decca), a performance which was subsequently filmed by Petr 
Weigl (Universal/Decca).  
 Klauspeter Seibel, the enterprising musical director of the Kiel Opera 1987-
95, who has also recorded such lesser-known operas as Max von Schillings’ 
Mona Lisa (1915) and Erich Wolfgang Korngold’s Der Ring des Polykrates (1913-
14), offers a very acceptable performance, with special emphasis on the work’s 
poetical aspects.  He displays his high ability to understand – and convey to 
the listener – the work’s complex inner logic.  The Kiel Philharmonic Orchestra 
may not shine as much as the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra both under  
Sir Thomas Beecham (1948, now on Naxos) and Meredith Davies (1971), and 
it is not entirely successfully captured, but the recording has warmth, and a 
certain melancholy not unsuited to the work, and Seibel supplies a somewhat 
un-English quality to Delius’s score which adds an additional ‘European’ 
perspective that suits the composer well.  The Kiel Opera Chorus delivers a 
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fairly convincing performance, though it cannot rival the Arnold Schönberg 
Choir or the John Aldis Choir.
 Seibel’s singers are of uneven quality.  While young Sali and Vrenchen are 
both undoubtedly charming and convincing (Anne Görner and Alisa Sikira), 
Manz and Marti indeed sound a bit like farmers (which however is a very 
doubtful compliment – what a difference when you listen to Ben Luxon and 
Noel Mangin in Davies’s recording).  Mature Sali and Vrenchen, Karsten Ruß 
and Eva-Christine Reimer, sound also undoubtedly young and look decently 
attractive judging from the CD cover, but they cannot rival the soloists of older 
recordings in sheer vocal quality (especially Elizabeth Harwood’s exceptional 
Vrenchen under Meredith Davies); Ruß is a convincing lyric tenor and hence 
better suited to the Sali than Robert Tear or Arthur Davies in earlier recordings.  
The same is to be said of the Dark Fiddler, Klaus Wallprecht, who certainly 
has not John Shirley-Quirk’s imaginative qualities (under Davies), nor Thomas 
Hampson’s beautiful sound (under Mackerras), but sounds rather pedestrian, 
in the Grundheber or Wixell line.  Most of the supporting singers sadly lack the 
qualities required by Delius’s score – they all sound like market-women and 
men.  Only in the final scene of the opera we touch of what might have been 
possible – the bargees (including young Dietrich Henschel in one of his first 
recordings) inspire both Reimer and Ruß to close the opera in a most touching 
and convincing way.
 All in all it has to be said that this recording is of high informational value, 
though we should still hope for some conductor who really cares to do a better-
cast recording – as Richard Hickox did in German of Fennimore und Gerda, so 
that eventually a full-blooded German version of Romeo und Julia auf dem Dorfe 
may prove that Delius’s opera works in German as well as it does in English.

© Jürgen Schaarwächter
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Felix Slatkin conducts Delius
The Concert Arts Orchestra conducted by Felix Slatkin
Pristine Audio PASC 190 Total time: 66’ 03”

Delius: On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring; Summer Night on the River; Hassan 
Intermezzo & Serenade; Caprice & Elegy; Prelude to Irmelin. (Paul Shure, solo 
violin; Eleanor Aller, solo ‘cello). Recorded September 1952; (from Capitol  
P 8182)
saint-saëns: Carnival of the Animals. (Viktor Aller and Harry Sukman 
(pianos)). Recorded April 1954 (from Capitol P 8270).  ibert: Divertissement. 
Recorded  November 1953. (from Capitol P 8270)

There has been a tendency to 
believe that only British orchestras 
and conductors know how to play 
British music idiomatically. But on 
the other hand, considering that 
Delius’s music was extensively 
first performed by non-British 
orchestras when he was living 
in France should we include 
Delius in the rubric ‘British’?  And 
then again in the case of Delius, 
whom many music lovers think 
was only adequately played by Sir 
Thomas Beecham, will any other 
conductor do for recordings from 
this date? This may be especially strongly felt when the performance being 
considered was recorded in Beecham’s lifetime.  If you were a member of the 
Delius Society in the late 1960s you may remember Vernon Handley attending 
a meeting at Holborn Public Library in Theobalds Road, and I can certainly 
remember the slightly shocked reaction to his loudly expressed contention 
that Beecham’s was not the only way to play Delius.
 So here we have performances conducted in 1952 by Felix Slatkin with his 
Concert Arts Orchestra, a west coast group.  It comes as something of a shock 
to realise that the conductor and violinist Felix Slatkin, father of that most 
anglophile American conductor Leonard Slatkin, died when he was only 47 
and, indeed, made the Delius recordings reissued here when he was 36 – so 
they are a young man’s exploration of what must at the time have seemed 
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recondite repertoire, not the musings of some august American symphony 
director. The actual orchestral playing is very good, but the enterprise is 
compromised to some degree by the acoustic which has no natural resonance 
to it; it‘s just flat.  
 This must be the first recording issued in the UK of Delius performed by a 
non-British orchestra and conducted by a non-Delian conductor. Nearly ten 
years later the Philadelphia Orchestra conducted by Eugene Ormandy marked 
the Delius Centenary with a disc of Brigg Fair, Cuckoo, In a Summer Garden 
and Dance Rhapsody No 2 which was widely disseminated in the USA but less 
well thought of here. Felix Slatkin’s earlier mono recording as heard on this 
CD is fresh, quite un-Beechamesque, and characterised by a mono recording 
that illuminates solos, even when they are supposed to be atmospheric or far 
off (best caught in the Intermezzo from Hassan). It is a recording that is worth 
hearing and blows a few cobwebs away, but I think you are unlikely to want 
often to return here for the familiar lollipops of Cuckoo, Summer Night or the 
Irmelin Prelude. 
 The mono orchestral sound gives individual instruments a notable 
presence, so for example there is a sense of highlighting, the sound is very 
in‒your‒face, and in Cuckoo without much magic when needed for the solo 
wind.  Yet the solo tracks for violin and cello in the Serenade from Hassan and 
the Caprice and Elegy are persuasive with remarkably resonant solo playing. I 
do like the amazingly close harp in the Serenade and at the beginning of the 
Caprice.
 Carnival of the Animals is given an entertaining, crisp, performance – how 
interesting to couple Delius’s Cuckoo with Saint-Saëns, whose ninth movement 
is ‘The Cuckoo in the Wood’. Ibert’s Divertissement, quite the opposite face of 
1920s music to Delius, has plenty of uninhibited brio and bounce, but is a 
strange partner for Delius.  The XR remastering presents a bright-sounding 
CD. If you only want one track it is also downloadable from the Pristine Audio 
website.

Lewis Foreman 
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Romantic Cello Concertos: 
Delius, Rodrigo & Lalo.
Julian Lloyd Webber (cello) / LPO / López-Cobos /
Philharmonia Orch. / Handley
SONY MASTERWORKS 8869 757 0022  Dur: 77’15”

Delius’s ‘Cello Concerto is, alas, still given the cold shoulder by young players 
today in live perfomance. Is it their lack of imagination or is it really the 
reluctance of their agents and concert promoters? All the more vital that this 
out-and-out masterpiece is strongly represented in the recorded repertoire. To 
my knowledge there are only three CD versions currently available: Jacqueline 
Du Pré’s from 1965; Julian Lloyd Webber’s from 1983; and Raphael Wallfisch’s 
from 1991.  All three shed a different light on the score and all three are well 
worth having.  But it’s particularly rewarding that Sony have re-issued the 
second of those three versions (for which the soloist was partnered by the 
Philharmonia Orchestra and Vernon Handley) and a welcome reassurance 
that it’s being given prolonged shelf-life.  
 When I interviewed Julian Lloyd Webber for Gramophone magazine a 
couple of years ago he reminded me just how unconventional the Delius 
concerto is – it’s unlike any other virtuoso concerto (quite an odd‒ball, for 
example, in structural terms). It’s not at all easy to bring off either musically 
or technically (the solo part benefited from revision by Herbert Withers which 
Delius was happy to endorse). The overall effect, as Julian Lloyd Webber says 
in the booklet, is of an autumnal reverie, evocative not depictive, a music 
deeply felt. All I can say is that his recording does full justice to his own deeply 
felt convictions about the piece. One moment in particular clinches it for me: 
the wonderfully impassioned entry by the soloist towards the end of the work 
marked allegramente when Delius unexpectedly introduces a whole new batch 
of subject matter.  The sweep and passion of the musical line there is captured 
magnificently by Julian Lloyd Webber and it’s a defining moment of his superb 
recording.   
 This re-issue matches the Delius score with equally memorable recordings 
of concertos by Lalo and Rodrigo, all three interpretations dating from the 
1980s and previously included in a two-disc set entitled Celebration, issued in 
2001 by BMG. 

Paul Guinery
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CONCERT REVIEWS

EVEN MORE PIANO DUETS AT BATH
Simon Callaghan & Hiroaki Tachenouki 
The Pump Rooms, Bath, on 20th September 2009

Back again! This was the fourth time that this quite excellent duo had given a 
recital in the Pump Rooms, and the fourth time that they had to compete with 
the air-conditioning system, which was set to accompany them at a relentless 
mezzo forte the entire evening, and in fact probably spoilt the recital for a fair 
number of the audience.
 The piano duet as an art form comes in two versions – a composition in its 
own right, intended as such from the start, or as an arrangement of usually, 
although not always, an orchestral work. The 19th century was the heyday of 
the piano duet, and – versions of the standard chamber music and orchestral 
classics apart – there are hundreds of rousing-and-entertaining and not-so-
rousing-and-entertaining pieces by both well-known and not-so-well-known 
composers.  This time we had Clementi, that musical polymath whose name 
is known to many, but whose music few have heard. In a bid to defeat the air 
conditioning, Callaghan and Tachenouki launched into his three-movement 
(fast-slow-fast) Duet in Eb, Op.14/3 con brio – and it was immediately clear that 
their playing was still as musical as it was unanimous (although not so much 
so as to disguise the fact that there were indeed two of them on the platform 
– for one of the joys of four-hand music is the occasional micro-difference of 
timing that shows that there really are), and, as always, they left the audience 
in no doubt that they ‘know where they are going’ from the beginning to the 
end of every piece they play.
 The next item in the programme was Philip Heseltine’s arrangement of the 
Dance Rhapsody No 2. This reviewer has always felt that it is a less interesting 
piece than the First, and, instead of being a set of variations, it has alternating 
slow and fast sections. There was really subtle Delian ebb and flow in the 
playing – especially of the tune in the middle – and the exultancy of the end 
was very well caught.  Next came an original composition for piano duet – York 
Bowen’s Suite No 2 for Pianoforte Duet, Op 71, written in 1923.  Although he 
played a number of other instruments, Bowen was both a brilliant pianist and 
a prolific composer – with four piano concertos and four symphonies to his 
name.   Anyone who is a real romantic at heart, but doesn’t know York Bowen’s 
music – and, indeed, who wasn’t at Paul Guinery’s brilliant talk about him to 
the London Branch (see page 114) should take immediate steps to remedy the 
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serious deficiency in their musical education!  If you like the end of Koanga, you 
will (as they say in the Amazon pages) like this!  He could be described as an 
English Rachmaninoff, but that would underplay the very individual character 
of his music. It was played here to perfection – a full-bloodied, warm-hearted, 
almost voluptuous, first movement; a wistful Barcarolle; and a Moto Perpetuo 
finale needing fingerwork as rapid as the scherzo of Rachmaninoff’s own 
Second Suite, and disappearing into ‘airy nothing’ in the last few bars.
 The first concert of every Bath Young Artist’s Recital Trust’s autumn and 
winter season is timed to coincide with the birthday of its founder, Tom Clarke 
- a very well-known Bath musician.  As a result, certain aspects of the evening 
can only be described as unconventional: for not only as the audience arrived, 
but in the interval and after the final applause had died down as well, three 
of Tom’s piano-playing friends played easy Brahms, Chopin and the like as 
though everyone literally needed non-stop, wall-to-wall music from 8 until 
10.  On top of that, in the interval a huge (and actually very ‘moreish’) birthday 
cake was ceremoniously cut (by the Mayor of Bath, with whom, he told us, 
Tom had worked for the local Council for 30 years) and distributed to the 
audience. Disappointingly, however, the air-conditioning system did not take 
a break……
 The second half opened with Walton’s Crown Imperial march, in a very 
good arrangement by the composer and organist Herbert Murrill – but played 
appreciably faster than King George VI would have grandly processed down 
the nave of Westminster Abbey in 1937!  Interestingly, they introduced a little 
and attractive rubato that you don’t get in orchestral performances – and the 
deep sonority they produced from the Steinway for the ‘big tune’ in the middle 
was grand. Then Delius again – Heseltine’s arrangement of North Country 
Sketches. Callaghan and Tachenouki brought out the sparse, chromatic textures 
of both Nos 1 (Autumn - the Wind soughs in the Trees) and 2 (Winter Landscape) 
– which in some ways are chilly versions of Summer Night on the River); the 
mazurka rhythm of Dance was well caught, as were its wistful interjections – 
and the final movement (The March of Spring) rounded off the performance 
very satisfactorily. The finale of the evening was a passionate performance 
of one of the pianists’ party pieces – Ravel’s La Valse (although not in Ravel’s 
own arrangement, but one by Lucien Garban). The journey from the dark, 
subterranean opening - with the waltz, threaded through with quiet episodes 
of French charm, growing and growing through two huge crescendi that had 
both pianists actually jumping up and down on their stools – to the final 
whirling disintegration of the waltz rhythm was thrilling.

ML-B
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A MASS OF LIFE
Janice Watson, soprano
Anna Stephany, mezzo soprano
Jeffrey Lloyd-Roberts, tenor
Roderick Williams, baritone
Huddersfield Choral Society
BBC Philharmonic Orchestra
Martyn Brabbins, conductor
Huddersfield Town Hall
Friday 30th October 2009 at 7.30pm

This was the third of last year’s professional performances of Delius’s largest 
work, regarded by some as his finest, that took place in the space of just over 
seven months. We had hoped for great things in 2009, the year that marked the 
centenary of the work’s first complete performances in London and Elberfeld, 
but none of us had expected such riches. The performances in Leeds Town 
Hall on 21st March and in the Royal Festival Hall on 21st May were reviewed 
in DSJ 146. The three outings shared some of the same personnel: the BBC 
Philharmonic Orchestra played in both Leeds and Huddersfield; David Hill 
conducted, and Alan Opie was the baritone soloist, in Leeds and London.  
However Huddersfield gave us the opportunity not only to hear its celebrated 
Choral Society singing the work for the first time since 1961, but also Roderick 
Williams in his first performance of that vital baritone role.
 The first chorus of the Mass got off to a very good start, with taut rhythm 
and the tempo not too fast, the sopranos singing their top notes with no 
sense of strain. One day someone will write about Delius’s effective and often 
innovative use of the harps in this piece; perhaps because they were placed in 
a concavity on the left of the stage, their contribution could be heard clearly 
throughout the evening. Unfortunately the timpani, placed in the matching 
concavity to the right, were often too prominent.
 Roderick Williams seemed slightly hesitant, or perhaps the orchestra was 
a little heavy, in his first solo; the same thought occurred during the ‘Süsse 
Leier!’ episode in the second half, yet the orchestra was not a large one (20 
violins, eight violas, six ’cellos, four basses). However he warmed to his part 
and ultimately it did the heart good to hear this younger man’s understanding 
and appreciation of the work’s riches. His performance began to take off at 
‘Nacht ist es’, towards the end of the first half.  By the time that we reached 
the ‘Mitternachtslied’ at the equivalent point in the second half, the spell had 
worked its cumulative magic and this movement, the first that Delius wrote, 
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fell naturally into place as the nucleus of the entire piece. It is wonderful when 
this happens.
 There were many other felicities. The contralto and soprano soloists had 
some truly lovely moments. The cor anglais and oboe duet worked beautifully 
in the ‘Heisse Mittag’ section. But in the end it may be better not to single out 
too many details when the overall effect was so beguiling. Martyn Brabbins, at 
the helm, must of course take much of the credit, along with the magnificent 
Huddersfield Choral Society, its 161 voices providing the subtle powerhouse 
of sound that drove the performance along.
 Only one recording of A Mass of Life is currently available on CD. After this 
outstanding year, we need at least another and, I would venture, probably two.

Roger Buckley



As we have been so fortunate in having three performances of A Mass Of Life 
in 2009, its centenary year, I thought it might be interesting to include two other 
reviews of this fine performance last October in Huddersfield.  Firstly we have the 
review from The Huddersfield Daily Examiner. (Ed).  

The Huddersfield Daily Examiner, 2nd November 2009 (William Marshall)

Rethinking Delius as the ambitious composer of epic choral and orchestral 
works is not always easy, so familiar are we with his distilled essence in the 
smaller scale pieces that have remained so popular.
 The Huddersfield Choral Society, joined by four first class soloists, the BBC 
Philharmonic Orchestra, and conductor Martyn Brabbins, made a good if not 
completely compelling case for Delius’s A Mass of Life, completed in 1905, to 
be restored to a central place in the repertoire.
 The text, drawn from Nietzsche’s Also sprach Zarathustra, is an example 
of the fin-de-siècle philosophising that fired the intellectual and artistic 
ambitions of many contemporary composers.
 In some ways the Mass of Life is redolent of  Vaughan Williams’s Sea 
Symphony, which took its equally portentous text from works by Walt Whitman.
 For most of the Huddersfield Town Hall audience at the society’s first 
concert of the season, however, the Nietzschean context of the Mass of Life 
would have been little more than mood setting, although the principal soloist, 
baritone Roderick Williams, brought his exceptional musical intelligence to 
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bear in order to wring some meaningful exegesis from the text.
 The performance, then, would stand or fall on its pure musical qualities 
and there were undoubtedly some moments of exceptional beauty, fully 
realised by choir and orchestra.
 At the beginning of the second half, Martyn Brabbins was probably 
justified in his unusual action of halting the performance after a few bars and 
turning in rebuke to an audience that he felt was not yet settled, for he was 
about to conduct a section of exquisite serenity, with sublime horn calls over 
gently sustained strings.
 The work as a whole made considerable demands on the choral singers, 
on their control and their tone rather than powers of projection, but they held 
their own at the exciting finale when Delius finally allowed sheer exuberance 
to burst forth.

© The Huddersfield Daily Examiner

Lastly we have the review of this performance of 
A Mass Of Life from The Yorkshire Post.  (Ed.)  

Review: Yorkshire Post, 6 November 2009 (Robert Cockroft)
Rating: five stars (out of five)

Only one commercial recording of Delius’s Mass of Life remains in the 
catalogue.  Huddersfield Choral Society should make it two.
 Its performance of this life-affirming masterpiece was so overwhelming 
in expressive power, so scrupulous in detail, so confident in attack that it 
deserves a wider audience.
 Delius’s eager response to Nietzsche’s vision of man omnipotent involves 
a large orchestra and scoring which makes few concessions to the chorus or 
the four soloists.
 That they managed to soar over it for most of the time owed much to the 
inspired and shapely direction of Martyn Brabbins.
 The concentration of energy he brought to the opening chorus was 
maintained until that rapturous, bell-clanging finale.
 Special praise must go to the sopranos for their stamina and clarity, to the 
BBC Philharmonic for its brilliantly coloured playing and to soloist Roderick 
Williams for his exceptional artistry.

© The Yorkshire Post
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DELIUS SOCIETY MEETINGS 

DELIUS SOCIETY LONDON BRANCH MEETING
New Cavendish Club, London 22nd September 2009

A Delian Miscellany
A talk by David Lloyd-Jones

Martin Lee-Browne, Society Chairman, warmly welcomed the evening’s 
guest speaker and members to the first meeting of the 2009-10 season.  David 
Lloyd-Jones had been originally invited to speak some years earlier by Brian 
Radford, then Honorary Programme Secretary, but had felt unready to do so; 
this presentation had therefore been long awaited.
 David began by outlining his Delian credentials, recounting his rural Welsh 
upbringing which had not been particularly musical.  He described his father, 
who liked singing - but probably never attended a concert - and who in 1928 
chanced to hear On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring and became obsessed 
by the piece.  The next year he attended the 1929 Delius Festival and was 
much struck by the appearance of the paralysed composer.  Despite owning 
a substantial library, his only musical book was the Beecham biography of 
Delius.  David felt that this Delian consciousness must have been passed on.  
He mentioned a few of his own earlier musical activities which included time 
at English National Opera; his appointment as founding Artistic Director 
of Opera North, (where he insisted on staging A Village Romeo and Juliet); 
connections with the Chelsea Opera Group (Koanga); and his appointment as 
Chairman of the Delius Trust in succession to Meredith Davies, having initially 
been an Adviser to the Trust.
 Moving on to the works of Delius, David began by advancing his 
contention that a capital ‘T’ had always been missed from the second ‘the’ in 
The Walk to the Paradise Garden, showing that it is the inn’s name.  Because of 
this omission many listeners imagine that the young couple are walking to a 
‘perfumed assignation’ rather than to a rather seedy inn.  David explained how 
at the rehearsals for the 1907 Berlin premiere, Delius was required to lengthen 
the piece, which is essentially scene change music linking the fairground 
and the river scenes; it is extraordinary that it has since grown to be such a 
favourite piece in its own right.
 We heard parts of several interpretations on which David commented, 
mentioning that performances can vary between 7 minutes 20 seconds to well 
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over 11 minutes in length.  One of these was the 1948 Beecham recording 
which was very slow; this was surprising given that the conductor knew 
that Delius particularly liked the (very short) version that Beecham recorded 
in 1927.  David explained that The Walk had been arranged for a reduced 
orchestra by Beecham in 1940 and that this version had been used almost 
exclusively, for otherwise, if the full orchestration was required, only the parts 
of the entire opera were available from the hire library at Boosey and Hawkes.
 David made special mention of the passage in the score which Delius 
later annotated ‘He kisses her long and tenderly’.  Analysis continued using 
a further Beecham recording in which he observes strict 4/4 time; David said 
that he was unacquainted with the kissing methods of the members of the 
Society but that he doubted if they were made in strict tempo.   The score 
moves to the key of B major as the passion develops; David confided that 
he finds this passage fantastic and that when recording it could hardly bring 
himself to hear the ‘take’ without feeling almost unbearable emotion.
 Having recorded 26 works by Delius – of which four are world première 
performances and one a world première recording – David explained that 
his first task is always to edit such new works ‘just like Beecham’.  Hiawatha, 
written shortly after the suite Florida, is the most recent première performance 
and recording, never previously played on account of the score being 
incomplete.  Out of 90 pages of manuscript, a total of 22 were missing in two 
places, presumably removed by the hand of Delius.  David’s comment on the 
missing pages was that either Delius was asked to remove them by his Leipzig 
teacher or that he himself felt that the work was too long.
 The Delius Trust recognised that the score needed to be completed and 
after two prominent composers had attempted but eventually declined the 
task, the work was undertaken by Robert Threlfall.  In an extract from the new 
recording we heard 25 bars by Delius and 19 supplied by Robert from other 
parts of the score; these fitted together perfectly.  We also heard the section in 
which the ‘Hiawatha’ theme and the ‘Minnehaha’ theme (later used in Paris) 
are joined together.
 Finally, David mentioned other recordings that he had made: Over the Hills 
and Far Away; the original version of the Piano Concerto with Piers Lane (the 
start of the third movement being written, unusually for Delius, in 5/4 time); 
Caprice and Elegy; Fantastic Danc;e and American Rhapsody which he feels is 
greatly underrated.
 Of his closing musical example, David commented that he felt that, for 
once, he had been able to improve on Beecham’s two recordings of the 
Closing Scene from Koanga by employing six first-rate singers.  This greatly 
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enhanced what he believes is one of Delius’s most magical finales.
 A vote of thanks was made which warmly expressed gratitude to David 
Lloyd-Jones for giving everyone a fascinating and enlightening evening and 
advanced the hope that not too much time would pass before he returned to 
speak to the Society again.

Martin Clark



DELIUS SOCIETY MIDLANDS BRANCH MEETING
Weston Underwood 11th October 2009

Notes from a Career
A talk by John Charles

Graham and Gwen Parsons’ home was the venue for this Sunday afternoon 
meeting of the Midlands Branch of the Delius Society, held in bright autumnal 
sunshine.
 John Charles was welcomed and introduced to the branch members by 
Lyndon Jenkins, saying that John’s career was in orchestral management, 
initially at Liverpool, then in Birmingham and finally with the Royal 
Philharmonic Orchestra in London. Over the years he had worked with 
hundreds of conductors and soloists, many of whom are legendary in the story 
of post-war music making in Britain.
 John Charles was born in Oldbury, in the West Midlands, in 1934. As he 
reminded us this was not a good year for British Music (as it was the year 
of the death of Holst, Elgar and of course Delius).  His parents moved to 
Liverpool and John later gained a degree in graphic design. Using his graphic 
and artistic skills, John worked as a commercial artist, including producing 
drawings and posters for concerts. A vacancy for Assistant Concert Manager 
arose with the Liverpool Philharmonic. John applied for the post and was 
successful, despite being a year younger than the specified minimum age for 
the job when interviewed by Wilfred Sill, the general manager. He started at 
Liverpool on 24th August 1955.
 John Charles’s first concert as Assistant Concert Manager was with Dame 
Myra Hess as soloist in Beethoven’s 4th Piano Concerto. What astonished 
and surprised John was seeing Myra Hess off stage smoking and practising 
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the piano with a cigarette stuck firmly in her mouth. Although John did not 
have a recording of Myra Hess performing the Beethoven, we heard instead, 
a recording of her playing a Capriccio by Brahms. At this period the Liverpool 
Philharmonic were conducted jointly by John Pritchard and Efrem Kurtz.  
John’s anecdotes about managing the concerts, especially with Efrem Kurtz, 
were amusing. He recalled the time when the LPO were playing in concert 
in Blackburn on the same evening as Stan Kenton and his band and how he 
tried to get the pair photographed together for publicity. Kurtz was reluctant 
to become involved and when they finally met, he assumed the mantle of 
superior orchestral maestro, whilst the easy going Kenton was of course at the 
time one of the world’s foremost recording artists as a band leader. Kurtz made 
relatively few commercial recordings. He was a perfectionist and took far too 
long in the studio to record. John played us an excerpt from a recording of Kurtz 
conducting The Liverpool Philharmonic in ballet music by Khachaturian.
 John Charles’s talk, Notes from a Career proceeded with reminiscences of 
artists, conductors, and concerts followed by a recording of that particular 
artist.  The period after the war, in the fifties to the early sixties, gave him a rich 
source of stories concerning interesting concert venues and the demands of 
visiting international soloists.  There was a story of Shura Cherkassky playing 
the Tchaikovsky first piano concerto in Bolton and Preston and suddenly 
demanding an extra piano to practise on between rehearsal and concert; 
John had to appeal to the local music shop to allow him the use of a piano 
in the shop window.  Joan Hammond’s three concert tours in Cardiff, Carlisle 
and Liverpool were played in unusual venues: the Carlisle concert was in 
the Market Hall and her dressing room was separated backstage from the 
orchestral players by a curtain,  whilst the Liverpool Stadium was huge and 
normally the venue for boxing.
 John Charles returned to his Midlands roots in 1966 to become orchestral 
manager of the CBSO, but only if he could drive, (part of his job specification). 
So after purchasing a car, driving lessons, taking and successfully passing 
his test, then followed by a disastrous journey down the M6 with the engine 
running out of oil, he took up his position in Birmingham under Hugo Rignold 
as principal conductor of the orchestra.
 John only saw Sir Thomas Beecham conduct once and that was an all Mozart 
programme. When Rudolf Kempe succeeded Beecham as the conductor of 
the Royal Philharmonic, John Charles joined the Royal Philharmonic as the 
orchestral manager.
 His duties included organising auditions for new players which involved 
organising a venue, an accompanist, a panel from the orchestra and the music 
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for sight reading.  This process, especially in the days when not everyone 
had telephones, could be very time consuming. On one particular occasion 
the panel were seeing a familiar face auditioning. At the end of the audition, 
which he had clearly failed, the young man said to the panel – “You know I’m 
no good. I know I’m no good. Will you please write to my wife and tell her that 
I’m no good!”
 John Charles brought a great number of items of memorabilia. Many of 
these were signed photographs of musicians that John had worked with and 
many of the photographs included John as orchestral manager. The display 
included: - Pierre Monteux, André Previn, Victoria de los Angeles (described 
by John as his greatest joy), Leopold Stokowski, David Oistrakh, Arthur 
Rubinstein, Claudio Arrau and Segovia. John’s display contained many concert 
posters, tickets, reviews and newspaper articles.
 John continued to reminisce about artists and conductors including 
their concerts and recordings.  Whilst I have only outlined John’s talk to the 
Midlands Branch, his memories, stories and collected materials are a really rich 
source of information describing orchestral music-making in the 1950’s and 
60’s.  There is great scope for much of this material to be in print and I would 
hope that in time Notes from a Career could be on many bookshelves.  
 Richard Kitching gave the vote of thanks to John for his talk, to members 
for their attendance and to Gwen and Graham Parsons for the delightful 
refreshments.

John Graham



DELIUS SOCIETY LONDON BRANCH MEETING
New Cavendish Club, London 21st October 2009

A Village Romeo & Juliet – Origins Of The Walk To The Paradise 
Garden And Other Orchestral Extracts From The Opera
A Talk By Tony Summers.

A well-attended meeting heard Tony begin by telling us that his talk was based 
on three recent articles in the Delius Society Journal – two by him and one by 
Robert Threlfall and he wanted to thank Robert in his absence for providing so 
much material.  We were then asked, how well do we know A Village Romeo & 
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Juliet?  If you’re well acquainted with this opera it certainly won’t be as a result 
of attending lots of performances in the opera house because, like the rest of 
Delius’s operas, live performances today are a rarity.  But it has done better 
than his others.  Tony has undertaken a rough count of the number of revivals 
it has had and, depending on how you calculate it, he arrived at a figure of 
about 20-25 performances/revivals worldwide – the corresponding figure for 
Koanga is about 10 and the others quite a bit less.  But if 20-25 seems quite a 
lot, remember that’s over 100 years and the whole world.  Tony didn’t know 
what the corresponding figure would be for a repertoire piece like La Bohème 
but he thought it would be in the thousands, probably over 10,000!  So, by 
anyone’s standards he thought we can say that A Village Romeo & Juliet is a 
rarely performed work.
 So it’s perhaps surprising to realise that from this operatic rarity there is an 
orchestral interlude that is arguably the most performed and most popular of 
all Delius’s orchestral works!  Tony was referring of course to The Walk to the 
Paradise Garden.  
 In the first half of the talk Tony traced the origins of the Walk – which is a 
surprising story – and looked at how it became so popular.  In the second half, 
he looked at the attempts to rescue other music from this grossly neglected 
opera.  But to do this Tony wanted first to look very briefly at the background 
to the opera itself.  
 Delius started work on A Village Romeo & Juliet in the late 1890’s and by 
1901 it was largely finished.  Delius made his own English libretto, his wife 
Jelka made a German version and he got his composer friend Florent Schmitt 
to make a vocal score though this wasn’t the one subsequently published – a 
point Tony returned to later.
 Delius had to wait 6 years for a performance – this sort of delay often 
happened to Delius whose reputation suffered because he was writing at a time 
when music was changing very fast. But Koanga and Fennimore & Gerda took 10 
years to reach the stage, and the remaining three operas were not performed in 
Delius’s life, so maybe A Village Romeo & Juliet didn’t do too badly!
 The first performance of A Village Romeo & Juliet took place on 21st Feb 1907 
at the Komische Oper Berlin, Fritz Cassirer conducting.  There is a review by 
Edward Dent in A Delius Companion, edited by Christopher Redwood, London 
1976, pp25-30. Delius liked the staging but thought the orchestral playing 
was indifferent. Beecham gave the UK premiere as part of the Covent Garden 
season in 1910. This time Delius thought the orchestra played ‘gloriously’ 
under Beecham but had lots of harsh words to say about the production 
(“inefficiency & inexperience bursting from every crack”!). But the whole 
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event was eclipsed by the premiere of Strauss’s Elektra in the same season – in 
the sensation that followed the Strauss work, Delius’s opera was forgotten.  
The placing of Delius’s opera could hardly have been done better to ensure 
that it was overlooked – sandwiched between two performances of Elektra!   
A Village Romeo & Juliet has only had rare performances – despite Beecham’s 
championship of the work.  
 Tony then looked at how the ‘Walk’ in the opera was created and how it 
became a popular concert item.  The Walk to the Paradise Garden as we know 
it is essentially an orchestral episode in the opera covering a scene change 
between Scene 5 and Scene 6.  In the final stage directions (as printed in the 
published score) the fairground music in Scene 5 winds down as the curtain 
descends: then, a masterly transition to the Walk followed by; a nine minute 
orchestral episode; and when the Walk ends we hear vagabonds singing 
behind the curtain; then the curtain up on Scene 6 (horns).  Beecham later 
introduced the idea of another curtain up & down in the middle of the Walk 
showing the lovers on their way to the Paradise Garden probably done to 
quieten the audience (Opera audiences in 1910 saw a ’ curtain down’ as a cue 
for immediate chatter!).  There is a story that at the 1910 premiere The Walk to 
the Paradise Garden was inaudible due to audience chattering plus the noise of 
stagehands dismantling the elaborate fairground set.  (Beecham had insisted 
on using a real steam merry-go-round!)  
 This is what happens in the opera. But the music of the Walk is not what 
Delius first wrote.  Originally he had a much shorter and very different musical 
episode and in preparations for the Berlin premiere it was found that this 
original music was not enough to cover the scene change, so Delius wrote 
more – and produced what we now call The Walk to the Paradise Garden – 
probably in 1906.  Tony then played the first version which most people will 
not have heard before.
 Although it is full of themes from the opera, it has a meandering, aimless 
quality; as though Delius is marking time....what replaced it is incomparably 
better!  A real, dramatic short piece!  When more music was needed Delius 
must have realised that he couldn’t just extend what he first wrote and go 
on meandering for another six minutes so after the first 15 bars he started 
again.  He was a much more experienced composer by now  and had written 
Appalachia, Sea Drift, and A Mass of Life.  
 The Walk to the Paradise Garden (i.e. the ‘new version’) introduces a ‘new’ 
theme – the now famous tune based on a rising triplet.  Themes starting on 
a rising triplet were a Delius favourite.  Even more fascinating is the fact that 
Delius went back and reworked bits of the opera to introduce the new theme 
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in various places all over the score.  But is this theme really new?  Tony thought 
it may be derived from the opening motif of the Walk and Delius was just 
doing what any other composer does – make his musical material work for 
him.  Our speaker then played some illustrative musical examples.  Just shows 
what an intellectually rigorous composer Delius was!
 Tony then looked at how The Walk to the Paradise Garden became a concert 
item and how it became so popular. Beecham realised the potential of the 
Walk as a concert piece possibly as early as 1914; certainly by 1920 he was 
playing it – called Intermezzo, Interlude or Entr’acte from A Village Romeo & Juliet. 
The Walk to the Paradise Garden name did not appear until later.  Also, The Walk 
to the Paradise Garden was not published separately at this stage.  Beecham was 
probably using his personal set of parts; others wanting to do it would have to 
have the cost and inconvenience of hiring the complete opera just to do a 10 
minute piece and this would not encourage performance.  
 Delius was pretty canny about commercial opportunities (see Music 
And Copyright, The Case Of Delius And His Publishers by  R. Threlfall and R. 
Montgomery, Ashgate 2007) and by 1925 the ‘Intermezzo/Walk to the Paradise 
Garden’ had become so popular in Beecham’s concerts that Delius wrote to his 
publisher – Universal (UE) - several times urging them to publish it separately.  
UE were not enthusiastic and said the huge orchestra needed would deter 
performances but suggested “a new arrangement for salon orchestra through 
which they hoped it would achieve wider circulation”.
 To explain this needs a digression on the orchestration of The Walk to the 
Paradise Garden: This is dealt with in Tony’s article in the Delius Society Journal 
144. The original orchestration of the opera was for very large orchestra 
– quadruple woodwind, 6 horns, full brass – Delius was fond of this size 
orchestra and used these forces for plenty of other pieces:  Paris, Appalachia, 
Mass of Life, Brigg Fair, Sea Drift, 1st Dance Rhapsody, The Song of the High Hills 
etc.... These huge forces were also often used by Delius’s contemporaries e.g. 
Mahler and Strauss.
 The Walk to the Paradise Garden (Intermezzo) was also scored for this 
massive orchestra but is not easy for concert performances as this is larger 
than the standard layout (most of the orchestral repertoire can be done with 
an orchestra of triple wind + 4 horns).  Most orchestras would therefore have 
to get in extra players for larger orchestrations.  But it is one thing getting 
extras in for a Mahler symphony, quite another just for a nine minute piece.  
So Delius’s publishers realised that a separate publication with the original 
scoring would mean The Walk to the Paradise Garden would be likely to be 
restricted to concerts with something like a big Mahler or Strauss work on 
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the programme.  So a smaller orchestral version, published separately, would 
almost certainly increase the likelihood of performance.  
 So Universal Edition got a reduced ‘salon orchestra’ version made by 
Keith Douglas (the Yorkshire-born composer and horn player – and possibly 
a Universal Edition staff arranger) and this was the first version of the Walk 
to be published separately.  Douglas’s version got Delius’s reluctant approval 
in 1928 (but Delius said “don’t use it if the full orchestra is available”). Salon 
orchestras were a sort of cut down symphony orchestra that you might have 
found at a German spa or on the pier in the UK.  
 Douglas’s version has a drastically reduced orchestra – halved woodwind, 
brass cut by a third, horns reduced from 6 down to 4 and, importantly, he 
removed all low wind & brass instruments like bass clarinet, contrabassoon 
and tuba.  As a concession to salon orchestral use it has an optional oboe for 
cor anglais and optional piano for harp.  
 Until recently Douglas’s version was still in the Boosey & Hawkes hire 
catalogue but performances nowadays almost always use Beecham’s reduced 
orchestra made after Delius’s death, around 1940. Beecham has virtually 
identical scoring and orchestra to Douglas but he includes markings transferred 
from his experience conducting the opera (and lacks ‘salon’ features like piano 
for harp, oboe for cor anglais). Beecham’s version is now the one which is 
almost always played and at present is the only version published separately.  
Both versions have greatly facilitated performances and hence the popularity 
of The Walk to the Paradise Garden but in Tony’s opinion Beecham’s version has 
emasculated the sound. The drastic reduction of the orchestra has enfeebled 
the tuttis – resulting in less contrast – whilst the loss of the tuba is especially 
noticeable.  
 If you hear a live performance of The Walk to the Paradise Garden in the 
original orchestration; tuttis blaze forth with Mahlerian intensity; contrasting 
with intimate moments and enhancing the drama of the piece.  This contrast 
is lost with Beecham’s orchestration (though recordings cover this up to some 
extent).  The Walk is almost always heard today in Beecham’s reduced version 
– a pity!   
 Our speaker believes that an ideal compromise would be a less drastic 
reduction – to triple woodwind, 4 horns and keeping the bass clarinet, 
contrabassoon and tuba.  This is now a ‘standard’ orchestration – no need to 
get extra players – even amateur orchestras can muster these forces nowadays 
but this is much closer to Delius’s original sound.  
 Tony has made an unpublished version for this size of orchestra  which 
has had six amateur performances and has received pleasing feedback;  some 
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people say it sounds better than Beecham’s. Our speaker wanted to make 
it clear that he is not criticising Beecham’s (or Keith Douglas’s) abilities as 
orchestrators – what Beecham did was fine for the orchestral forces he chose 
– but Tony is still not quite sure why Beecham chose the same small orchestra 
as Keith Douglas.  Perhaps as David Lloyd-Jones said at the last meeting it was 
to get performances even by small municipal orchestras.  Possibly.  But today 
The Walk to the Paradise Garden is a mainstream symphonic orchestral piece 
and nowadays all orchestras (professional and amateur) can muster triple 
woodwind + 4 horns + full brass and harp, so smaller orchestra versions no 
longer offer an advantage!  
 David Lloyd-Jones has made a similar version to that of Tony Summers to 
go in the Boosey & Hawkes hire library; let’s hope this is used in future.  Now 
the time has come to use a better orchestration.  
 Now, with the popularity of The Walk to the Paradise Garden it is not 
surprising that people have looked to see if other music of comparable quality 
can be extracted from the rest of the opera.  The immediate problem is that 
there is no neat self-contained orchestral extract like The Walk to the Paradise 
Garden anywhere else in A Village Romeo & Juliet.  You have to stitch together 
extracts either with or without voices and almost all pieces that our speaker 
knew of that do this are orchestral pieces.  We were told that in fact the only 
arrangement known to our speaker, is Fenby’s arrangement of the Dream/
Wedding Scene for voices and organ.  Tony remarked that it is clear from what 
Arthur Hutchings says in his book, that it’s the orchestra that communicates the 
story.  Voices so often seem not so much redundant as just not adding much 
more to the music.  Vocal lines seldom have much of thematic importance 
and there are no elaborate set-pieces and arias.  Voices are not flamboyant or 
extrovert and there are no vocal pyrotechnics so the work is not very attractive 
to opera-goers.  A Village Romeo & Juliet is more like Wagner and so well 
structured musically (based on leitmotifs) that it is surprising how much still 
makes musical sense when voices are omitted, just like the Tristan Liebestod.  
 In the 1930’s Keith Douglas made a small orchestra version of some of the 
Scene 5 music entitled The Waltz at the Fair with an optional link to his version 
of the Walk to the Paradise Garden.  In 1948 Eric Fenby made an (unpublished) 
suite including the Dark Fiddler music in Scene 1, the Dream sequence in 
Scene 4 and ending with some of the fairground music from Scene 5 – with 
many cuts and some newly composed music.  More recently David Matthews 
has made an orchestral suite (not Carl Davis as Tony said in his article in The 
Delius Society Journal No. 145, p80).  This runs continuously but with a short 
break between two parts.  Part I starts with the orchestral opening of Scene 1, 
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then some newly-composed music based on Delius’s themes leading to music 
at the close of Scene 2 and start of Scene 3; Part II has most of the fairground 
music (Scene 5), ending with the complete Walk.  
 Tony then played us David Matthews’s Suite (recorded in 1988 by Carl 
Davis with the LPO).  Tony then mentioned his own contribution in this field, 
detailed in an article in the Delius Society Journal 145 pp80-82.  
 No-one previously had included what Tony regards as the best music in the 
opera i.e. the closing scene, so he was keen to see if this could be worked into 
a suite. Earlier suites ended with The Walk to the Paradise Garden – a wonderful 
conclusion but it gives no hint of the tragedy to come. Tony got the idea of a sort 
of tone poem outlining the main events from the second half of the opera, starting 
with The Fair Scene (a high spot and happy moment when the lovers forget their 
troubles in the fun of the fair) moving inexorably to the tragic finale.  
 The final idea consists of: a continuous orchestral sequence involving Scene 
5 with cuts and minus recitatives; then The Walk to the Paradise Garden perhaps 
with a cut; the Paradise Garden at night (including the bargemen singing put 
on to the cor anglais and an offstage horn), followed by the final love duet, in 
the final scene to the end of the opera.  Vocal parts are omitted or transferred to 
instruments if they are of textual and/or thematic importance, and the orchestra 
is reduced as per Tony’s The Walk to the Paradise Garden version.  
 The problem was what to do with The Walk to the Paradise Garden because 
it ends so perfectly!  After much thought Tony put in a cut at what seems to be 
the only musically logical moment which was made possible by the fact that, 
as he said earlier, Delius revised the opera score after he had written The Walk 
to the Paradise Garden to include motifs from the rising triplet theme later in 
the work!  Tony has called his piece Two Pictures for Orchestra.  
 This work has been performed once in 2008 at a summer music school.  
Several people in the Delius Society reading Tony’s Delius Society Journal 
article have said how much they would like to hear it but unfortunately there 
is no recording.  But Tony has a synthesised version from a computer score of 
Two Pictures for Orchestra:  Tony played it, and this was fascinating, but it has 
synthetic instruments and only gives a vague impression of the piece.  
 Paul Guinery thanked Tony on behalf of the Society for a fascinating talk.  
Paul remarked that there are certain works by well known composers which 
mark a seminal moment in their careers and such a one is A Village Romeo & 
Juliet for Delius.  

Paul Chennell
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LONDON BRANCH
New Cavendish Club 26th November 2009

York Bowen – The Last Romantic
A talk by Paul Guinery

One hoped on this occasion that interest in Delius was not on the wane, for 
there was a considerably bigger-than-usual turnout for this, the third of the 
winter meetings, and indeed, Paul Guinery’s talk was extremely good too!
 He began by commenting that when you hear a piece by someone whom 
the radio announcers like to call “the unjustly neglected composer xyz”, you 
realise just why that composer has been (justly) neglected but he hoped to 
show that York Bowen doesn’t fit that category.  Bowen’s music went out of 
favour for many years but he was a victim of changing taste rather than of any 
weakness in his own compositional powers. He wrote warm, happy, powerful 
and tuneful music, and the imagination, sounds and technique he brought 
to it make it immediately accessible to anyone whose musical sympathies 
lie in the years up to the end of the First World War.  At the beginning of his 
career, it was very much ‘of its time’ in the general style of the English Musical 
Renaissance but after the War he found that he had little time for either 
atonality and the Second Viennese School or Vaughan Williams’s folk-song 
idiom – so, rather like Elgar he got left behind, and simply went on writing 
the same sort of music that he always had before.  However, his whole musical 
style ensures him a place among Britain’s unsung minor composers whose 
turn to be discreetly ‘popular’ will come in due course.
 Bowen was born in 1884 and died at the age of 77, composing right up 
to his death. There are 160 works with opus numbers and around 100 still in 
manuscript. By the time of the First World War he had written two symphonies, 
three piano concertos (which he often played himself) and concertos for both 
the violin and the viola (the latter written for Lionel Tertis), all of which had 
prestigious first performances at the Proms and other important concerts; 
there was also chamber music and he unleashed the great flood of piano 
music that continued to pour out for the rest of his life. His being overtaken 
by current musical trends meant, however, that, his 1927 Fourth Piano Concerto 
was not performed (and then only in a BBC broadcast) until 1929.  Having 
been something of a child prodigy as a pianist, and won a scholarship to the 
Royal Academy of Music at the age of 14, in due course he was appointed as 
a Professor of Piano there and he also enjoyed a long and happy career as a 
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festival adjudicator and examiner.  
 The first three musical examples were parts of the 2nd Symphony – full-
bloodied music (with, not surprisingly, some bits of Delius, a little Elgar and 
Baxian high horns) and a remarkable achievement for a 28-year old; then of 
the Viola Concerto; and finally four of a late collection of fiendishly difficult 
piano Preludes (Op 102).  The last well illustrated one of Bowen’s trademarks 
– a fondness for having a melody and ‘dressing it up’ in different harmonies, 
and one of them was really tough listening. Next came excerpts from the Oboe 
Sonata of 1944; the First and Fourth Piano Concertos; a Chopin-like Berceuse 
(Op 83), with lovely arabesques and harmonies; and a curious Quintet for Bass 
Clarinet and Strings. After the break, we heard a recording of Bowen himself, at 
the age of 76, playing the Moto Perpetuo from his Mignon Suite; the whole of the 
second movement from one of his masterpieces, the Violin Concerto – a long-
breathed song, with a dark second subject, and an outpouring of Romanticism 
at its best!; and then the first movement of his Horn Sonata (Op 101).
 That almost all the music we heard was new to virtually everyone in the 
audience and that the British musical public remains generally unaware of 
Bowen’s music, is undoubtedly due very largely to the fact that he was never 
represented by a single publisher.  Over his lifetime he used at least 11 of them, 
most of whom have now been taken over by other companies and thus copies 
of much of his music are extremely difficult to find.  Partial compensation for 
that, however, is that in recent years a considerable amount of his music, of 
all sorts has been recorded and young pianists, in particular, are playing it 
regularly.  The penultimate illustration was of one of them performing the 
second of Three Serious Dances for piano solo – a deliciously nostalgic slow 
waltz – and, if this reviewer wasn’t asleep (a highly unlikely possibility, given 
the stimulating talk and the music we heard), in his summing up, Paul Guinery 
told us that in his opinion Bowen ranks in the ‘English musical hierarchy’ with 
Ireland, Howells, Bridge and Bax. Not a bad crowd!
 To round off the evening we had the finale of the Piano Trio (Op 118 – the 
last but one of his published works) – naughty, jaunty, swashbuckling music 
that might have been heard in a Cadena Café in the late 1940s.  An excellent 
way of rounding off an excellent evening!

ML-B
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DELIUS SOCIETY LONDON BRANCH MEETING
New Cavendish Club, London 19th January 2010

‘The Hidden Harmony Is Better Than The Obvious 
(Pablo Picasso)’ 
A Talk By Alan Gout

This was an unusual meeting for the Society in that a good part of it consisted 
of an illuminating talk on harmony demonstrated with many examples on 
the piano.  Alan Gout is a professional musician and a long standing Society 
member who has made a deep study of Delius’s music and much of the 
evening was devoted to a most enlightening demonstration at the keyboard 
of some of the sources of Delius’s harmonic language.  Even the simplest 
harmony is very difficult to describe in words, requiring lengthy explanation 
and technical terms, so the use of a keyboard was an essential tool in giving 
this most informative talk.
 Alan began by describing his early musical experiences singing in a church 
choir, where unexpected but subtle harmonic inflections in certain hymns, 
notably by Dykes and Goss, caught his attention and awakened a latent 
fascination for what might be termed ‘interesting’ harmony.  With wide-
ranging examples drawn from hymn tunes, a Bach chorale, Beethoven’s Ninth 
Symphony, Bizet, Wagner, Grieg, Dvorak and Chopin he demonstrated at the 
piano how many composers had tried alternative and more interesting ways 
of harmonising simple diatonic melodies before Delius, and that Delius must 
have been aware of all this (even the hymn tunes – because we know that 
his family attended Bradford Parish Church!).  Alan played recordings of La 
Calinda, Marche Caprice and Over the Hills & Far Away to show how Delius’s 
experimentation with alternative harmonisation of themes gradually became 
more elaborate as his style evolved.  Alan identified a certain ‘lightness’ in 
Delius’s earliest orchestral works – qualities reminiscent of French music – 
which disappeared in later works and he remarked that in addition to Grieg, 
works from this earliest period remind one at times of Bizet and even Borodin.
 Alan believes that the experience of writing the first three operas in the 
1890’s was vital in showing Delius the way to construct successful large 
scale orchestral works.  We ended the evening with Mackerras’s thrilling 
performance of Paris, a work with Straussian influences written in 1899 
which clearly demonstrates Delius’s new-found abilities to write with greater 
complexity and in larger structures.
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 In his concluding remarks Alan referred to the celebration of Delius, 
Elgar and Holst in several of the 2009 Proms (particularly the magnificent 
performance of The Song of the High Hills) but he remarked that these three 
composers do not naturally belong together and he felt that each would 
benefit from performances alongside works drawn from outside the confines 
of English music.  This is a view with which I strongly concur and I am 
convinced that placing Delius in wider musical context would enhance his 
reputation.
 It is a pity that time did not permit Alan to play many more musical 
examples but the format of the evening was so successful that I hope he can be 
persuaded to give another talk – with keyboard – to demonstrate the further 
evolution of Delius’s harmonic language from the point we reached on this 
occasion.
 Roger Buckley gave a vote of thanks for a very interesting talk, and one 
which prompted several members of the audience to go home and dig out 
their recordings of Delius’s earlier works in order to rediscover them.

Tony Summers



THE PHILADELPHIA BRANCH’S FIRST HALF

Two successful events marked the Philadelphia Branch’s first half of the 2009-
2010 season.  On November 15th, 2009, we sponsored our first event ever at 
The German Society of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia.  Founded in 1764, the 
German Society is housed now in a 19th century building which boasts a fine 
auditorium and major library of books and journals all in German.  The artists 
were the celebrated Wister Quartet composed of past and present members 
of The Philadelphia Orchestra in which our Vice Chairman Davyd Booth is the 
second violinist.  He also doubles on piano.
 The program began with a fine performance by mezzo-soprano Suzanne 
DuPlantis singing three of Delius’s songs in German; Brausen des Waldes (Four 
Posthumous Songs), Traum Rosen, and Die Nachtigall (the Nightingale).  Words 
and translations were printed in the progam with Traum Rosen having been 
translated into English (for the first time?) by cellist Lloyd Smith.  Following 
the Delius came Eugene Goossens’ Three Songs With String Quartet, Op. 26; 
The Appeal, Melancholy, and Philamel in what certainly was a local premiere 
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and possibly a U.S. premiere given their rarity, especially in the string quartet 
version.  The first half closed with a speciality of The Wister Quartet: Haydn’s 
String Quartet in G minor, Op. 74, No. 3 (“Der Ritter”).  
 Ms. DuPlantis returned after the interval with three of Peter Warlock’s 
songs with string quartet accompaniment in what again may have been 
local premieres in this form: Mourn No More, My Gostly Fader and Sleep.  The 
concert closed with a stunning performance of Delius’s String Quartet.  Every 
local performance of this work has been under Delius Society auspices.  The 
audience for this concert was the largest there in several years and printed 
programs ran out!  The applause was vigorous for every work.  There was a 
complimentary reception in the Ratskeller following the concert.  Next season 
Lloyd Smith will give a cello recital at The German Society for the Delius 
Society.  A plus after this event was that we acquired three new members 
including the President of The German Society and his wife.
 Delius’s birthday was celebrated a day late this year with a very special 
performance by the Haverford School Notables, a 17-voice male chorus under 
the direction of Delius Society member Michael Stairs.  The venue was The 
Philadelphia Ethical Society Building on historic Rittenhouse Square.  There 
was a threat of light snow and indeed the flakes began falling during the 
concert but fortunately we did not have to re-schedule the event which would 
have been difficult especially given the catered birthday party which followed.  
The Haverford School is a private institution (in the U.K. a public school) 
on Philadelphia’s Main Line.  The program was a diverse one with choral 

The Wister Quartet with mezzo-soprano Suzanne DuPlantis, November 15, 2009  
Photo: Bill Marsh
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numbers by Charles Wood, Franz Biebl, Sweelinck, Schubert, Rheinberger 
and an especially lovely All Through the Night (arr. Bruce Montgomery) and 
Loch Lomond (arr. Vaughan Williams).  Many soloists offered folk songs and 
other works including a rollicking Rolling Down To Rio and the humorous The 
Owl And The Pussy-Cat by Hely-Hutchinson.  A special surprise was a new 
arrangement of Delius’s Sleigh Ride for Violin and Piano plus sleigh bells, 
by Michael Stairs.   An excellent violinist, Rafic Melhem, a senior baritone 
bound for M.I.T., performed beautifully.  Michael used Robert Threlfall’s piano 
transcription as the basis for his arrangement.
 The program ended in grand style with a rousing performance by a 
baritone soloist and the ensemble of Stanford’s The Old Superb (Op. 91).   In 
addition to an honorarium by The Delius Society a plate collection raised $360 
towards the group’s tour of Denmark and Sweden in June.  A catered birthday 
party followed the concert with the singing of ‘Happy Birthday’ to ‘Fritz’ and a 
large cake decorated with a 148th tribute to FD.

Bill Marsh
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MISCELLANY

Frederick Delius In Florida
A Music-Performance Documentary Film for Public Television

Roger Buckley and Bill Thompson have written to inform us of this new film.  
Frederick Delius in Florida is a 57-minute music-performance documentary 
revisiting the youthful adventures of Delius and exploring the multiple 
inspirations for the Florida Suite and his subsequent compositions.  Employing 
an on-camera host and narrator (e.g., opera baritone Thomas Hampson), and 
artfully interweaving symphonic performance, rehearsal footage, archival 
clips/stills and museum paintings, library and historical society sleuthing, 
and beautiful HDTV location and wilderness footage, the film will trace 
Delius’s historic movements and moments of self-discovery amid the mystical 
beauty of North Florida’s still-pristine natural world – all accompanied by the 
gloriously lyrical strains of the Florida Suite.
 The 2009 television production involves most of the cultural and 
environmental anchor institutions of the Jacksonville – St. Augustine 
metropolitan area including:

•	 Jacksonville Symphony Orchestra, in an exquisite live performance 
of Florida Suite, conducted by David Lloyd-Jones, in Jacoby Symphony 
Hall at the Times-Union Center for the Performing Arts.

•	 Riverside Fine Arts Association, Jacksonville, and its internationally 
renowned library of Delius memorabilia.

•	 Cummer Museum of Art, Jacksonville, with its superb collection of 
19th-century North Florida landscapes, river scenes and plantation 
paintings.

•	 Solano Grove and the Kingsley Plantation, U.S. National Park Service 
historic sites.  

•	 Jacksonville University, where Frederick Delius’ plantation home is 
now located.

•	 Jacksonville Public Library and its Frederick Delius, African-American 
and Florida Collections of photographs and memorabilia.

•	 Jacksonville and St. Augustine Historical Societies.
•	 Lightner Museum, Castillo de San Marcos and the Alcazar Hotel in 

St. Augustine.
•	 Nature Conservancy’s Machaba Balu Preserve.
•	 Princess House and Pellicer Creek (St. John’s River Water Management 

District).
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•	 University of North Florida Nature Trails and DeLeon Springs State 
Park.

•	 Local public television (PBS) station WJCT/Jacksonville.

 The overall project includes a website, high-profile public events, 
and programs of educational outreach for the area’s high schools and 
universities. Both the DVD edition of the program and a new companion 
CD will include the Jacksonville Symphony’s performance of Delius’ final 
composition, Songs of Farewell (1931).  The film will be an imaginative, high-
definition amalgam of four PBS signature series – Nature, American Experience, 
Great Performances and History Detectives.
More details can be found on Bill Thompson’s website; http://thompsonian.
info/delius-in-florida-film.html



Beecham In War-Time Seattle

Edward Johnson has kindly provided us with details of this recent download 
available from Pristine Audio.  PASC212 - Beecham In Seattle, 1943 – Volume 
1: Delius, Elgar, Wagner.  Seattle Symphony Orchestra conducted by Sir 
Thomas Beecham.  Recorded 1943.  XR remastering by Andrew Rose at Pristine 
Audio, January-February 2010.  Total duration: 67:00.  ©2010 Pristine Audio.  
Download ID: 1190441-4.   Pristine Audio Natural Sound XR restoration.  



The Fourth English Music Festival

The Fourth English Music Festival (28th-31st May 2010), to be held in and 
around Dorchester-on-Thames in the heart of rural Oxfordshire, will feature a 
variety of rare and beautiful works, spanning the ages. ‘Forgotten’ symphonies 
and piano concertos played by the BBC Concert Orchestra, late night 
mediaeval concerts, chamber and vocal gems, a semi-staged performance of 
Holst’s powerful opera Savitri with David Wilson-Johnson, music for brass 
band by Vaughan Williams and much more … Or come and sing Elgar Scenes 
from the Bavarian Highlands and Vaughan Williams’s Five Mystical Songs, 
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conducted by Brian Kay.  For further details and to join the Friends Scheme for 
ticket discounts and for other benefits, please visit www.englishmusicfestival.
org.uk or contact Director Em Marshall at em.marshall@btinternet.com or 
on 07808 473889.



Lyric FM Broadcasts

Frank Hamil writes from Ireland concerning some interesting broadcasts 
there.  

‘A brief note to let you know that Delius’s shorter pieces are ‘not infrequently’ 
played on RTÉ’s Lyric FM - Ireland’s classical music radio station.  Paul Herriott 
hosts a weekday morning programme ‘In Tempo’ from 9.30 am to noon 
and this year has played Summer Night on the River (twice); La Calinda; and 
Two Short Pieces. Most recently, on 21st December, he featured Sleigh Ride. 
Another programme, Classic Drive (4-7pm weekdays) occasionally features 
Delius and on 10th June included On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring to 
commemorate the 75th Anniversary of Delius’s death. Indeed, there may have 
been even more playings of Delius as I am not a frequent listener of these 
programmes. If people have internet access and the opportunity they may 
listen to Lyric FM on the web at www.rte.ie/lyricfm. Unfortunately I haven’t 
heard any of the major works on Lyric yet. I think I’ll have to put my mind to 
emailing Mr. Herriott to encourage him to go further and give his listeners a 
broader picture of Delius’s work. 
 ‘I have lovely memories still of the Society’s September 2006 trip to Grez-
sur-Loing.  My only problem was the claustrophobic feeling I had ‘trapped’ 
on the bus as we sped through the ‘Chunnel’. I can only begin to imagine the 
anxieties of the unfortunate passengers recently trapped for up to 16 hours 
underground. But I think I’d risk it for another visit to that, to me, lovely 
place.  I took some lavender from the vicinity of the spot of Delius’s original 
interment in the graveyard in Grez. I still have the tiny flowers from the 
lavender in a small covered glass dish in my bedroom – and also some walnuts 
I found lying on the grass in his garden!  
 Apologies for the incomplete details but sometimes the pieces were heard 
while I was driving.  
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‘In Tempo’
20/4/09 - Summer Night on the River - Scottish National Orchestra
2/7/09 - La Calinda - Academy of St. Martin in the Fields - c. Neville Mariner
23/7/09 - Summer Night on the River
28/7/09 - Two Short Pieces
21/12/09 - Sleigh Ride - Royal Scottish National Orchestra - c. David Lloyd-
Jones
 
‘Classic Drive’ 
10/6/09 - On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring - City of London Sinfonia.



Bill Thompson Website
 
Readers are encouraged to look at Bill Thompson’s website where he has a 
wealth of Delius-related information.  
The website can be found at:  http://thompsonian.info/delius.html



‘The Case Of The Missing Stradivarius’

Roger Buckley writes concerning the following book.  ‘Emanuel Garcia, a 
consultant psychiatrist, writer and poet formerly of Philadelphia but now 
based in New Zealand, has written a new ‘Sherlock Holmes’ detective story 
with this title.  It was published late last year by The Irregular Special Press 
(ISBN 1-901091-36-8).
 ‘The tale is told in just over a hundred pages, while the book itself runs to 
60 pages more.  Most of the additional material takes the form of extensive 
notes on the text which seem to be aimed at the general reader rather than 
the musical amateur.  Whether this episode in Holmes’s ‘career’ is a worthy 
successor to Conan Doyle’s original work is for the specialists to judge.
 ‘You can read about Dr. Garcia’s 2005 presentation ‘Frederick Delius: 
Devotion, Collaboration and the Salvation of Music’ in DSJ 139 (pages 112-
3) and you can read the article itself on Bill Thompson’s website at: http://
thompsonian.info/delius-garcia.html’
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Delius In Hamburg

Readers who wish to find out more about the performance in Hamburg last 
October, of Delius’s ‘Cello Sonata, should contact Rolf Herbrechtsmeyer, via 
email;  r-herbrechtsmeyer@t-online.de.  Rolf has recorded the concert, which 
also included music by Sullivan and Mendelssohn.  



Martin Outram CD

A new Naxos CD of English Viola Sonatas was released in March 2010.  
Recorded by Martin Outram (viola) and Julian Rolton (piano), the artists 
whose recital for the Society at Steinway Hall on 10th March concluded 
the London Branch 2009/10 Season, it includes the first recording of Martin 
Outram’s arrangement for viola and piano of the Delius ’Cello Sonata.  The 
remainder of the programme consists of sonatas by Gordon Jacob, John 
Ireland (an arrangement of his ’Cello Sonata), Malcolm Arnold and Lennox 
Berkeley.  The CD, which is widely available, is identified as Naxos 8.572247; 
the total playing time is given as 72 minutes.
 The Delius Society is proud to have assisted in the cost of this recording 
project. Its grant was made in memory of our late former President, Felix 
Aprahamian. A review of this CD will appear in the next  Journal.  



Delius In Malaga

Finally, I am delighted to see that last October, The Malaga Philharmonic 
Orchestra performed music by Delius and Elgar to mark the 75th anniversary 
of their deaths.  A mixed programme began with Delius’s popular Un paseo al 
Jardín del Paraíso.  You know it well reader, see the report on Tony Summers’s 
talk to the London Branch elsewhere in these pages.  

My thanks to: Bill Thompson, Frank Hamil, Roger Buckley, Edward Johnson and Em 
Marshall for their contributions to this Miscellany.  Ed.
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EVENTS 2009-2010 

Details of events are included in an attempt to give as complete a coverage as 
possible, even if some recent concerts have taken place by the time members receive 
the Journal.  Ed. 

Sunday 20th September 2009
The Pump Room, Bath
Clementi Duo in E flat Op.14  
Delius Dance Rhapsody No.2  
York Bowen Suite No.2 for pianoforte duet Op.71  
Walton Crown Imperial: A Coronation March  
Delius North Country Sketches  
Ravel La Valse
Simon Callaghan Piano  
Hiroaki Takenouchi Piano

London Branch Season, 2009/10
N.B. Unless otherwise stated, all meetings of the London Branch take place 
at the Jubilee Room, New Cavendish Club, 44 Great Cumberland Place, 
London. W1H 8BS.  Tel. (020 7723 0391).  

Tuesday 22nd September 2009 at 7.15pm
A Delian Miscellany 
David Lloyd-Jones, Chairman of the Delius Trust, speaks about Delius’s 
Hiawatha.

Saturday 3rd October 2009
Mendelssohn in England Music for ‘Cello and Piano from England
Kulturkreis Stapelfeld
Kratzmannsche Kate Reinbeker Strasse 4
22145 Stapelfeld
Hamburg, Germany
(Info: 0049-40-677 5922)
Arthur Sullivan, Duo Concertante G-Dur
Frederick Delius, ‘Cello Sonata.  
Alfredo Piatti, Rimembranze del Trovatore 
Felix Mendelssohn, ‘Cello Sonata in B flat major op. 45 
Rolf Herbrechtsmeyer, ‘Cello     Yuko Hirose, Piano
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Sunday 11th October, 2009
Delius Society Midlands Branch Meeting,
Derwent Ridge,
Bulhurst Lane, Weston Underwood, Derby
Notes From A Career,
Talk by John Charles.

Sunday 18th October 2009
Town Hall Birmingham 
Haydn: Quartet in G major Op.77 No.1 
Delius: Late Swallows 
Brahms: Quartet No.1 in C minor Op.51
The Barbirolli Quartet. 

Wednesday 21st October 2009
Delius Society, London Branch Meeting.
Delius’s most popular work?  The history of The Walk to the Paradise Garden’.
Talk by Tony Summers. 

Friday 30th October 2009
Huddersfield Town Hall
A Mass of Life
Huddersfield Choral Society 
Janice Watson (soprano) 
Anna Stephany (mezzo-soprano) 
Jeffrey Lloyd-Roberts (tenor) and 
Roderick Williams (baritone).  
The BBC Philharmonic Orchestra
Conducted by Martyn Brabbins  

Wednesday 11th November 2009 
Watford Colosseum

Elgar: Pomp and Circumstance March, No. 1 
Delius: Sea Drift  
Holst: The Planets (Selection)  
Elgar: The Music Makers 
Watford Philharmonic Orchestra
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Sunday 15th November, 2009
German Society of Pennsylvania, 
A programme including some of Delius’s songs in German.  
The Wister Quartet and 
Mezzo-Soprano Suzanne Du Plantis

Saturday 21st November 2009 
Symphony Hall, Birmingham
Delius, Sea Drift
Vaughan Williams, A Sea Symphony  
City of Birmingham Choir 
City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra 
Julie Cooper soprano 
James Rutherford baritone 
Adrian Lucas conductor 

Thursday 26th November 2009 
The Delius Society London Branch Meeting 
Edwin York Bowen: The Last Romantic 
Paul Guinery explores the life and work of this outstanding English 
composer.  

Tuesday 19th January 2010
The Delius Society London Branch Meeting 
‘The hidden harmony is better than the obvious’ (Pablo Picasso)
Alan Gout, with the aid of a keyboard and some recordings, shares with us 
some of his discoveries.

Saturday 30th January 2010
Delius Birthday Concert
Philadelphia Ethical Society Building,
1906 Rittenhouse Square,
Philadelphia PA 19103
Works The Notables, Michael Stairs, Conductor

Thursday 11th February 2010
Norwegian Embassy, 25 Belgrave Square, London SW1X 8QD
The Delius Society London Branch Joint meeting with the Grieg Society
Delius in Norway – A talk by Roger Buckley
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Thursday 11th February, 2010
Trinity College, Cambridge 
Delius Violin Sonata No. 1 
Vera Vaidman, Violin 
Emanuel Krasovsky, Piano 

Wednesday 10th March 2010
The Delius Society London Branch Meeting.  
Steinway Hall, 44 Marylebone Lane, London W1U 2DB
Viola and Piano Recital
Programme to include Martin Outram’s new arrangement of 
Delius’s ‘Cello Sonata
Martin Outram, viola
Julian Rolton, piano

Saturday 13th March 2010 
St. Augustine’s Church, 117 Queens Gate, South Kensington, SW7 5LP 
Elgar: Coronation March 
Elgar: Romance for Bassoon and Orchestra, op.62 
Elgar: Falstaff  
Holst: Beni Mora  
Delius:Eventyr
Bloomsbury Chamber Orchestra 
Conductor: Michael Turner 

Sunday 14th March 2010  
Portland, Oregon, U.S.A – Arlene Schnitzer Concert Hall 
Vaughan Williams Symphony No. 6 in E Minor 
Delius Iremelin Prelude  
R. Strauss Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme 
Oregon Symphony Orchestra 
Carlos Kalmar (Conductor)

Friday 28th to Monday 31st May 2010
English Music Festival, Dorchester upon Thames, Oxfordshire
Programme and booking details are not yet known. Please refer to the
EMF website for information as it becomes available:
http://www.englishmusicfestival.org.uk/index.html
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Thursday 3rd to Sunday 6th June 2010
English Song Weekend, Ludlow Assembly Rooms, Shropshire
The recital to be given at 8.00pm on Thursday 3rd June by Carolyn
Sampson (soprano) and Huw Watkins (piano) is advertised as including
songs by Delius. Please refer to the Finzi Friends website for programme
and other details: http://www.finzifriends.org.uk/events.htm

Thursday 10th June 2010 at 2.00pm
Birmingham Conservatoire, Paradise Place, Birmingham B3 3HG
The Delius Prize (seventh year)
Adjudicator: Paul Spicer

Sunday 27th June 2010 at 11am
Surbiton Golf Club, Woodstock Lane, Chessington, Surrey KT9 1UG
Delius Society AGM and Annual Lunch, followed by tea in the garden at
The Waffrons (formerly the home of the Harrison family).
(Further details will be circulated.)  

Sunday 28th November 2010 
The Stag Community Arts Centre, 
Sevenoaks, TN13 1ZZ
Programme includes Delius La Calinda. 
Sevenoaks Symphony Orchestra, Darrell Davison.
More information from www.stagsevenoaks.co.uk
Box office 01732 450175

Mid to late November 2011
The Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, London
Delius: A Village Romeo and Juliet
There are to be six performances in all, the first of them a children’s
matinée. The conductor will be our Vice President Sir Charles Mackerras.  
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